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PREFACE E
Thiss report is the result of an inquiry done under the auspices of the Scientific Council
forr Government Policy of the Netherlands and co-sponsored by the Central Planning
Bureau.. The fieldwork for the inquiry was done by Bureau Inter/View.
Manyy people have contributed in the process of this research project. I would like to
thankk my supervisor, Bernard van Praag, whose enthusiasm and interest have kept me
going.. Special thanks go to Carl Koopmans who has shown immense patience in reading
andd rereading, commenting and discussing all the aspects of this study. This study would
nott have come into being without the facilities of the Scientific Council for Government
Policy.. Finally, it must be noted that any remaining errors are my responsibility.
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SUMMARY Y
Howw do employers select their personnel? What goals do they pursue and what criteria
doo they use? Are they trying only to maximize money profits? Or are there other
mechanismss at work, as well? These questions are of interest both from a practical and
fromm a theoretical point of view. The practical motivation stems from the exceptionally
loww employment rate in the Netherlands. If the employment rate is to be increased
employerss are needed to hire large numbers of people who by current standards may be
regardedd as unemployable. More insight in the criteria employers use when selecting
personnell may improve our understanding of why some individuals are not demanded
noww and what can be done to increase their potential on the labor market.
Althoughh this study is in the first place an empirical investigation into the criteria
employerss use when selecting their lower skilled employees, there is also a theoretical
motivationn for it. Economic theory does not seem to provide us with unique answers
whenn it comes to personnel selection. Marginal productivity theory would predict
employerss to hire personnel in line with profit maximization, but there are also economic
theoriess that describe employer behavior which deviates from the profit maximizing path.
Thee economic theory of discrimination, for example, describes a trade-off between
moneyy profits and discriminatory tastes.
Thiss study uses the data-collection method of conjoint analysis to investigate selection
behaviorr of employees. This method is known from market research where it is used to
assesss the marketability of different products. Conjoint analysis makes use of profile
descriptionss of - in this case - applicants. In qualitative preliminary studies, the
characteristicss on the profile descriptions were chosen in cooperation with employers of
lowerr skilled workers.
Thee profile descriptions were used in a survey among employers which was carried out
duringg the winter of 1989/1990. Respondents in the survey were mostly managing
directorr of small firms or establishments or personnel managers in larger firms. The
respondentss in the survey first described a (possible) vacancy for a lower skilled
employeee within their firm and were then asked to evaluate a set of 18 profiles of
fictitiouss applicants presented to them. They were asked to rank the profiles according to
preferabilityy for the vacancy at hand and to point out which applicants would be
acceptablee for the job.
99

Thee profile descriptions were built up of twelve characteristics, thought to be of
importancee to employers: age, gender, ethnic background, health, family situation, wage
costs,, level of education, travelling time, work experience, current position, availability
andd command of the Dutch language. The relative importance of these twelve attributes
wass derived from the respondents' rankings of profiles by means of a rank ordered logit
model.. The most important result is that those factors which cannot be influenced by the
applicantss themselves, such as age, gender, health and ethnic background, constitute at
averagee over 70% of the preference of the employer:

Averagee relative importance of applicant characteristics
forr lower skilled work
Agee 2 7 %
Healthh

10%

Wagee costs

2%

Travellingg time

5%

Workk experience 1 %
Currentt position 3 %
Availabilityy 2 %
Genderr

23%

Commandd of language
Educationn

Ethnicc background

10%

Familyy situation

5%

7%
4%

Preferences,, however, differ across employers and across vacancies. Health and age are
importantt selection criteria across the board. Female job-seekers face much lower
chancess in industrial and construction firms than in other sectors; this is, apart from jobs
requiringg heavy physical labor for which females are even less wanted. Firms which
employy a larger share of women, are less likely to select new applicants on gender.
Ethnicc minority job-seekers come close to an equal treatment only if they apply for a
non-commerciall job in a larger establishment.
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Thee preference model was extended to a hiring model with the data on the acceptability
off applicants. The results on preferences allow us to calculate quality-indices depicting
thee qualities employers attach to individual applicants. These quality-indices were then
usedd to analyze the acceptability of candidates. Whether employers consider a candidate
too be acceptable for employment in their firm appears to depend on two things: the
perceivedd quality of competing candidates and a set of firm-specific values. This implies
thatt acceptability is in part a relative phenomenon and that the firm's choice behavior is
partlyy molded by the situation at hand.
Iff we suppose that applicants who are ranked first and considered acceptable, are in fact
hired,, it is possible to model the flow of job-seekers into jobs. A simulation on a
constructedd database of job-seekers illustrates that if selection criteria used by employers
doo not change, the low employment rate on the Dutch labor market for older workers,
ethnicc minorities, women and workers with a slightly increased probability of sick leave,
mayy prove to be lasting.
Thee observed preferences of employers for young, healthy, native, male workers ask for
ann explanation. Characteristics of job-seekers which are directly related to productivity
apparentlyy are of less importance than those not or only indirectly related to productivity.
Thiss conclusion, however, is only skin deep: the finding that employers take
characteristicss into account that are not directly related to productivity leaves us with a
varietyy of explanations for such behavior, some of which are in accordance with profit
maximization.. It may, for example, be argued that employers use easy to observe
characteristicss as cheap indicators of the expected productivity of applicants. Differences
inn preference may then be attributable to other measures of productivity, not included in
thee profiles, but correlated to variables on which employers base their preferences.
Whetherr one concludes that the observed differences can reflect differences in true
averagee productivity remains a matter of judgment.. The large number of other
characteristicss which we control for, combined with the size of the observed differences,
however,, provide strong indications that besides profit maximizing behavior of
employers,, there are also discriminating mechanisms at work.
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Thiss study shows that lower skilled job-seekers without a job are primarily selected by
employerss on the basis of characteristics that they cannot influence themselves: age,
gender,, health and ethnic background are the most important selection criteria. Whether
thee observed preferences reflect discrimination or cost-efficient screening or lie
somewheree in between these two and may be called pseudo-rationalizations, does not
seemm to alter the gloomy picture the results imply for lower skilled job-seekers who are
nott young, healthy, native and male. The finding that lower skilled job-seekers can do
littlee to improve their own chances on the labor market, has strong implications for both
theoryy and policy. Hiring behavior of employers appears to be of importance in
analyzingg employment and unemployment. Policy makers may use the results of this
studyy to focus a greater part of their attention on the demand side of the labor market.
Influencingg employer preferences may be more successful in increasing chances of
problemm groups on the labor market than current efforts aimed improving qualifications
off job-seekers. Finally, the findings on their selection behavior may stimulate employers
themselvess to critically review their own hiring policies: is it really optimal to select
primarilyy on age, gender, health and ethnic background? Is there any solid information
thatt justifies selection on these criteria? Or is it possible to design screening methods
whichh result in selecting the best employee without using characteristics that are not
directlyy related to productivity?

12 2
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1..

INTRODUCTION

K.K. was the owner of an average-sized shop in household ware. His business had actually
beenbeen flourishing lately and there were no signs of upcoming sluggishness. Therefore, K.
hadhad decided to search for a qualified warehouseman to take care of his increased stock.
K.K. already employed several shop-assistants who had helped him in taking care of his
stockroom,stockroom, but now business was outgrowing them. K. had received several letters of
applicationapplication in response to the ad he placed in a local newspaper. A friend of one of the
shop-assistantsshop-assistants had applied, too, and the Public Employment Service had provided him
withwith two more applicants.
K.K. had decided to invite all the applicants for an interview. It had taken him a whole day
toto talk to all of them and now he was sitting at his desk, trying to put some sense into
thethe information which lay in front of him. Some were young, others were older, some
werewere experienced, others not, two were female, three had an ethnic background, most
werewere qualified and some of them would be more expensive than others. Who would he
pick? pick?
Thee case of K. is fictitious, but serves to illustrate the essence of this study. The chances
off applicants are in the hands of employers. How do they weigh the various qualities that
job-seekerss bring with them and is there any pattern in their selection behavior? There
aree job-seekers who get rejected by and again, but why? Are they too old, or maybe too
expensive?? Are they over- or undereducated, or do they have the wrong working
experience?? Have they been out of work for too long, or are they perhaps too foreign or
tooo female? We can add many more possibly important characteristics to this list, but
whatt are the ones that really matter to employers?
Thesee questions lie at the heart of this study; they are asked for two reasons. The first
motivationn for this study is of a practical nature. The employment rate in the Netherlands
iss exceptionally low. Employment rates when measured in person years are above the
13 3

Dutchh level in all OECD-countries except Spain. Increasing the employment rate will be
topp priority on the labor market agenda for the coming years. To that end, employers are
neededd to hire large numbers of people who by current standards may be regarded as
unemployable.. This means that we need some understanding of why these people are not
demandedd and what can be done to increase their potential on the labor market.
Therefore,, it is necessary to gain more insight in the criteria employers find important
whenn selecting personnel.
Thee second reason is that economic theory does not provide us with unique answers to
thesee questions. On the one hand, marginal productivity theory predicts employers to hire
personnell in line with a profit maximizing strategy. On the other hand, there are several
theoriess describing employer behavior, which deviates from the profit maximizing path.
Economicc theories of discrimination, for example, try to explain why employers in
certainn situations may make the 'wrong' choices with respect to their profit function.
Whichh theory should prevail in which occasions seems as yet to be an unresolved issue.
Thee ideal way to discover employer preferences with respect to a heterogeneous supply
off workers would be a shopping situation, where workers are directly comparable to
eachh other and where employers order the supplied workers according to desirability. It
iss obvious that such a situation does not exist in real life. Real labor supply will be
influencedd by self-selection processes and in analyzing observed selection behavior of
employerss it will be hard to distinguish between systematic and erratic selection
variables.. Therefore, in this study the selection process is simulated by means of an
experimentall method developed in market research. In view of the specific policy
orientedd framework of this study, it is restricted to jobs that do not require a high level
off education and to suppliers of labor who currently do not hold a job.
Chapterr 2 will briefly sketch the empirical setting for this study; the incidence of nonparticipationn in the Netherlands, institutional arrangements and the way Dutch labor
markett policies deal with people who have a hard time finding a job. Chapter 3 discusses
thee prevailing thoughts in economic theory on the criteria employers use when selecting
personnell and the mechanisms behind their selection behavior. Chapter 4 gives a
descriptionn of the experimental method that was used here to study selection behavior of
employerss and of the survey among employers which forms the basis for this study. In
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chapterr 5 the results on preferences of employers revealed in the survey are analyzed.
Chapterr 6 extends the preference model of chapter 5 to a hiring model. Chapter 7
concludes. .
Thiss study may be seen as the completion of a research project which has also resulted
inn several other publications. Earlier versions of the material presented in chapters 4 and
55 may be found in Van Beek and Van Praag (1992) and Van Beek, Koopmans and Van
Praagg (1992). A more popular attempt to interpret the results of the survey towards an
audiencee of employers may be found in Van Beek (1992). Finally, chapters 3, 6 and 7
elaboratee on Van Beek, Koopmans and Van Praag (1993).

CHAPTERR 1 INTRODUCTION

15 5
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2..

2.11

QUESTIONS ON THE DUTCH LABOR MARKET

Introduction

Thee investigation into personnel selection behavior of employers, on which this study
reports,, is situated in the Dutch labor market. Many of the problems of the Dutch labor
markett are similar to those in other countries, but the Dutch setting also has several
characteristicc aspects. Non-participation in the Netherlands is widespread and is
concentratedd in certain groups of the population. On the other hand, there does not seem
too be a shortage in vacancies. Section 2.2 will present some key figures on these issues.
Sectionn 2.3 will briefly look at some salient features of labor market policy in the
Netherlands.. Section 2.4 concludes.
2.22

(Non)-participation in the Netherlands

Inn 1990 the Dutch population aged between 15 and 65 counted 10.3 million people. The
Dutchh Central Bureau of Statistics differentiates between people who have a job (no
matterr for how many or few hours per week), people who do not participate and people
whoo actively search for work, are ready to accept a job and receive unemployment pay
(CBSS (1991a)). The latter category will be referred to as 'unemployed' in this text,
althoughh this notion of unemployment underestimates the 'real' level of unemployment.
Thee largest category not included in this definition of unemployment concerns people
whoo are unemployed while not receiving any benefit.
InIn 1990, 62% of the population of working age actually holds a job. In 1980 this figure
wass only 54%. The increase is the result of two developments. First, as is noted in the
recentt survey of the Dutch labor market by the OECD (1992), employment growth has
beenn "buoyant" during most of the eighties. The OECD-researchers estimate employment
growthh in persons at 2% a year between 1983 and 1990. This is way above the 0.9%
averagee for the European Community (EC) and also higher than the 1.4% for the OECD
17 7

ass a whole. Second, a remarkable set of changes in the definition of employment has
contributedd to the increase in the employment rate during the eighties. Van Paridon
(1990)) shows how the inclusion in labor statistics of all jobs bigger than or equal to one
hourr a week has inflated the employment rate from 1987 onwards. The figure of 62%
referss to the most recently updated definition as presented in CBS (1992b) (see also Van
Paridonn (1992)). The latter definition will be used throughout this text unless otherwise
specified. .
Independentt of the definition chosen, part-time work is widespread in the Netherlands. If
wee calculate the employment rate in labor years we end up at 51% in 1990 (CBS
(1992b)).. This figure is reduced even further if we look at actually productive labor
years.. In that case we want at least to exclude working people who are on sick leave.
Convertingg the latter to sick leave benefit years (SZW (1992)), an employment rate of
justt over 47% results.
Nextt to the low employment rate, OECD (1992b) points at the high level of productivity
ass another salient characteristic of the Dutch labor market. Productivity per hour worked
inn the Netherlands is only rivaled by the US. This may partly be the result of past
policiess which offered large groups of less productive workers a road to nonparticipationn and even encouraged them to seize this opportunity. Until recently the low
employmentt rate was not perceived as an important problem in the Netherlands. On the
contrary,, non-participation was long seen as a major instrument in fighting
unemployment;; disability and pre-pension schemes were used explicitly to create room
forr young labor supply (see e.g. OECD (1992) and WRR (1990)). High disability figures
andd the popularity of pre-pension schemes are prime results of this policy.
WRRR (1990) presents four major reasons to fight the relatively low employment rate in
thee Netherlands.
First,, the high ratio of benefits to labor years causes labor costs in Holland to be high
whereass net wages are relatively low. This difference bears a threat to the quality of the
welfaree state; high labor costs may endanger the profitability of firms, whereas the high
burdenn of social security premiums tests solidarity. An increase in the employment rate
wouldd take a lot of these tensions away.
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Second,, the average age of the Dutch population is rising, more or less parallel to
demographicc trends in other western countries. As non-participation is more likely at a
higherr age, this may result in a further decline of the employment rate, which imposes a
furtherr challenge to the Dutch welfare state.
Third,, WRR (1990) points at the social importance of having a formal job. Where other
meanss of social integration, such as family, church, labor unions, political parties, etc.,
havee become less important, employment has become more important, both for personal
developmentt and for cohesion of society as a whole.
Fourth,, an open economy like the Dutch has to be competitive in the field of the
"educational,, physical, technical and scientific infrastructure" (p. 117). This especially
countss as countries have become increasingly interdependent and policy-competition has
becomee more and more important. Since the financial resources of a country are closely
linkedd to its employment rate, the employment rate in turn influences the quality of the
variouss types of infrastructure and thus the competitive power of a country. Therefore,
thee Netherlands cannot afford their employment rate to be way below employment rates
inn competing nations.
Policyy objectives have changed indeed, as can be read from SZW (1992). In this major
policy-document,, the Minister of Social Affairs and Employment defines increasing the
employmentt rate as the single most important policy-objective for socioeconomic policy
inn the nineties. This implies that groups with currently lagging labor force participation
aree to (re)enter the market in increasing numbers. We will now take a look at the various
groupss in the Dutch labor market with particularly low employment rates.
2.2.11 Problem groups
Non-participationn in the Netherlands is concentrated in certain groups of the population.
Peoplee who are older, female, immigrant or lower skilled face a relatively high incidence
off non-participation. Further characteristics which are linked to a problematic labor
markett position are disability and long term unemployment.
Figuree 2.1 shows that most Dutch men between 25 and 55 hold a job. Men between 15
andd 24 work less, primarily because they are trying to get educated. Men aged 55 and
overr participate less because they exchange the labor market for disability or

CHAPTERR 2 QUESTIONS ON THE DUTCH LABOR MARKET
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Figuree 2.1 Labor market participation of men between 15 and 65 years of age, 1990
MENN ( X 1 0 0 0 )
dnon-participating g
search. < 20 hr/wk
Hsearch.. > 20 hr/wk
E3working<< 20 hr/wk
Sworkingg > 20 hr/wk

Source:: CBS (1 991 a)

unemploymentt benefits or pre-retirement schemes. About 36% of these men are on
disabilityy benefits. The non-participation of older men in the Netherlands becomes even
moree evident if we look at the age group of 60-65. In this age bracket 39% receives a
disabilityy benefit, 7% receives unemployment pay and 35% is pre-retired '. This leaves
att most 19% of the men in this age group to be fully self-supporting.
Inn the Dutch labor market women participate much less than men, as can be seen in
figuree 2.2. Whereas in 1990 75% of all Dutch males hold a job, the employment rate for
Dutchh women is only 45%. Besides, many women work part-time; of all working
womenn over 35 years of age, more than 40% works less than 20 hours a week. If we
measuree the employment rate of women in terms of labor years, the gap between male
andd female participation thus becomes even wider. In the age-group of 15-24, however,
femalee labor market participation bears great resemblance to the male participation
pattern. .

Sources:: SVR, CBS and CPB, respectively
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Figuree 2.2 Labor market participation of women between 15 and 65 years of age, 1990
WOMENN (X1 000)
LJJ non-participating
search. < 2 0 hr/wk
E33 search. > 2 0 hr/wk
^ w o r k i n gg < 2 0 hr/wk
S33 working > 2 0 hr/wk

15-24 4

Source:: CBS (1991 a)

OlderOlder workers
Thee exceptional position of the Netherlands with respect to older workers is illustrated in
OECDD (1992a). In this study an international comparison is presented of labor force
participationn for workers over 55 years of age across 18 OECD-countries 2. Data for the
Netherlandss are only presented up to 1986, because of the definition changes from 1987
onwards,, mentioned before.
Thee cross-country comparison demonstrates that only 13% of Dutch people over 55
participatee in the labor force in 1986. Italy is the only country scoring lower, with 11%,
butt the (unweighted) average over the 18 countries is 27%, with Japan, Norway, the
Unitedd Kingdom and Sweden way ahead of the others with percentages ranging from 35
too 43%. The exceptionally low labor force participation for older workers in the
Netherlandss regards both men and women. Moreover, the outward position of the
Netherlandss is not a new phenomenon. Although less outspoken, the Netherlands has
knownn relatively low participation levels for older workers throughout the observed
periodd in the OECD-study (from 1971 onwards).

Notee that labor force participation includes both the active and the inactive labor force. Included
inn this study are: Australia, Canada, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands,
Norwayy (workers over 60 years of age), New Zealand, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, the United
Kingdomm and the United States.
CHAPTERR 2 QUESTIONS ON THE DUTCH LABOR MARKET
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Women Women
Ann international comparison of participation figures for women also meets with the
definitionn problems mentioned before. OECD (1992b) shows how female participation in
thee Netherlands, although growing a little faster, stayed within the range of other EC
countriess like Ireland, Spain, Italy and Greece until 1986. In 1987, however, the new
employmentt definition pushed female participation in the Netherlands close to the 50%
level,, which is about average within the European Community and still somewhat below
thee OECD-average.
However,, due to the relatively high incidence of part-time work among Dutch women,
thee employment rate in labor years still lags behind other EC-countries, as can be read
fromm WRR (1990). This study estimates the employment rate in labor years for women
inn 1987 (after the change in definition) at 26%, whereas the EC-average for 1987 is
35%. .
Immigrants Immigrants
Peoplee of non-Dutch origin also have a relatively weak labor market position. CBS
(1991b)) reports a total of 890,000 immigrants aged between 15 and 64 in me
Netherlandss (see table 2.1). This means that at least 8.7% of the potential labor force has
aa foreign background. 'At least' because this score refers to 'immigrants' as everyone
nott being born in Holland or not in the possession of a Dutch passport. This definition is
ratherr limited as it does not incorporate Dutch born children of (legal) immigrants, many
immigrantss from the former Dutch colonies (Surinam, Indonesia) nor children from
mixedd marriages. On the other hand, foreign born children of native Dutch parents are
includedd as well as people from, for example, Belgium, Germany or Great Britain. The
latterr make up 17% of the immigrants in table 2.1 and are in general not of interest for
studiess of the problems of ethnic minorities. Although our concern is primarily aimed at
ethnicc minorities, in this section the term 'immigrants' will be used, referring to the CBS
(1991b)) definition mentioned above.
Thee position of immigrants on the Dutch labor market differs widely from that of the
nativee population (see e.g. WRR (1989)). Whereas of all natives of working age, 63%
holdss a job, only 48% of the immigrants in this age group is formally employed. Among
nativess the unemployment rate amounts to 8%, whereas this percentage equals 23%
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Tablee 2.1 Immigrants in the Netherlands, 1990
numberr X 1000

countryy of
origin n
Turkey y
Indonesia a
Surinam m
Morocco o
Germany y
Otherr mediterranean countries
Greatt Britain
Belgium m
Antilles s
Other r

130 0
127 7
119 9
92 2
79 9
61 1
36 6
36 6
34 4
176 6

TOTAL L

890 0

%%
14.6 6
14.3 3
13.4 4
10.3 3
8.9 9
6.9 9
4.0 0
4.0 0
3.8 8
19.8 8

100 0

Source:: CBS (1991b)

amongg immigrants. As we saw, this figure also includes immigrants from neighboring
Europeann countries, who generally do not have a problematic labor market record. This
impliess that some groups perform even worse: real problem groups include Moroccans
(withh a 44% unemployment rate), Turks (36%), Surinams and people from the
Netherlandss Antilles (30%) (CBS (1991b)).

Tablee 2.2 Immigrants and natives of working age as a percentage of the respective
categoryy with respect to activity and educational level, 1990
total l

levell of education
basic c

junior r senior rsecondary y
and dhigher r
secondary y

%%

NATIVES S
employed d
unemployed d
non-participants s
TOTAL L

77
11
99
17 7

17 7
22
11 1
30 0

40 0
33
11 1
53 3

63 3
55
32 2
100 0

IMMIGRANTS S
employed d
unemployed d
non-participants s
TOTAL L

11 1
77
19 9
36 6

11 1
33
99
23 3

26 6
44
11 1
41 1

48 8
14 4
38 8
100 0

Source:: CBS (1991b)
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Thee position of immigrants on the Dutch labor market is strongly related to their
educationall level. If we would correct for differences in level of education, the
differencess in labor market participation between immigrants and natives would partly
vanishh (CBS, 1991b). Table 2.2, however, illustrates that not all differences can be
explainedd by educational disadvantages; unfavorable figures for immigrants also seem to
occurr at higher levels of education. Within the category 'senior secondary and higher',
forr example, we can see that the ratio of employed to unemployed equals 40/3 for
natives,, whereas this ratio equals 26/4 for immigrants. This implies that the
unemploymentt rate of immigrants in this category is more than twice the rate for native
Dutchmen. .
LowerLower skilled workers
Althoughh to a lesser degree, the problems of lower educated ethnic minority groups can
bee generalized to all labor supply. Figure 2.3 shows the educational levels for both the
employedd and the unemployed labor force. From this figure it can be read that people
withh a higher level of education (i.e. higher vocational or university degree) make up
21%% of the working people whereas they account for only 13% of unemployment. On
thee other hand, people with only basic education have a high incidence of
unemployment;; whereas they account for only 12% of the employed, they make up 20%
off the unemployed.
Disabled/Disabled/ long term unemployed workers
Thee final two problem groups which may be identified, the disabled and the long term
unemployed,, contain non-participants almost by definition. They are included in this
sectionn not so much because they do not hold a job, but because it is hard for them to
reenterr formal employment.
Inn recent years Dutch disability schemes have gained massive attention as being not only
relativelyy generous, but also as being relatively easy to enter. Large groups of redundant
workerss have found their way into disability schemes rather than becoming unemployed.
Inn the early eighties it even was official government policy to account for labor market
chancess in the medical examination of possible entrants into the program. Although this
practicee was officially abandoned in 1987 ('stelselherziening'), it has been hard to reduce
thee inflow into the disability program. In 1990 it supplied benefits to 862,000 people or
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Figuree 2.3 Level of education of the labor force, 1990

Unemployed d
( 9 %% of the labor force)

Employed d
(911 % of the labor force)
Higherr voc/university 2 1 %
Basi i

Higherr voc/university 1 3 %
Juniorr sec. gen. 8%
vv Senior sec voc 2 1 %
Basicc 2 8 %
Seniorr sec gen. 9%
Juniorr sec. gen. 1 1 %

Juniorr sec v o c 1 7%
Juniorr sec voc 1
orr sec. voc. 36%
Seniorr sec gen. 5%

Source:: CBS (1991 a)

moree than 8% of the total population between 15 and 65 years of age (CBS (1992a)).
Longg term unemployment is not a uniquely Dutch problem. Many OECD-countries face
ann incidence of long term unemployment similar to the Netherlands (see e.g. OECD
(1992a)).. In the Netherlands about half the unemployed have been out of work for more
thann one year.
Summarizingg we may quote OECD (1992b) which characterizes the Dutch labor market
withh "high productivity - low employment" (p.70). The ones who work - whether fulltimee or part-time - are primarily those with the highest productivity. A major part of the
remainderr of potential labor supply is safely, though expensively, lodged outside the
laborr market.
2.2.22

Vacancies

Complementaryy to the vast amount of unutilized labor supply, one would expect a low
vacancyy level in the Netherlands. Counting vacancies is quite vulnerable to definition
andd measurement issues. OECD (1992a) points out that the Netherlands is one of the few
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countriess with a solid inquiry on vacancies. Although a cross-country comparison is a
trickyy business, the OECD-figures suggest that the Netherlands do not have a particularly
loww vacancy level. The Dutch labor market at the end of the eighties seems to count
aboutt three times as many vacancies per 1000 jobs as, for example, Great Britain,
France,, Norway or Sweden; countries which have (much) higher employment rates.
Germanyy has a vacancy rate which more or less equals the Dutch, whereas Japan has
twicee as many vacancies per 1000 jobs. Figures for the United States and Canada cannot
bee compared 3.
Fillingg vacancies in the Netherlands seems to have become increasingly difficult at the
endd of the eighties. CBS (1992c) reports a total of 105,000 vacancies (1.7% of all jobs)
inn September 1990. This figure seems to be a peak in the vacancy rate, both for the
yearss before and after. Almost 50% of die vacancies do not require more than junior
secondaryy education. Some of these may require certain job-specific skills, others may
nott require such skills; the distinction cannot be made from the data at hand. CBS
(1992c)) reports that 47% of all vacancies were specified as 'hard to fill'; of the lower
skilledd vacancies 52% earns this label. SZW (1992) mentions the existence of so-called
'discouragedd employers', employers who do not post their vacancies anymore because
theyy apparently do not attract any (fitting) labor supply. SZW (1992) concludes from a
numberr of partial studies on this matter, that at least half of all vacancies are not
reportedd at all. This implies that the figures presented above would give an
underestimationn not only of the number of vacancies but especially of the number of
hardd to fill vacancies.
Finally,, it must be noted that in 1991 and 1992 the vacancy-level has declined
substantially.. The survey on which this study reports, however, was carried out in the
winterr of 1989/1990. Findings on hiring behavior resulting from this survey, thus have to
bee seen against the background of the high vacancy-level at that time.
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These refer to advertisements, whereas those for other countries refer to the counting of vacancies
byy Public Employment Services.
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2.33

Labor market policies

Inn the previous section, it was noticed that increasing the employment rate has become
thee single most important policy-objective of socioeconomic policy for the Netherlands
inn the nineties. The consensus on goals, however, does not necessarily imply a consensus
onn means.
Thee Dutch labor market is heavily regulated, as will be illustrated in 2.3.1. The existing
regulationss are by and large the policies which have contributed to the current situation
off low employment and high productivity, which was described in the previous section.
Onn the one hand, these regulations continue to exist. On the other hand, however, many
currentt policy initiatives seem to be aimed at a truly competitive market. Section 2.3.2
willl take a closer look at these so-called active policies.
2.3.11

Regulation

Itt would go way beyond the scope of this study to give anything close to a complete
descriptionn of all regulatory measures on the Dutch labor market. We will, however, take
aa glance at labor market regulation in the Netherlands, since regulations may play a role
inn employer selection behavior. In particular the economic theory of discrimination pays
muchh attention to curbs on competition, as we will see in section 3.4. This subsection
willl briefly describe five types of regulation which limit competition in the Dutch labor
market. .
Originallyy established after World War II, as a social minimum for male breadwinners,
thee minimum wage was given a legal and gender neutral base in 1969. Although in
recentt years it has lost its position as a family income (WRR (1990)), a minimum wage
onn a full-time basis is still supposed to suffice for the support of a family with two
dependentt children. The level of the legal minimum wage is set by the minister of Social
Affairss and Employment. It rose sharply during the first half of the seventies and has
seenn a similar decline during the first half of the eighties. In the seventies raising the
minimumm wage was seen as a means towards a more egalitarian wage structure. In the
eightiess the legal minimum wage was generally seen as a major obstacle for lower
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skilledd workers to enter the labor market. Especially the (already lower) minimum wage
forr youngsters was decreased in order to fight youth unemployment. In 1990 the gross
minimumm wage for adults equals about 56% of the average gross wage (CBS (1992d)).
CollectiveCollective bargaining, leading to collective agreements between employers' organizations
andd unions, is another pillar of the Dutch labor market model. The collective bargaining
structuree derives most of its importance from its sanctioning by the minister of Social
Affairss and Employment. He has the power to declare certain provisions of collective
agreementss reached in a certain branch of industry to be binding on all firms and all
workerss in the respective trade. Terms of employment declared binding thus also extend
too firms and workers who were not represented at the negotiations.
Thiss 'Algemeen Verbindend Verklaring ( A W ) ' as the Dutch call it, became law and
practicee during the crisis of the nineteen thirties. The minister of Social Affairs and
Employmentt enacts an A W on request of any of the parties involved. He can do this if
andd only if an 'important majority' of the workers involved are already subject to the
collectivee agreement. Besides, the provisions concerned have to be in the public interest
(Albedaa and Dercksen (1989)). In practice the minister never refuses a request for A W
oncee formal requirements are met. Collective agreements sometimes allow firms to offer
betterr working conditions than required in the collective agreement. Firms are not
allowedd to underbid the collective terms, thus ruling out the possibility of wagecompetitionn among firms. In 1991 about 72% of all workers outside the public sector
weree covered by (extended) collective agreements (DCA (1992)).
Thee practice of A W is supposed to suppress labor market unrest (Albeda and Dercksen
(1989)).. In recent years, however, it has come under growing strain, primarily because
A WW does not always harmonize with the general labor market policy of the central
government.. An example of these tensions may be found in the development of wages at
thee lower end of the labor market during the eighties. Whereas the minister of Social
Affairss and Employment reduced the legal minimum wage with his one hand, with the
otherr he AW-ed collective agreements with lowest wage scales above the legal
minimum.. In 1990 this had resulted in lowest wage scales in collective agreements being
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att average 10% above the legal minimum wage (Tweede Kamer (1991/1992)). A W has
alsoo been criticized in a more general manner as suppressing competition (see e.g. Zalm
(1990)).. Most recently a discussion has started on the question whether the practice of
A WW favors existing unions (see e.g Hagen (1992)) 4 .
Complementaryy to the wage-structure there is an extensive social security system. As we
saww in the preceding section, sick leave benefits amount to 6.5% of the labor years
workedd in the Netherlands in 1990. Benefit years for disability and early retirement total
15.7%% of employment measured in labor years. In 1986 the government tried to make
sickk leave and disability schemes less attractive to enter by lowering benefit levels. In
thee summer of 1992 further proposals in this direction were made, because the number
off benefit recipients had continued to rise. Besides, the government has started to
criticizee the use of pre-retirement schemes. Compared to international standards also
unemploymentt insurance is relatively generous both in level and duration of the
paymentss (OECD (1992b). At the lower end of the benefit system there is the General
Assistancee Act ('Bijstand') which serves as a safety net and guarantees an income at
sociall minimum level. The social minimum for a family equals the legal minimum wage,
thee social minimum for a single person equals 70% of the legal minimum wage. Only
recentlyy the central government has tried to create some distance between a minimum
wagee earned in a job and minimum income obtained from social security benefits; it has
raisedd the tax waver for working people in order to encourage benefit recipients to
acceptt a job.
Regulationss concerning the hiring and firing of personnel establish a fourth important
characteristicc of the Dutch labor market. When hiring an employee, employers are
allowedd to offer a fixed term contract only once, with a trial period of at most two
months.. Fixed-term contracts can only be continued on a permanent basis (recent
legislationn has introduced the possibility to offer a second fixed-term contract for a
periodd of at most six months (OECD (1992b))).

Hagenn discusses a case which may illustrate the extent to which wage-competition is banned in
thee Netherlands. A commercial bank requested exemption from the binding collective agreement
inn the banking sector (Bank-CAO). The commercial bank agreed on collective terms with its own
concem-union.. Most employees of the bank were member of the concern union, none were
memberr of another union. Although the bank's terms were better than those in the Bank-CAO, the
ministerr of Social Affairs and Employment refused exemption from the Bank-CAO, arguing that
theree were no 'normal' unions involved. The commercial bank was not allowed to pay its
employeess more than other banks.
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Oncee employees have been hired indefinitely, it takes a relatively large effort to fire
themm individually. OECD (1992b) points in particular at the fact that Dutch employers
havee to gain administrative authorization prior to firing an employee. Fired employees
mayy also appeal their dismissal afterwards. In most other OECD-countries the latter form
off appeal is the only check on the employer's decision to fire an employee. OECD
(1992b)) views the regulations concerning hiring and firing as a reason behind the
extensivee use of temporary employment agencies and of other types of flexible labor
contractss in the Netherlands. OS A (1991) estimates the size of the flexible labor market
inn 1990 at 12% of the working population. Almost half of the flexible contractors hold
outt a prospect on permanent employment.
Apartt from regulations that curb competition on terms of employment, product markets
inn the Netherlands are ruled by what some authors call the Dutch cartel paradise (see
e.g.. De Jong (1990)). Dutch economic policy has long actively supported firms to
'cooperate'' with each other (see e.g. Uitermark (1990), who presents a detailed
descriptionn of cartel-policy in the Netherlands). EC-regulations concerning cartels seem
too be much more restrictive than the prevailing Dutch anti-cartel rulings. The integration
off the European market may oblige Dutch firms to dismantle their horizontal pricearrangementss in the nearby future.
Anotherr protective aspect regards the barriers to entry for new entrepreneurs. Such
barrierss are negotiated by trading associations and in many cases authorized by the
ministerr of Economic Affairs. Barriers, for instance, consist of requirements in the form
off diploma's and approval of the trade-association. Recently the minister of Economic
Affairss has taken steps towards abolishment of many of these barriers, which would
makee easier or free entry into many trades possible (EZ (1992)).
2.3.22

Active labor market policy in the Netherlands

Givenn the high incidence of non-participation in the Netherlands, it does not come as a
surprisee that there are policies aimed at (re)integrating people into formal employment.
Thee policy-answer to the challenge of increasing employment seems to be rather market
orientedd and is twofold: creating labor supply of a higher quality at a lower price.
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Firstt and foremost, government tries to contain the price of labor by a general policy of
wage-restraintt and through targeted employment subsidies. This part of the policy-mix is
supposedd to generate sufficient demand. The policy of wage restraint is enacted primarily
byy setting the minimum wage (and thus the social minimum) and by influencing
collectivee bargaining through the establishment of agreements with employers'
organizationss and unions at the central level ('centraal akkoord').
Thee second part of the policy-mix aims at improving the chances of job-seekers through
trainingg and by offering work experience. The latter type of labor market policy is
usuallyy labelled 'active' as opposed to 'passive' policies which provide income support.
Tablee 2.3 Active labor market policies in the Netherlands3, 1990
policies s

expenditure e
%% GDP
%

SUPPLYY ORIENTED POLICIES
Vocationall guidance and training centers (CBB)
Frameworkk regulation for training (KRS)
Vocationall training centers (CV)
Regional/locall special plans (PCG, BRP)
Unemploymentt benefits during training
Youthh work guarantee (JWG)°
Directt
job creation, public
orr non-profit (WVM, KRA, BP)b
Shelteredd workshops for the disabled (WSW)b

%

0.01 1
0.05 5
0.04 4
0.02 2
0.08 8
0.01 1

0.6 6
4.5 5
3.6 6
2.0 0
8.0 0
1.4 4

0.02 2
0.64 4

1.8 8
59.9 9

MIXEDD POLICIES
Publicc Employment Services and Administration
Industryy based training (BBS)
Supportt of training in small firms (SSW)
Supportt of apprenticeship (BVJ/BVL)

0.10 0
0.01 1
0.00 0
0.05 5

9.3 3
0.9 9
0.4 4
5.0 0

DEMANDD ORIENTED POLICIES
Employmentt subsidies in the private sector (KRA, VU)

0.03 3

2.3 3

TOTAL L

1.06 6

aa
bb

100 0

The acronyms represent program names in Dutch
Although these programs are job-creating, they are classified under supply oriented policies, as they
onlyy provide sheltered jobs and do not address private sector employers.

Source:: OECD (1992b)
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Tablee 2.3 gives an impression of the budget for active labor market policies in the
Netherlands.. The total amount spent (1.06% of GDP in 1990) is less than the amount in
Swedenn (1.7%), just about equals the amount in West-Germany (1.02%) and scores
higherr than Great Britain (0.61%, OECD (1992a)). Compared, however, to the amount
spentt on income support in the Netherlands, active policies form a relatively small part
off labor market expenditure.
Ass we can see from table 2.3, the creation of jobs outside the private sector is the most
importantt 'active' policy: sheltered workshops for the disabled (WSW), direct job
creationn in the public and non-profit sector (WVM, KRA, BP) and the youth work
guaranteee (JWG) together consume 63% of the total budget. These policies, however,
cann only be called 'active' insofar as they are aimed at providing work. This work,
however,, is not a part of the regular labor market and participants usually stay on the
programm rather than proceed into regular jobs.
Thiss leaves only a small share of the budget for 'real' active policies. Training consumes
15%% of the budget. Almost half of this amount is targeted towards specific, available
job-typess in the private sector, in cooperation with employers. The other half of the
trainingg budget is non-targeted. The rest of the budget for active labor market policies is
usedd for the Public Employment Service, unemployment benefits during training and
employmentt subsidies.
Especiallyy aimed at employer behavior, but not in table 2.3 because it is budget-neutral,
iss the so-called bonus/malus-system for disability benefits. Under this system individual
employerss get a bonus in case they hire a disability benefit recipient but have to pay
extraa in case an employee enters the disability scheme.
2.44

Concluding remarks

InIn the Netherlands older workers, women, immigrants and lower skilled workers have
particularlyy low employment rates. The tow employment rate in the Netherlands is partly
causedd by a mismatch between supply and demand, showing up in a large number of
vacancies.. The greater part of the existing surplus in labor supply has a lower education,
whilee the bigger problems in filling vacancies occur at lower skilled jobs as well. The
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answerr to this problem has primarily been sought at the supply-side. The Dutch
governmentt attempts to bridge discrepancies by educating the lower skilled and by
creatingg possibilities to gain work experience. The major part of the budget for active
laborr market policies in the Netherlands is spent on creating sheltered work. The demand
sidee of the labor market shows quite a different picture. Policies aimed at influencing the
laborr market behavior of employers are limited to wage cost subsidies for employers
whoo hire long term unemployed workers and the bonus/malus-system for disability
benefits. .
Activee labor market policies in the Netherlands apparently originate from the idea that
humann capital formation in combination with containing the price of labor will be a
sufficientt condition for employment. This supposition may hold on a free and
competitivee market, but seems to neglect the high level of regulation on the Dutch labor
market.. Somehow an inconsistent set of beliefs seems to form the basis for labor market
policiess in the Netherlands. Confidence in the outcome of market-forces appears to be
limitedd and therefore competition is restricted in many ways. Active labor market
policies,, on the other hand, rather seem to be designed for a free and competitive labor
markett model; the bigger part is designed to soothe the unwanted outcomes of the
(assumed)) market process by offering sheltered work. And those active policies not
aimedd at creating sheltered work, rely for their 'return on investment' heavily on the
spontaneouss cooperation of employers. Employers may find incentives for such
cooperationn in a competitive market, but may not cooperate if market forces are absent.
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3..

LABOR MARKET THEORY

3.11

Introduction

Thee mixed set of beliefs which seems to mold labor market policy, may be seen as the
reflectionn of a fundamental debate in labor economics: is what we observe the result of
profitt maximizing behavior or are there other forces at work, as well? This study,
however,, is in the first place an empirical investigation into the criteria employers use
whenn selecting their lower skilled employees. There is no such thing as a well developed
theoryy of personnel-selection, and I do not intend to build such a theory here. Within the
fieldd of labor economics, however, various assumptions are made, either implicitly or
explicitly,, about the mechanisms underlying employers' hiring decisions. This chapter on
laborr market theory tries to identify worker characteristics which are thought to be of
importancee to employers and to formulate a set of hypotheses with respect to
mechanismss behind employer preferences for certain workers.

Sectionn 3.2 deals with (neo-) classical labor demand theory, which starts from the
viewpointt that demand for labor is "the outcome of employers' attempts at cost
minimizationn or profit maximization" (Hamermesh (1986)). A natural extension of these
ideass may be found in recent contributions to the theory of unemployment which will be
lookedd at in section 3.3. Section 3.4 is devoted to studies of discrimination in the labor
market.. This line of thought also fits within the neo-classical framework, but as we will
see,, may imply that firms also pursue other goals than pure 'cost minimization or profit
maximization'.. Since economic theories of discrimination are more explicit in describing
employerr behavior with regard to the hiring of employees, we will pay relatively much
attentionn to these theories. Section 3.5 will take a slightly different angle; this section
lookss at theories of labor market segmentation, which focus on the role of institutions
andd social structure rather than optimizing behavior of individuals and firms.
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3.22

Marginal productivity theory

Firmss can be pictured as production units, buying input and producing output. A simple
modell would distinguish two types of input: (homogeneous) capital and (homogeneous)
labor.. The model can be extended to the case where labor and/or capital are
heterogeneous.. The neo-classical paradigm assumes that a firm chooses that combination
off inputs which maximizes its profit. In order to calculate this optimal combination it is
necessaryy to define a production function and a cost function. The optimum will then be
foundd if the marginal product of the last worker hired equals his price - the real wage
rate.. For this reason (neo-) classical labor demand theory may be called marginal
productivityy theory (see e.g. Addison and Siebert (1979)).
Off interest for this study is research in which different types of labor are distinguished.
Hamermeshh (1986) recapitulates that early empirical work used occupational differences
ass a line of disaggregation. From these early studies "the most consistent finding is that
non-productionn workers (..) are less easily substitutable for physical capital than are
productionn workers (..)". Although he questions the one-to-one relationship between
occupationn and skill, Hamermesh concludes that this finding "supports (..) the capitalskillskill complementarity hypothesis" (italics by Hamermesh). This hypothesis implies that
"'skill'' or 'education' is more complementary with physical capital than unskilled or
'raw'' labor" (Griliches (1969)). Hamermesh finds further support for this hypothesis in
(thee few) studies which use educational attainment to disaggregate the labor force. As a
secondd established result Hamermesh mentions that "the demand for skill is less elastic
thann the demand for raw labor".
Accordingg to Hamermesh, more recent studies in this line of research focus on
disaggregationss of labor along the characteristics age, sex and ethnic background. The
relationn of this disaggregation to the 'employers' attempts at cost minimization or profit
maximization'' seems to be less direct. Especially, possible causal relationships between
genderr or ethnic background at one hand and productive capacity at the other are of a
delicatee nature. For women, childbearing and traditional role-patterns in household duties
mayy influence productive capacity in the market place over a life-time. Also, physical
strengthh may limit opportunities for women in specific occupations. For ethnic
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minorities,, cultural differences, in particular regarding language, may form a possible
causee for differences in productivity. The explicit study of inherent, 'natural', differences
inn capacities, however, remains highly controversial (see, for instance, the discussion on
'naturee versus nurture' in The Economist (1992)). The motivation for economists to
includee these variables seems to be empirical differences in labor market position
betweenn different groups rather than theoretical considerations.
Thee relationship between age and productive capacity may be more outspoken.
Productivityy clearly changes over a life-time. This change may assume various forms.
Olderr workers, for example, may have more professional experience but may also have
ann outdated education, they may be more stable and reliable but also less flexible, they
mayy have more firm-specific knowledge but less physical endurance, etcetera. The ageproductivityy relationship depends highly on the type of job involved. Some occupations
mayy require experience, whereas others require more physical strength.
Ass a result of these studies of demand for heterogeneous labor, Hamermesh mentions a
thirdd finding which may be of importance for the questions of this study: "though (..)
lesss solid a result", women may be substitutes for young workers. Hamermesh adds to
thee latter observation that "the substitution among groups of workers is only now
beginningg to be analyzed".
Inn their survey, Hartog and Theeuwes (1989) note that there are not many established
resultss in the study of static labor demand relations. They only mention capital-skill
complementarity.. In their opinion the development of the labor demand model lags
behindd that of the supply model. They follow Hamermesh in noting that the main reason
forr this underdevelopment is the lack of disaggregated data on firms. Quality and
technicall approach of supply side studies have been stimulated by the quality of
disaggregatedd data on households. We will see in the next chapters that studying firmbehaviorr at a disaggregated level is exactly what this study aims to do.
Althoughh studies of labor demand do not address the question of personnel selection
explicitly,, the profit maximizing setting implicitly assumes that:
hypothesiss 1:

employers select their lower skilled employees on
productivity-relatedd characteristics.
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Thiss implies in particular that skill-level and labor costs are variables employers will
takee into account when hiring employees. The capital-skill-complementarity-result
indicatess that labor costs should be especially of interest at the lower end of the labor
market,, which is the focus of this study. Furthermore, the idea that suppliers of labor
withh different age, gender or ethnic background may face different demand curves,
implicatess that these characteristics may also play a role in personnel selection.
3.33

Theories of unemployment

Theoriess of unemployment are usually divided in two sectors: the market clearing (neoclassical)) and the non-market clearing (Keynesian) approach. In the seventies the
borderlinee between the two camps started to fade. Economists in the Keynesian tradition
triedtried to develop micro-economic foundations for their theory of macro-economic marketinstability.. On the other side, economists in the (neo-) classical tradition more and more
acknowledgedd the existence of involuntary unemployment and developed possible
theoreticall explanations for this phenomenon.
Lindbeckk and Snower (1988) present an overview of the most recent contributions in
bothh the market clearing and the non-market clearing approaches. They present a list of
tenn competing theories ranging from 'Union activity' to 'implicit contracts' and from
'increasingg returns to scale' to 'insider-outsider' theory. The latter is their contribution to
modernn thinking on unemployment. As it appears all the theories they mention, including
thee insider-outsider theory, try to explain the level of unemployment rather than its
composition.. Group-differences with regard to the incidence of unemployment are not
addressedd in any way by the list of theories on unemployment they present. Thus, the
choicess made by employers between different types of labor supply do not play a role in
anyy of these theories either.
AA similar observation counts for the extensive survey of unemployment theories by
Nickell (1990). Although he reviews close to 300 studies on the subject, employer
preferencess for certain types of labor are not mentioned once. Layard, Nickell and
Jackmann (1991) dedicate their standard work on unemployment "To the millions who
sufferr through want of work". Their answer to the question "Why are some people more
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unemployedd than others?" simply is: mismatch of skills. They do not address the
questionn whether 'mismatch' may have anything to do with the way employers choose
theirr employees.
Nonetheless,, considerable attention is paid by Nickel, by Lindbeck and Snower and by
Layard,, Nickel and Jackman to the role of long term unemployment and the long term
unemployed.. One of the new theories in this respect is hysteresis (see also Blanchard and
Summerss (1987)). Hysteresis of unemployment addresses the idea that unemployment
oncee high may remain high; in other words, the level of unemployment is path
dependent.. This phenomenon may be explained by differences in market power between
insiderss and outsiders, but also by the loss of human capital of the long term
unemployed.. This line of thought results in another selection variable. After labor costs,
skill-level,, age, gender and ethnic background, which were already identified in 2.3.1,
lengthh of spell of unemployment may be added to the list of criteria possibly used by
employers. .
3.44

Discrimination in the labor market

Ass we saw in section 3.2, some studies of labor demand incorporate the variables
gender,, ethnic background and age. These variables may be correlated to actual
productivity,, but it may also be that people are discriminated against on the basis of
thesee characteristics themselves, without any linkage to economic profitability.
Discriminationn on the basis of gender or ethnic background gets considerable attention in
economicc literature. Age discrimination, on the other hand, does not seem to be a
popularr subject among economists, yet. Basing employment and/or remuneration
decisionss on age, however, may have discriminatory aspects similar to selection on sex
orr ethnic background.
3.4.11

Defining discrimination

"Discriminationn is a concept that defies precise definition" (Cain (1986), p. 694). There
iss much emotion attached to the term and it seems hard to give an unequivocal
descriptionn of this phenomenon while at the same time accommodating all the individual
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feelingss attached to it. "It may (..) be admitted that the term 'discrimination' has value
implicationss that can never be completely eradicated, though they can be sterilized for
specificc empirical and descriptive analyses" (Arrow (1973), p. 3).
Beckerr (1971) presents a definition of discrimination in the marketplace which may not
alwayss do well on the accommodating part, but at least seems to be unambiguous. He
definess 'discrimination in the market place' in terms of money:
IfIf an individual has a 'taste for discrimination' he must act as if he were
willingwilling to pay something, either directly or in the form of a reduced
income,income, to be associated with some persons instead of others. When actual
discriminationdiscrimination occurs, he must, in fact, either pay offorfeit income for this
privilegeprivilege (p. 14).
InIn Becker's definition of discrimination, paying workers less because they produce less
cannott be seen as a discriminatory act. This notion of discrimination may not always
coincidee with other uses of the term 'discrimination'. For example: turning down a
pregnantt applicant only because she is a pregnant woman, will be viewed by many as a
discriminatoryy act. If, however, hiring the pregnant applicant would imply a real (in
moneyy terms) loss to the employer, this rejection does not necessarily have to be an
examplee of discrimination as defined by Becker: "An employer discriminates by refusing
too hire someone with a marginal product greater than marginal cost; he does not
discriminatee by refusing to hire someone with a marginal value less than marginal cost"
(p.. 39).
Ass such, Becker's definition of discrimination also seems to imply a value judgment.
Arroww (1973) emphasizes that this value judgment regards what we study rather than
howhow we study it:
TheThe black steel worker may be thought of as producing both blackness and
steel.steel. We are singling out the former as a special subject for analysis
becausebecause somehow we think it appropriate for the steel industry to produce
steelsteel and not for it to produce a black or white work force (p. 4).
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InIn his survey on the economics of discrimination, Cain (1986) argues that he sees no
alternativee to Becker's definition which would be equally applicable to the study of
discriminationn in labor markets. Therefore, throughout this study, we will stick to
Becker'ss definition of discrimination in the market place quoted above.
3.4.22

Economic theories of discrimination

Economicc theories of discrimination try to identify sources of discrimination and
mechanismss to explain why these sources lead to observed differences in earnings or
employmentt possibilities. Theories of discrimination are usually divided in two more or
lesss separate fields. As we saw above, Becker's theory of discrimination attributes
discriminationn to tastes or preferences of individuals. Phelps (1972) and Arrow (1973)
havee developed alternative explanations based on the assumption that employers have
imperfectt information on the productivity of individual workers. The former will be
referredd to as taste for discrimination, me latter is called statistical discrimination. We
willl now turn to a brief discussion of the concepts involved. At the end of this
subsection,, we will see how the two concepts are linked.
TasteTaste for discrimination
Inn Becker's framework, discriminatory tastes are part of the utility function of the
individual.. Becker identifies three different groups in the market place who may have a
tastee for discrimination: employers, employees and consumers.
EmployersEmployers who discriminate against, say, minority workers 5 , willingly pay (or forfeit
moneyy profits) in order to maximize their own utility and avoid employing minority
workers.. The amount they are willing to pay gives a measure of the size of their
discriminatoryy taste.
Althoughh Becker's model is of a true neo-classical nature, it disputes the idea of the
moneyy profit maximizing firm. Employers who do not discriminate, are able to work
moree cost efficient than employers who do. Thus, in a fully competitive market,
discriminatingg employers will be outperformed by less discriminating competitors and
discriminationn will vanish as soon as there are employers who have no taste for

Thee term 'minority workers' is used here as shorthand for any group possibly being discriminated
against,, including numerical majorities like e.g. women.
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discrimination.. For this reason, many authors (including Becker) argue that inequalities
resultingg from tastes for discrimination should diminish under free competition (see, for
example,, surveys by Lundahl and Wadensjö (1984), Cain (1986) or Blau and Kahn
(1992)). .
Inn reality the invisible hand may be less successful in its purifying task, since
competitionn is often limited. Becker points in particular at monopolies in the product
market,, which may give way to sustained discrimination. But there may be other limits
too competition which may enable firms to transfer the extra costs involved with
discriminationn to their customers. We may, for example, also think of monopolistic
competition.. In the Dutch context cartels and barriers to entry in many trades, minimum
wagee legislation, collective bargaining and regulations regarding the hiring and firing of
personnell are limits to competition as we saw in section 2.3.
Inn the case of co-worker or customer discrimination, as described by Becker, the
employerr is supposed not to have discriminating preferences, but acts as the agent of the
discriminator. .
MajorityMajority workers with a discriminatory taste against minority workers, will demand a
higherr wage for working with minority workers than for working only with each other.
Inn that case, even money profit maximizing employers may not employ a mixed work
force,, and segregation may result. Becker argues that wage discrimination may occur if
laborr unions are able to create a negotiation monopoly and effectively abuse this
monopolymonopoly to raise wages of majority workers at the expense of minority groups.
CustomersCustomers with a taste for discrimination against minority workers, act as if goods
producedd or sold by minority workers were priced higher than their money price would
suggest.. In that case, money profit maximizing employers will pay minority workers less
becausee their marketable production is lower. Regarding customer discrimination, Cain
(1986)) argues that discriminated groups will just seek out jobs which do not have direct
customerr contact. With the assumptions that workers have free mobility and that "most
goodss and services are not produced with customer contact" (p. 711), he argues that
segregationn in the labor market may result but that discriminatory differences in pay will
vanish.. Turning this argument around, customer discrimination may lead to wage
inequalitiess not related to productivity, if there are not enough job slots without customer
contactt relative to the size of the discriminated group(s).
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StatisticalStatistical discrimination
Thee main critique of Becker's theory of discrimination is that it seems incapable of
explainingg persistent economic differences in a fully competitive environment. A
possiblee explanation of persistent differential treatment in a competitive world, may be
foundd in the concept of statistical discrimination as developed by Phelps (1972) and
Arroww (1973). Statistical discrimination starts with the idea that employers have
incompletee information on the true productivity of workers. Therefore they use easy to
identifyy characteristics (e.g. ethnic background, gender, age) as cheap indicators of
productivity.. Suppose, for example, that minority workers are known to be less
productivee at average than majority workers. In that case employers may base their
hiringg and remuneration decisions on the easy to observe fact that someone is a minority
workerr rather than trying to establish someone's true productivity at some, possibly high,
price.. In that case, individual minority workers will be treated on the basis of the
averagee productivity of the minority group. Minority workers with higher than average
productivityy will then be discriminated against.
Althoughh to many this may seem to be a blatant case of discrimination, the question
arisess whether this description of statistical discrimination gives an example of
discriminationn as defined by Becker (see e.g. Cain (1986)).
First,, in the example, minority workers were supposed to be less productive at average
thann majority workers, If this is the case, paying minority workers accordingly less (or
offeringg them accordingly less employment possibilities) does not necessarily imply
discriminationn as defined by Becker. Cain points out that if employers base their
employmentt and remuneration decisions on the average true productivity of minority and
majorityy groups only, many workers will not be treated in accordance with their true
productivity.. Some will gain, others will lose relative to their true productivity, but
differencess will cancel out over larger groups. Thus, he argues, the use of cheap
screeningg devices may result in individual cases of discrimination, but cannot serve as an
explanationn of differences in pay which are not related to productivity, across groups.
Second,, if information on the true productivity of workers is not free of charge, the use
off cheap indicators on productivity, as described above, may be cost-efficient to the
employer.. In that case, such behavior cannot be regarded as discrimination according to
Becker'ss definition, since employers would sacrifice money profits by using better (but
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moree expensive) information . It must be noted that several authors (e.g. Arrow (1973),
Cainn (1986)) point out that employers might use 'trial work periods' in order to assess
thee true capabilities of applicants. Cain argues that the costs of good information on
productivityy - estimated as the cost of a trial work period - seem to be low compared to
thee differences in earnings and employment possibilities the theory of statistical
discriminationn tries to explain.
Wee may conclude that statistical discrimination, as described so far, cannot explain
discriminationn according to Becker's definition. However, several authors (see e.g.
Arroww (1973), Cain and Aigner (1977) and Cain (1986)) put forward descriptions of
statisticall discrimination in which workers with equal capacities are treated differently.
Supposee that majority and minority workers at average have equal productive capacities.
Again,, true productivity of individual workers is hard to measure. Suppose now that
employerss select employees on the basis of, say, some test score, which estimates true
productivityy . Assume that the test-score results give a more reliable indication of true
productivityy for majority workers than for minority workers . In that case, if employers
aree risk-averse, the group with the less reliable indicator will receive lower payments or,
iff wage-differentiation is limited, will be last in the queue to be employed.
Thiss argument raises the question whether risk-aversion can be cost-efficient. If this is
nott the case, risk-averse firms will be outperformed by firms which are neutral to risk.
Then,, under free competition, risk-averse firms may be driven out of business in much
thee same manner as employers with a taste for discrimination. It can be argued, however,
thatt risk-aversion may be an optimal strategy for small firms, since these may not have
thee means to take risks in individual hiring decisions. Bigger firms, on the other hand,
mayy profit from the law of large numbers and thus be more neutral to risk. Therefore,
underr the assumptions stated, it may be hypothesized that in hiring personnel bigger
firmss will be able to take more risk and consequently attach less importance to
characteristicss not directly related to productivity than small firms.

Thiss depends on the return on investment in information.
Forr 'test-score' we may also read 'school-results' or some other easy to obtain indicator of
productivity. .
Itt may be argued that this assumption implies once more that minority and majority workers are
inn fact supposed to have different capacities: majority workers are better able to 'signal' their
productivity! !
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Thee use of easy to identify characteristics as cheap indicators of productivity may have a
self-containingg effect on the position of minority workers. A qualitative description of
thiss effect may be found in the interaction theory of Veenman (1990). He assumes that
communicationn between minority workers and majority chiefs is blurred by cultural
differences.. Mutual disappointment may subsequently cause minority workers to resign
themselvess to a hopeless situation, whereas majority chiefs lose interest in the potential
capacitiess of minority workers. Over time, the interaction between the two parties may
worsenn labor market opportunities for minority workers.
Similarr feedback mechanisms are found by Arrow (1973), Spence (1974), Aigner and
Cainn (1977) and Schwab (1986). Minority workers, knowing their indicators of
productivityy are viewed as less reliable, may in accordance with an optimal investment
strategy,, invest less in achieving good indicator values. As a result, minority workers
will,, at the average, have lower indicator values although their initial capacities might
havee been equal to those of the majority group.
Thesee studies, however, do not address the question why minority workers do not break
throughh the vicious circle. Minority job-seekers may, for instance, apply in firms with
minorityy chiefs or start their own businesses, thus providing opportunities to other
minorityy job-seekers looking for a minority chief.
Conclusion Conclusion
Inn the previous discussion, we have seen several possible sources of discrimination:
tastess of employers, customers or co-workers, (costs of) information and risk-aversion.
Whetherr it concerns tastes for discrimination or statistical discrimination, however,
employerss are the ones who decide to hire or not to hire, to pay more or to pay less.
Sincee these decisions are all in one hand, it cannot always be decided what exactly the
sourcee of discrimination is. Do customers really have a taste for discrimination, or do
employerss only think they do? Do minority workers really lag behind in productivity or
doo employers only think they do? There seem to be several types of overlap in the
explanationss discussed above. Figure 3.1 illustrates the central position of the employer
andd the instances in which the distinction between employer tastes, and the forces
outsidee the scope of the employer cannot be made.
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Figuree 3.1 Different explanations of discrimination in the labor market

Inn co-worker and customer discrimination, employers act as the agent of co-workers and
customers.. Employers make the final decision to pay minority workers less or not to hire
them.. If they do so in anticipation of co-worker or customer discrimination, they must
makee some assessment of the size of customer and co-worker tastes. Employers may
estimatee the tastes of customers and co-workers correctly, but they may also miscalculate
co-workerr or customer discrimination or use these types of discrimination as pseudo-

rationalizationsrationalizations for their own (latent) preferences. It must be noted that truly innocen
mistakess will include both over- and underestimations of customer and co-worker
preferences.. Thus, the effects of truly erroneous assessments of co-worker and customer
discrimination,, should cancel out over larger groups and are therefore not in figure 3.1.
Inn statistical discrimination, the central role of the employer's decisions is even more
outspoken.. Employers decide whether to use easy to identify characteristics as indicators
off productivity. If there are differences in true productivity between groups, the profit
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maximizingg employer who bases his employment and remuneration decisions on group
characteristics,, must have a clear idea of the size of these differences, the variance of
suchh differences, etcetera. Otherwise he may well erroneously make the wrong decisions
withh respect to his profit function. Furthermore, it is also possible that employers use
spuriouss information about the productive capacities of different groups, or about the
reliabilityy of their indicators of productivity, as pseudo-rationalizations for their own
(latent)) tastes. Again, it must be pointed out that truly erroneous behavior should cancel
outt over larger groups.
Finally,, being linked to employer tastes, pseudo-rationalizations of discrimination,
whetherr consciously or subconsciously, are not cost-efficient. Thus, lower pay or less
employmentt possibilities for minority groups resulting from pseudo-rationalizations
shouldd vanish under competition.
3.4.33

Empirical investigations into the nature of discrimination

Definingg discrimination is one thing, measuring the incidence of discrimination is
another.. Suspicion of discrimination in the labor market may be aroused by wage or
incomee differentials between groups. Such differentials, however, do not necessarily
implyy discrimination. For example: wage differentials between university graduates and
peoplee who did not go to university are usually attributed to differences in productivity.
Thus,, if we suspect discrimination against some minority group as defined above and if
wee want to assess such discrimination by looking at wage rates, we must control for the
productivee capacities of the groups involved.
Addedd to this, productive capacities within the labor market may (or may not) be
influencedd by discrimination prior to entering the labor market. Moreover, earnings of
minorityy groups may also be influenced by (their own) expectations about returns on
investmentt in human capital. Observed earnings differentials thus may include the results
off discrimination outside plus discrimination inside the labor market plus (former)
expectationss about (future) discrimination (cf. Cain (1986)). Finally, income differences
mayy not only pertain to wage discrimination but also to discrimination in employment
possibilitiess (Niesing et al. (1993)). This line of thought is of particular interest if jobs
aree rationed, for example, as the result of institutionalized wage-setting as in the Dutch
laborr market.
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Evenn if we concentrate- for the moment - on wage discrimination within the labor
market,, this still leaves us with the task of controlling for the productive capacities of the
groupss involved. Perfect indicators of true productive capacities, however, are hard to
comee by. Thus, in this type of analysis, productive capacities are approximated by means
off educational attainment, work experience, etc. These variables are then used in a
regressionn analysis of income or earnings data. Hersch (1991) gives a description of the
unresolvedd discussion such an analysis may leave behind. She focusses on male-female
incomee differences, but her remarks do apply equally well to other discrimination issues.
TwentyTwenty years of research on gender differences in earnings have failed to
explainexplain the entire wage gap as a consequence of measured differences
betweenbetween male and female workers. Some researchers view the unexplained
residualresidual as evidence of discrimination against female workers; others take
thethe position that the entire wage gap is potentially explicable by
differencesdifferences in labor supply. According to the latter view, an unexplained
wagewage gap remains because the data sets in use do not contain adequate
informationinformation on all productivity-related characteristics.
InIn her study Hersch includes detailed human capital characteristics in a regression of
wagess of men and women. The inclusion of these detailed characteristics still leaves a
greatt deal of the observed wage differentials unexplained. She concludes: "some
observerss may interpret the findings of this paper as providing evidence of
discrimination.. Alternatively we can view these results as evidence of the limitation of
thee residual approach to measuring discrimination".
Groshenn (1991) takes a different angle and investigates demand-side characteristics as
possiblee explanations for wage differentials between men and women. Her investigation
doess not include human capital or other personal characteristics. Instead, she uses
variabless describing the proportion of females per occupation (across establishments),
establishmentt and job-cell (occupation within establishment) respectively. Her results
suggestt that men and women working in the same job-cell, generally receive equal pay.
Mostly,, however, they work in different job-cells and receive different pay. Groshen
concludess that these results are "consistent with the existence of discrimination".
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Thiss argument seems to have a shortcoming similar to the 'residual approach' mentioned
before:: the analysis leaves discrimination as a possible explanation for the observed
phenomena,, but does not rule out the existence of alternative explanations. Especially,
herr results do not rule out the possibility of self-selection; women may prefer working in
aa 'female' environment to working in a 'male' environment at a higher wage rate.
Heree we encounter a more general drawback in the analysis of wage-differentials. If the
observedd differences are really the result of discrimination, then who is to blame?
Accordingg to Becker, employers, customers and fellow employees all are possible
discriminatorss possibly causing lower pay for discriminated groups of workers.
Moreover,, people can even discriminate themselves, a process usually referred to as selfselection.. It may be concluded that it is exceedingly difficult to demonstrate that
differentiall treatment may indeed be called discrimination.
Notwithstandingg these difficulties, regression analysis has been approved in (American)
courtroomss as providing evidence of discrimination. Ashenfelter and Oaxaca (1987) cite
thee U.S. Supreme Court in stating:
(..)(..) it is clear that a regression analysis that includes less than "all
measurablemeasurable variables" may serve to prove a plaintiff's case (..). Whether,
inin fact, such a regression analysis does carry the plaintiff's ultimate
burdenburden will depend in a given case on the factual context of each case in
lightlight of all the evidence presented by both the plaintiff and the defendant
(..)(..) (Bazemore vs. Friday (1986) p.331)
Thiss remark illustrates that what is accepted as 'proof of discrimination is not only a
matterr of scientific debate, but also of personal judgment.
AA field which offers relatively good possibilities to measure discrimination is the market
forr professional sports. Sports are of interest because, especially in the United States,
statisticss on achievements in sports provide data on true productivity of individual
playerss at a level of precision unthinkable in any other profession. In this context,
discussionss on 'imperfect indicators of productivity' (as in statistical discrimination) and
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onn 'missing variables' (as in the 'residual approach') seem to be irrelevant. In his survey
onn the subject, Kahn (1991) finds evidence of "salary discrimination and customer
discriminationn against blacks in baseball, and positional segregation on the basis of race
orr ethnicity in baseball, football and hockey". Researchers have also been searching for
moree direct ways of measuring discrimination. Within the sports market, Anderson
(1988),, Anderson and De la Croix (1991) and Nardinelli and Simon (1990) have found
evidencee of customer preferences for white baseball players by analyzing the collectors
markett for bubble gum cards depicting baseball players. Riach and Rich (1991a) present
aa short overview of other attempts at measuring discrimination directly; for example, by
usingg actors or sending fake letters of application. In fact, the underlying study may also
bee seen as an attempt at measuring possible discrimination by employers in a direct
manner. .

3.4.44

Hypotheses regarding the selection of employees

Thee preceding exposition does not directly lead us to a theory on employee selection
behaviorr of employers. We may, however, ask whether employers, contrary to hypothesis
1,, select their employees on the basis of criteria not directly linked to productivity:
hypothesiss 2:

Employers may select their personnel (partly) on characteristics
whichh are not directly related to potential productivity.

Iff hypothesis 2 proves to be anywhere close to being correct, the next question should
be:: "why do employers do this?". The previous search of discrimination theories has
providedd us with a set of possible answers to this question. There are basically two
startingg points for answering it, which are presented as hypotheses 3 and 4:
hypothesiss 3:

Employers select their personnel (partly) on characteristics which are
nott directly related to potential productivity because doing so is costefficient. .

hypothesiss 4:

Employers select their personnel (partly) in a discriminating way
becausee they have a taste for discrimination.
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Hypothesiss 4 is straightforward Becker's theory of discrimination by employers. If this is
thee case, employers willingly forfeit part of their profits in order to satisfy their taste for
discrimination.. As a corollary to hypothesis 4 it may be thought that a lesser competitive
environmentt provides more room for discrimination (see also Blau and Kahn (1992)). In
hypothesiss 3 employers are seen as money profit maximizing agents who are forced by
circumstancess to select their personnel on characteristics which are not directly related to
productivity.. Several possibilities to explain the latter possible phenomenon have been
presentedd above. Becker's theory of tastes presents us with possibilities 3a and 3b:
hypothesiss 3a:

If customers discriminate against certain groups, employers will be
restrainedd in hiring discriminated workers for jobs with direct client
contact. .

hypothesiss 3b:

If co-workers discriminate against certain groups, employers will be
restrainedd to hire people who may be discriminated against by their
employees.. As such the composition of the work force may
influencee the employers' hiring criteria.

Theoriess of statistical discrimination lead us to a third situation in which selection on
characteristicss which are not directly related to potential productivity may be a costefficientt strategy.
hypothesiss 3c:

If real productivity is harder to measure for one group than for
another,, risk-averse employers may find it profitable to select
employeess from the group with the more reliable indicators of
productivity. .

Ass a corollary to 3c, it may be thought that big firms are able to take more risk than
smalll ones. Following this proposition, hypothesis 3c may apply in particular to small
firms. .
Finally,, it may be argued that employers use easy to observe characteristics as cheap
screeningg devices of known underlying productivity:
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hypothesiss 3d

employers select their employees on characteristics which are not
directlyy linked to productivity, because they use these easy to
observee characteristics as cheap indicators of expected (true)
productivity. .

3.55

Labor market segmentation

Whereass theories of discrimination may dispute the idea of profit maximizing behavior
off firms within the neo-classical paradigm, theories of segmented labor markets (SLM)
challengee the neo-classical description of the labor market itself (Cain (1976)). In his
surveyy Cain points out that SLM-theories constitute a critique of orthodox economic
thinkingg rather than presenting an alternative coherent theoretical concept. According to
Cain,, this criticism is motivated by dissatisfaction with the capability of (neo-) classical
economicc thinking to deal with issues as: "persistence of poverty" and "(..) income
inequality",, "the failure of education and training programs", "discrimination in labor
markets",, "levels, trends and structure of unemployment", "monopolies, unions and other
sourcess of 'protected' labor markets" and finally "psychological dissatisfaction of
workers".. In their survey, Taubman and Wachter (1986) position SLM-theories in a
similarr manner: "(..) the thrust of neo-classical economics is the study of maximizing
behaviorr on the part of individuals and firms. In this approach, changes in the tastes of
individualss and details on the institutional framework of markets are largely ignored. The
SLM,, on the other hand, focuses specifically on the development of institutional
constraintss and on the determinants of endogenous tastes".
Thee set of beliefs which is covered by SLM-theories seems to have in common the idea
off limited access of some subgroup(s) to (certain parts of) the labor market. Thurow
(1975)) describes this idea by means of a 'labor queue'. His theory of job competition
seess wage-rates as primarily determined by institutional forces (e.g. internal labor
markets,, collective bargaining) and social custom. The number of jobs is determined by
thee wage rate and job-seekers queue for jobs with fixed wages. Furthermore, Thurow
postulatess that "marginal productivity resides in the job and not in the man" (p.77). Thus,
Thuroww argues, employers will screen their employees on trainability rather than on
humann capital acquired outside the labor market.
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Thurows'' model of job competition does not describe a segmented labor market.
However,, as is pointed out by Cain (1976), it is in many respects similar to the idea of a
duall labor market. Doeringer and Piore (1971) are most commonly seen as the founding
fatherss of this view which distinguishes two segments in the labor market: a primary
sectorr with 'good' jobs and a secondary sector with 'bad' jobs. The primary sector is
governedd by institutions such as internal labor markets and unions and the 'good' jobs in
thiss segment are rationed. The secondary segment bears more similarity to a spot market
andd contains low-paid and unstable jobs. An important feature of this line of thought are
thee self-containing aspects of working in the secondary segment: workers in 'bad' jobs
mayy develop corresponding working habits and employers may use (previous)
employmentt in a 'bad' job as a (negative) screening device (cf. Cain (1976)).

Empiricall tests of the duality hypothesis are not unambiguous. Taubman and Wachter
(1986)) view the results of such tests as "disappointing". Dickens and Lang (1992),
however,, point at the "success of labor market segmentation theory both in the
theoreticall and empirical domain" when reviewing a hardly renewed set of literature on
thee subject. Empirical work by Magnac (1991) suggests that the assumption of a
competitivee labor market cannot be rejected in favor of the duality hypothesis. However,
hiss results also show that "market forces do not clear comparative advantages of
individualss across sectors (segments). Therefore, he concludes that "labor markets seem
too be only weakly competitive". For the Dutch situation Brouwer et al. (1992) have tried
too find empirical evidence of a demarcation line in the labor market. They conclude that
somee occupations have typical secondary whereas others have typical primary
characteristics.. The dividing line, however, seems to be vague and their estimations
indicatee that the possible size of a secondary segment may range from 6 to 50% of the
entiree labor market.
Finally,, SLM-theory also had its roots in Marxian dialectical analysis (Cain (1976)). This
so-calledd radical school entirely rejects the analytical framework of neo-classical
economicss and replaces it with historical analysis. At this point it may be interesting to
recalll some conclusions of such a historical analysis (Reich et al. (1973)): "Labor market
segmentationn is intimately related to the dynamics of monopoly capitalism, (..) (it) arose
andd is perpetuated because it is functional, that is, it facilitates the operation of capitalist
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institutionss (..). Segmentation is functional primarily because it helps reproduce capitalist
hegemony.. First, (..) segmentation divides workers and forestalls potential movements
unitingg all workers against employers. Second, segmentation establishes fire trails across
verticall job ladders (..) Less pressure is then placed on other social institutions (..) that
reproducee the class-structure. Third, division of workers into segments legitimizes
inequalitiess in authority and control (..)." It must be noted that these quotes are not taken
fromm a pre-Gorbatsjov Pravda-editorial but in fact can be found in the American
Economicc Review.
Summarizing,, the importance of SLM-theory seems to lie particularly in the (qualitative)
descriptionn of certain persisting labor market problems. Quantitative assessments of
SLM-postulatess seem to have been less successful. In the Dutch context, however,
Thurows'' theory of job-competition seems to be of interest. As we have seen in section
2.3,, wage setting in the Netherlands, especially at the lower end of the labor market, is
largelyy institutionalized. Therefore, wage competition seems to be of minor importance.
Followingg Thurows' description, we may formulate:
hypothesiss 5:

employers will select workers on trainability and adaptability rather
thann on accumulated human capital.

3.66

Summary

Thee selection of employees by firms is not an issue which is intensively dealt with in
laborr economics. In this chapter we have, however, identified a variety of implicit
notionss about why firms prefer which workers.
Regardingg the 'why-question': theories of labor demand and unemployment see
maximizingg money profits as the sole objective of firms; choosing employees is
implicitlyy understood to be in accordance with this objective. The development of the
economicc theory of discrimination seems to reflect a more or less permanent struggle
withh the idea of profit maximization. Some theories (e.g. Becker) explicitly assume other
objectives.. This type of behavior can only persist in non-competitive circumstances.
Otherr theories try to explain discriminating behavior as the outcome of profit
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maximizationn (e.g. statistical discrimination theories). Finally, theories of labor market
segmentationn approach labor market thinking from an institutional angle. In this line of
thoughtt only Thurows' model of job-competition, although not a true segmentation
theory,, seems to be of interest for this study.
Regardingg the 'which-question', we have identified the following set of employee
characteristicss which may be of importance to employers:
laborr costs
skill-level// human capital (level of education, work experience, etc.)
age e
gender r
ethnicc background
durationn of spell of unemployment
InIn spite of the absence of a readily available theory of personnel selection, existing labor
markett theories have provided us with some general ideas of why firms may select
whichh workers. It has been possible to formulate a set of hypotheses which may be
testedd in practice. In chapter 7 we shall see whether the empirical investigation presented
inn chapters 5 and 6, provides us with some answers to the hypotheses formulated here.

CHAPTERR 3 LABOR MARKET THEORY
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4..

4.11

RESEARCH METHOD, SURVEY AND DATA

Introduction

Thiss study investigates the criteria employers use when choosing between lower skilled
job-seekerss who currently do not hold a job. This means we want to disclose the relative
importancee employers attach to specific characteristics of applicants. As was noted in
chapterr 1, in an analysis of observed selection behavior of employers, it will be hard to
distinguishh between systematic and erratic selection variables; did the candidate lack
specificc work experience or was her hairdo not fancy enough (or maybe too fancy)?.
Furthermore,, actual labor supply will be influenced by self-selection processes; it will be
hardd to study the chances of ethnic minority workers for vacancies that attract only few
orr no applicants with an ethnic background. For these reasons, the method of conjoint
analysiss will be used, which is quite common in market research. As we will see in this
chapter,, the conjoint method does not have the problems mentioned and can be used to
studyy selection behavior of employers.

AA conjoint study draws heavily on the choice of characteristics to be included in the
analysis.. In order not to let our own prejudices dominate the selection of these variables,
bureauu Inter/View arranged a series of informal discussions and pilot interviews with
employerss and personnel officers, prior to the actual survey. An extensive account of
thesee preliminary sessions can be found in Inter/View (1989).
Thiss chapter describes the method of data collection (section 4.2) and discusses different
methodss of analysis (section 4.3). Section 4.4 recapitulates the preliminary sessions. The
preliminaryy studies were used to design the questionnaire of which section 4.5 gives a
brieff outline; an unabridged translation of the questionnaire can be found in appendix D.
Sectionn 4.6 closes this chapter with a description of the respondents in the actual survey.
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4.22

Conjoint methods of measuring

Marketingg researchers use the conjoint method to find out which product characteristics
determinee consumer preferences. "Do consumers prefer a certain detergent because of its
finee perfume, because of its friendliness to the environment or because it is cheap? And
howw do changes in these variables affect the buyer's preference?" are typical questions
forr a conjoint study.
Conjointt measurement, however, not only involves a typical type of research questions,
butt also a rather specific method to obtain the answers to these questions. In its most
elementaryy form conjoint analysis entails a set of product descriptions which are
presentedd to potential consumers. The profiles describe different products by means of a
limitedd number of characteristics. The respondents in such a survey are asked to rank
thesee profiles according to their preferences. From the rank ordering of profiles we may
thenn trace the relative importance of the characteristics involved.
Inn order to describe the conjoint method we will first look at some definitions. A profile
iss composed of attributes. Attributes describe the various types of characteristics on the
profiles.. Each attribute is subdivided into a set of attribute levels. For example: a profile
mayy describe a person by means of the attributes 'gender' and 'age'. The attribute
'gender'' has only two possible levels: 'male' and 'female'. The attribute age, may be
subdividedd in any suitable number of levels (varying from 'young' and 'old' to '15',
'16',...,'655 years of age'). If we choose 'young' and 'old' as attribute levels for age, we
mayy construct the four possible persons of example 4.1.
Examplee 4.1 Possible profiles in a limited design
profile e
ii

22

33

44

male e
young g

male e
old d

female e
young g

female e
old d

attribute e
GENDER R
AGE E
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Conjoint-analysiss is widely used in research for consumer products. Green and
Srinivasann (1978) trace the origin of conjoint measurement to Luce and Tukey (1964). In
recentt years the use of conjoint analysis has seen rapid growth, primarily due to the
developmentt of specialized software packages. Wittink, Vriens and Burhenne (1992), for
instance,, estimate that about 1000 commercial conjoint-analysis projects have taken place
inn Europe between '86 and '91. Wittink and Cattin (1989) estimate an average number
off 400 commercial applications a year in the United States in the mid-eighties.
Thee same method of data collection is used in some psychological and sociological
studies.. There it is also known as the vignette-approach (see e.g. Alexander and Becker
(1978))) or as the factorial survey approach (see e.g. Rossi and Nock (1982)). A main
areaa of application is the study of justice of the income distribution on which subject
Jassoo and Rossi (1977) and Alves and Rossi (1978) were main contributions in the U.S.
InIn The Netherlands Hermkens (1983) and Boerman (1992) are applications of factorial
surveyss on the same subject.
Forr the underlying study we need profile descriptions of potential applicants. As we will
seee in section 4.4, applicants for a job can be characterized in a meaningful way by a
limitedd set of attributes. By presenting profile descriptions to employers, we will not
encounterr the two problems regarding observations of 'real' applications mentioned
above.. First, the applicants are described only in terms of attributes on profiles,
consequentlyy there is no 'noise'; unlike real applicants, profiles do not have a running
nosee nor bad breath; erratic variables that may influence the employers' decisions and go
unnoticedd to the researcher. Second, the use of profiles of possible candidates for a job
enabless the researcher to create any labor supply of interest. So, there will be no selfselectionn problem.
Ann application of the conjoint method in a study similar to this one may be found in
Oosterhuiss and Glebbeek (1988). They use vignettes in an investigation of personnel
selection,, with a focus on the importance of race and sex of applicants as selection
criteria.. Their results, indicating that sex and race indeed are of importance, need a note
off caution because of limited variation in the profile variables and the limited analysis of
thee data (through partial correlations only). Jacobs et al. (1990) employ profile
descriptionss in a study of personnel selection by one type of employer: the municipal
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policee forces in the Netherlands, for one type of job: policeman/-woman. Although this
studyy seems to be well designed, no distinctive results were generated: "the marks (as
givenn by selection officers) are not influenced by the personal characteristics of the
applicants".. This shortage may result from the fact that all potential applicants met the
formall requirements for enrolling in police work.
'Full-profile''Full-profile' versus 'self-explicative' questioning
Itt is also possible to ask employers directly which criteria they use in personnel
selection.. Such so-called 'self-explicative' questioning is also used in market research,
primarilyy because it enables the researcher to get significant results with fewer
respondents.. As we will see in section 4.5, this study employs both the self-explicative
andd the full-profile (described above) method. This extensive method of questioning was
chosenn because there was no way to predict which method would generate the best
information.. In this study, three self-explicative questions were asked after presenting the
respondentss a listing of the characteristics used in the profile descriptions. Respondents
weree asked which applicant-characteristics they would consider "unacceptable" and
whichh they would "prefer" for the vacancy in their firm. Subsequently, they were asked
too order the characteristics according to the "importance" they would attach to each of
themm in the selection-process. It turned out that these questions tended to generate all the
rightt answers from a social point of view (see chapter 5). Another problem with selfexplicativee questioning concerns the value the researcher has to attach to the answers of
thee respondents (see e.g. Green, Krieger and Bansal (1988) and Van Beek and Van Praag
(1992)).. For these reasons, the analysis of employer preferences will concentrate on
orderingg and acceptation of complete profiles since these reveal the latent true
preferencess or at least come much closer to revealed preference than explicit questions
do. .
However,, the combined questioning also seems to have some advantage. If respondents
'know'' the profile descriptions better, they will be able to evaluate them on a more
soundd basis. The self-explicative questions, that precede the ranking of full-profiles, may
improvee this knowledge. Answering the self-explicative questions prompts the
respondentss to examine all attributes and attribute levels prior to the evaluation of full
profiles.. If the number of attributes and attribute levels is large and the profiles thus are
moree complex the study-effect of self-explicative questioning seems to be of more
importance. .
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4.33

Analyzing conjoint data

Thee literature on the subject shows a great variety in methods of analyzing sets of
orderedd profiles. Generally, it is assumed that respondents rank profiles according to
somee unobserved quality index y, which is a function of profile and respondent
characteristics.. If we refer to the independent variables as a vector x of suitable
dimension,, then analyzing a preference ranking comes down to estimating a vector jS in:

Roughlyy speaking the estimation methods for (i in (4.1) may be divided in two groups,
accordingg to the measurement scale of the dependent variable v (Green and Srinivasan
(1978)).. If we suppose y to be measured at a metric level (e.g. if respondents give
numericall scores to all profiles on a bounded interval), it is possible to use a linear
regressionn model on the preference rankings. Although scientifically incorrect (the
dependentt variable in a regression model should be unbounded) linear regression is
widelyy used and seems to give satisfactory results (see e.g. Wittink et al. (1992)). Within
thee group of linear regression models, much variety is sought in the way the independent
variabless are constructed. Independent variables are either the profile-variables or
answerss to explicit questions or a combination of the two (see Akaah and Korgaonkar
(1983)) for a comparison of the predictive value of different possibilities) 9 .
Recentlyy a 'modified' regression method seems to have become popular among
marketingg researchers which is known as Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA). The main
differencee with ordinary conjoint methods is that, through the use of specialized
software,, the set of profiles offered two by two to respondents adapts, during the
process,, to the preferences the respondents reveal. Although ACA in many ways
resembless a 'black box', empirically (in terms of predictive validity) it seems to
outperformm ordinary conjoint methods (see Huber et al. (1991); they also note that this
mayy be the result of the charm of ACA-software; better concentration of the respondents
leadss to better answers).

Althoughh this does not seem to be very popular among market researchers, it is possible to
extendd the linear regression model by adding characteristics of respondents to equation (4.1).
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Thee second line of analysis of conjoint data treats the dependent variable y as not being
measuredd at a metric, but at ordinal level. The idea behind this type of analysis is that
respondentss are indeed capable of ranking profiles, but that they are not capable of
statingg unambiguously how much they prefer one profile over the other. Non-metric
dependentt variables demand the use of techniques as logit or probit. The logit model and
itss offspring is most easy to handle.
Supposee each respondent compares Mprofiles x}n,...,

xMn. Under the usual

assumptions,, the logit-probability that alternative j is ranked higher thany+7, j+2,...,M
(deletingg the obvious subscript ri) equals (see e.g. Maddala (1983)):

FF

JJ(X(XJJ

*« ; W = -7T-7

(«)

Thee set of profiles offered to the respondents was numbered 1,..,M. So, the ordered set
theyy returned can be regarded as a permutation r of the profile numbers. The probability
off observing a specific ranking r = rl,..., rM of profiles may then be described by the
rankk ordered logit model, first developed by Begg, Cardell and Hausman (1981) (see
alsoo Hausman and Ruud (1987)):
M-l M-l

n n-

Pr(r;x,0)Pr(r;x,0)

] J Fm (x^.x,^,...,

%,-0)

(4.3) )

InIn words, it is the product of the chance that r{ ranks higher than r2,..., rM and the
chancee that r2 ranks higher than r3,..., rM and so on.
Followingg Hausman and Ruud, there is a fair chance that respondents will concentrate
betterr on high ranking alternatives than on those with low priority. Therefore, we
introducee heteroscedasticity using scaling parameters a1, a2,..., aM_} .
AA second point where correction may be needed, regards the order of presentation of the
profiles.. The profiles were offered to the respondents as a deck of cards, numbered
1,..,M,1,..,M, in that order. Although the characteristics of the profiles are uncorrelated with the
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orderr of presentation of the profiles, the initial ordering may have an effect on the
outcomee of the experiment. This effect may be corrected for by incorporating the initial
orderr as an explanatory factor in the model. As it is very unlikely that the
heteroscedasticity-effectt of the order of appearance equals the effect for the other
variables,, the order-of-appearance-variable r is accompanied by its own set of
heteroscedasticityy parameters r ; , T2>-, TM_J .
Thee previous considerations lead to the following likelihood for the rank order rj,..,

M-lM-l

a
x
e( m^ rm

+

rM:

r r
my m)

L(0,y,a,T;r,x)L(0,y,a,T;r,x) = JJ - _
m=1m=1

£

(4.4
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^
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Thee parameter vector 0 gives the effects, while am reflects the attention paid to the mth
rankingg profile. The parameters y and rm stand for the supply-order effect in sorting the
profilee preferred mth and supplied at rm . Both the vector a and T have to be
standardized,, in order for (4.1) to be estimable. In practice this means that we pick one
elementt of each. Estimation of (4.4) is facilitated, if we set the biggest parameters in a
andd T equal to one. In this study, with M = 18, this means that we take Oj = T7 = 1.
Noticee that if all elements of 0 would be zero and all elements of T would equal one and
yy is negative, then the most probable preference ordering would equal the order of
supply. .
Summarizingg we may state that the conjoint method seems to be a feasible method in
analyzingg employee selection by employers. Equation (4.4) presents us with a framework
forr the analysis of conjoint-data on employers' preferences. We will now turn to the
designn of the survey.
4.44

Preliminary studies

Thee preliminary studies, on which this section reports, are of a qualitative nature. We
cann partition the preliminary studies in three phases. Phase 1 consisted of a group
conversation.. Four potential respondents discussed methods of recruitment and selection
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off personnel for low skilled jobs. They also looked at the possibility to simulate
personnell selection by means of conjoint measurement. In phase 2, five respondents were
involvedd in so-called single interviews. The interviews were based on an early version of
thee profile descriptions. Their prime aim was to gather suggestions for improvement of
thee questionnaire and to search for strategies that would mimic real personnel selection
ass close as possible. Phase 3 was a pilot-survey with ten respondents. The pilot was
meantt to test the questionnaire on possible pitfalls

4.4.11

10

.

Phase 1: Group conversation

Fourr respondents took part in this discussion. The small number of discussants indicates
thatt the importance of this meeting rests merely in the formation of hypotheses.
Thee participants started out by discussing the application procedures they use within their
firmss for hiring lower skilled workers. Three out of four use a more or less fixed routine.
Theyy consult the regarding divisional head and subsequently formulate a set of
requirements:: educational level, work experience and professional skill. These elements
togetherr make up a possible vacancy announcement. Often, though, they work more
pragmaticallyy and use more general standards, such as: "Does someone fit in" or "You
gotgot to have faith that someone is able to learn the trick and has a good character. We
willwill fit them for the job". 'This practical approach seems to be of more importance to the
participantss than are the educational background or technical skills of an applicant'.

'Fillingg vacancies in the construction sector seems to be of a slightly different nature.
Mostly,, construction workers are hired group-wise. Firms often do not even know names
off those employed nor do they care about qualifications': "I just hire a truckload of
carpenterscarpenters from anywhere for a job. If they satisfy, I try to keep them. Are they useless,
theythey can leave after the job'\ 'is a quote that seems to characterize the construction
worldd rather well.'

Thee sections 4.4.1 through 4.4.3 are based on Inter/View (1989). Passages which are a direct
translationn of Inter/View (1989) are marked by single quotes '...', citationsfromrespondents are
markedd in double quotes ".." and are printed in italics.
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Asidee from advertisements, discussants also name notice boards as sources of
recruitment.. 'This channel often leads family, friends and acquaintances of employees
towardss vacancies.' Besides, '(..) it appears that temporary employment agencies have
gainedd popularity in recent years. Applicants "with something fishy about them" (like
longg term unemployed in a branch with low unemployment), are first sent to a temp
agencyy in order to get the applicant on probation for the first couple of months.' The
discussantss are not interested in the Public Employment Service as a source of
recruitment. .
Thee discussants point out that there are serious differences between the written and oral
partss of personnel selection: the most important decisions are taken during interviews.
Nevertheless,, for both the written and oral parts of personnel selection, the participants
referr equally often to their own "experience", "nose" and " Fingerspitzengefii'hi" as
importantt tools to select applicants. Furthermore they remark that comparing candidates
iss foremost a question of "teamwork*. "To judge a candidate on your own may be tricky
asas it is very hard to rule out your own prejudices".

'Whenn the discussion leader explicitly asks for factors as skin color and long term
unemploymentt (..), the respondents comment that these certainly do play a role. "Let's
callcall a spade a spade: that counts, of course", illustrates this feeling. The participants
vieww these characteristics as "labels" of which (..) they say: "Of course you attach
certaincertain values to them". However, they also emphasize that they treat these labels with
caution'. .
Wagee costs do not seem to matter very much to the respondents in the group
conversation.. These are prescribed in collective agreements, anyway. Wage cost
subsidiess may provide opportunities for cutting wage costs in individual cases, but: 'the
respectivee firms do not seem to regard wage cost subsidies as very advantageous. To the
contrary,, apart from financial gain, the participants expect primarily negative effects
fromfrom these arrangements.' They point in particular at:
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"Subsidies"Subsidies are a temporary matter. You have to ask yourself what the long run
gainsgains are".
"It"It stigmatizes the person involved. The new one may be labelled as someone with a
boughtbought off past".

"Employing"Employing a worker who really has a lower productivity, may have a negative
impactimpact on motivation and working pace of the other employees; they get a wrong
example". example".
"Companies"Companies have to work with a standardized salary-system. Incidental subsidies
shouldshould never determine the size and quality of your work force. The work itself has
toto determine the wage consequences".
"There"There are undoubtedly firms that need such stimuli. For my firm this simply is
irrelevant". irrelevant".
'Summarizing,, the participants do not think these arrangements may lead to the creation
off new functions within their own firms'.
Afterr this round, the discussion leader confronted the participants with a first attempt at
simulatingg the selection of personnel by means of a set of profile descriptions of
fictitiouss applicants. He asked the respondents to imagine a vacancy which was designed
beforehand.. Next, he presented the respondents a set of four profiles describing possible
applicantss to this vacancy and asked them to rank these according to preferability for the
givenn vacancy. The profiles in this phase were put together previously on the basis of
determinantss for labor market position found in the literature. Example 4.2 pictures one
off the profiles used
Whenn discussing this simulation, the respondents at first remark that: "they could in fact
picturepicture the candidates in some ways", '(..) but were unable to go any further into the
selectionn process than would be possible on the basis of letters of application'. "In order
toto say something about the hiring probabilities of these people, you need to talk to them
first.first. There is flesh and blood behind the picture and you want to see that before it is
possiblepossible to say anything really meaningful."

Inn the preliminary sessions and in the eventual fieldwork the term 'ethnic background' was
avoided.. It was replaced by the more neutral term 'origin' (in Dutch: 'afkomst', which may also
bee translated as '(Dutch, Turk, Moroccan, etc. by) extraction').
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Examplee 4.2

Profile used in the group conversation

GENDER R

female e

AGE E
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ORIGIN N
FAMILYY SITUATION
LEVELL OF EDUCATION
WORKK EXPERIENCE
CURRENTT STATUS
SALARY Y

Holland d
singlee parent of two children
juniorr secondary general education
experiencee in similar work
unemployedd for more than one year
minimumm wage, subsidized (employer does not have to pay
sociall security premiums + block subsidy of ƒ 15,000)
full-time,, irregular hours are not a problem
healthy y

AVAILABILITY Y
HEALTH H

However,, when discussing the profile descriptions more deeply, it appears that the
respondentss are very well capable to justify their preferences. Moreover, it appears they
picturee very real persons, when deliberating on the profiles. Hereby they mostly refer to
priorr experiences with persons of more or less similar characteristics.
Afterr this round in the conversation, the discussion leader asks the respondents to
commentt on the survey-method: the construction of the vacancy and the design of the
profiles.. The most important critique regards the lacking of "personal interests" in the
profilee descriptions. 'Respondents have the impression that information on things like
hobby's,, leisure and possible social activities may complete the picture of candidates.'
Subsequentlyy the participants review all the attributes and attribute levels and make
suggestionss for improvement.
Alll in all, the group conversation left a favorable impression with regard to the
possibilitiess of simulating personnel selection by means of profile descriptions. With
somee minor adjustments, the profiles really seem to come to life once respondents can
relatee them to prior experiences. One way of approaching reality more closely is to have
respondentss defining their own vacancies; preferably a real vacancy within their own
firm.firm. This approach was followed in the single interviews which are dealt with in the
nextt subsection.
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4.4.22

Phase 2: Single interviews

Elaboratingg on the experiences of the group conversation, five respondents took part in
soo called 'single interviews'. 'Single interview' is the name bureau Inter/View attached
too a structured conversation with the aim of further testing the survey method and
gatheringg suggestions for improvement. In the single interviews respondents gave insight
inn the methods and criteria they use when recruiting and selecting personnel. Thereafter
theyy evaluated a set of profiles on preferability for a low skilled vacancy within their
firm. .
Thee methods of recruitment differ across the five firms involved. Channels of
recruitmentt mentioned by the respondents range from current employees, notice boards
andd advertisements to temp agencies and the Public Employment Service. Furthermore it
appearss that some respondents do get an ample supply of qualified applicants, while
otherss do not attract enough qualified candidates to their vacancies. The former are thus
inn a position to actually select, whereas the latter are not. Vacancies which are hard to
fulfilll typically ask for technical skills. Apart from this, the respondents work 'much
moree often than before (..) with temporary contracts and/or appointments through a temp
agency.'' This behavior finds its cause in a decreased supply of qualified labor. The
respondentss first want to know more about applicants. "It's such a gambling house, you
mustmust use those contracts", and "procedures for firing someone are such a nuisance and
taketake so much time, you don't want to have anything to do with that", are further reasons
forr the increasing use of temporary contracts by the respondents.
'Whenn asked for the criteria they use in personnel selection, spontaneous answers are:
doess the candidate fit in the team/firm
workk record
levell of education
age e
gender r
enthusiasm m
character r
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Negativee qualities generally classify under the heading "long term unemployment". Some
respondentss also mention ethnicity as a reason for skepticism. None of the respondents
spontaneouslyy mentions wage costs or salary as an important item in personnel
selection'. .
Inn presenting the profile descriptions of applicants, the poll-takers used a method which
wouldd also be used in the eventual field work. First, they asked the respondents to sketch
aa job opening within their firm. This vacancy was preferably open at the time of the
interview.. If there was no such job-opening present, they asked respondents to describe a
recentlyy fulfilled vacancy or otherwise to describe a vacancy that could occur within the
firmm of the respondent. The vacancy had to involve low skilled work. After this, the polltakerss presented the respondents a set of profiles using both 'self-explicative' and 'fullprofile** questions (see also section 4.2).
1))

The poll-taker shows the attribute levels, one attribute at a time, with the question:
"whatt level(s) do you rate as unacceptable and what level do you prefer when
fillingg your vacancy?"

2)2)

The poll-taker shows a list of all attributes and asks: "which attribute do you rate as
mostt important, which the second most important, etcetera, when filling your
vacancy?" "

3))

The poll-taker hands over a set of 18 profiles and asks to rank these according to
preferabilityy for the vacancy concerned.

4)4)

Finally, the poll-taker asks the respondent to state which profiles in the rank
orderedd set are acceptable for filling the vacancy.

AA profile which was used in this phase of the study, is shown in example 4.3.
Examplee 4.3 Profile used in the 'single-interviews'
GENDERR
AGEE
ORIGINN
FAMILYY SITUATION
LEVELL OF EDUCATION
COMMANDD OF DUTCH LANGUAGE
SALARYY
WORKK EXPERIENCE
CURRENTT STATUS
AVAILABILITYY
HEALTHH

female
18
Morocco
living together, no children, not a breadwinner
junior secondary vocational education
good
new minimum wage which is 30% below the current
minimum m
none
unemployed for three months
full-time, office hours only
crippled
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WageWage costs
Thee most important remarks made by the respondents during the single interviews
regardedd the wage cost variable. Table 4.1 shows the different attribute levels for salary
whichh were used in this phase of the study.
Tablee 4.1 Attribute levels for 'salary' in the single-interviews
minimumm wage +10% (gross)
minimumm wage
minimumm wage, may be subsidized (no employer paid premiums)
minimumm wage, may be subsidized (no employer paid premiums) plus a block subsidy of ƒ 15,000
neww minimum wage which is 20 % below the current minimum
neww minimum wage which is 30 % below the current minimum
neww minimum wage which is 50 % below the current minimum

First,, the attribute levels in table 4.1 appeared not to relate very well to the reality of
eachh respondent. In the preceding section we saw that respondents were better able to
picturee situations which are close to their own reality. Therefore, we let respondents
describee a job opening that is current, has occurred or could occur within their own firm.
Butt respondents who describe vacancies, attach some wage to that vacancy, which is not
necessarilyy in tune with the wages on the presented profiles. As was noted in section
2.3.1,, firms and branches in Holland mostly have fixed wage structures, often put down
inn collective agreements. An absolute amount of money on a profile - in this case the
termm minimum wage - has to fit in this structure somehow in order to be realistic.
Furthermore,, to respondents the term 'minimum wage' appeared not to be unambiguous.
Itt was meant to mean 'legal minimum wage', but some respondents interpreted the term
ass 'lowest wage level in their collective agreement'. Collective agreements at average
havee their bottom line 10% above the legal minimum wage.
Forr these two reasons the absolute amounts on the profiles would be replaced by relative
amounts;; 'ƒ 300 less per month'

12

. Respondents can relate an amount like this to the

'usuall wage level for such a vacancy' which they state in an earlier stage of the
interview.. A worker in this section of the market causes a typical total wage cost
(includingg employers' social security contributions) of

122

7 00

ƒ 2500 to ƒ 3500 per month.

ƒ 1 * $ .5
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Second,, it appeared that respondents not always reacted purely on the costs of a worker.
Often,, they also incorporated certain unwanted supply effects in their evaluation of
profiles.. Three out of the five respondents in the single interviews thought all the
presentedd wage levels to be way too low to attract any applicant at all for their vacancy.
"For"For that amount of money I can't get anybody" and "I do not let anybody work for me
atat such a low wage", were typical reactions in this regard. The other two respondents, on
thee contrary, did think the presented wage levels to be of relevance to their situation.
Fromm the evaluations of profiles it is not possible to detect whether respondents reject an
applicantt because the wage costs are too high (demand reaction) or because they think
thee employee will not get paid enough (assumed supply effect). The focus on employer
preferencess implies that we are only interested in the first type of reactions. So we do
nott want to give respondents the impression that they should weigh the fairness of (net)
wagee levels when they evaluate profiles of applicants.
Inn order to achieve this goal, the wage costs on the profiles would be defined in terms of
employerr paid social security premiums, which do not affect net wages. Together with
thee first modification, described above, this means that wage costs would now be
presentedd in terms of changes in employer paid social security premiums.
Third,, respondents were very well able to choose between applicants with different wage
costt levels. However, whether a general cut in wage costs would improve the chances of
peoplee with low employment probabilities is a question that remains unanswered in this
setting.. In order to answer this question, too, different types of changes in employer paid
sociall security premiums were incorporated in the profiles. Some profiles were equipped
withh an individual wage cost subsidy, while others were provided with a general
reductionn in employer paid premiums. This method of questioning thus assumes
respondentss to incorporate the effects of a general reduction in the wage level in thenprofilee evaluations. Thereby, respondents may include things like the financial means of
theirr own firm, but also possible competitive advantages or disadvantages that may result
fromm such a general reduction. This method of questioning surely is demanding for the
respondents,, it is tested in the pilot-survey.
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OtherOther modifications
Inn the single interviews the attribute 'health' was subdivided in seven levels which were
quitee explicit; e.g. 'light asthma', 'bad eyes', 'crippled', etcetera. In the interviews it
appearedd that any of these handicaps itself was reason enough to reject a candidate.
Seriouss evaluations of other profile characteristics thus became endangered, as 'health'
appearedd to outweigh all the other factors. The attribute levels for 'health' were for this
reasonn reduced to 'healthy' and 'slightly increased probability of sick leave'.
Moreover,, the suggestion of one of the respondents to include an attribute 'travelling
time'' in the profile descriptions was followed.
Somee suggestions of respondents to include variables were not rewarded:
hobby'ss and other leisure activities
livingg environment
(yett to be fulfilled) military draft
expensee allowances and travelling costs
Thesee applicant variables were not included in the profiles because the choice of
attributee levels would be arbitrary and the analysis of respondent preferences would be
ambiguous.. Beside these 'refusals' there were some attribute levels which had to be
deletedd from the design because they would lead to unrealistic profiles in combination
withh other attribute levels. An example concerns profiles of very young job-seekers; 15yearr old people who are married and have two children are scarce.
4.4.33

Phase 3: Pilot survey

Thee preliminary studies were completed by a pilot survey comprising ten respondents.
Thee pilot was used to test the questionnaire which resulted after the two phases before
thiss one. Also, as in the eventual survey, the poll-takers interviewed the respondents
usingg a portable computer. They read questions from screen and typed answers into the
computer.. A number of questions makes use of certain built-in checks; for example, if a
questionn asks for a number, the computer checks if the answer really is a number,
etcetera.. This method of interviewing yields a consistent data set of high quality and
enabless the researcher to use relatively long questionnaires with personal routes through
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thee questionnaire for individual respondents. Some questions were accompanied by
showcards;; for example, to present the profiles to the respondents.
Thee pilot-survey resulted in numerous technical improvements to the questionnaire, but
hadd no effect on the main line of the questionnaire.
4.55

The questionnaire

Ass we saw in the preceding sections, the heart of the survey consisted of the evaluation
off profiles describing job-seekers without a job. Apart from the rank ordered profiles,
though,, a vast amount of background information on the respondents is gathered, too.
Thiss section will summarize the main elements of the survey. First we will look at table
4.22 which presents a full list of all the profile variables.
Inn the actual survey different profiles were constructed by varying attribute levels. Based
onn the list of 62 attribute levels distributed over 12 attributes as presented in table 4.2 a
totall number of 94,058,496 different profiles can be put together. Respondents will be
unablee to evaluate so many profiles, so we have to make a selection. A feasible number
off profiles is bounded from above and below. Too many profiles leads to unreliable data,
whereass too few profiles per respondent leads to insufficient information. A rule of
thumbb in marketing research suggests to offer nine to twelve profiles to each respondent.
Thee respondents in the underlying survey are supposed to be familiar with the evaluation
off many and mostly more complex profile descriptions; those presented to them through
letterss of application and interviews. Therefore, it seemed possible to present these
'professional'' respondents a higher number of profiles than is common in conjoint
surveys;; in the actual fieldwork respondents were offered 18 profiles each.

Too obtain as much information as possible from each respondent, the profiles have been
constructedd by means of an orthogonal set algorithm (see Placket and Burman (19431946)) and Green (1974)). Using this combinatorial technique, well-known in the field of
experimentall design, a set of orthogonal profiles is created, which in essence have
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Tablee 4.2 Attributes and attribute levels for building profiles
health h
healthy y
slightlyy increased probability of sick leave

gender r
male e
female e
age e
188
233
288
333
388
433
488
533

yearsoff
yearsoff
yearsoff
yearsoff
yearsoff
yearsoff
yearsoff
yearsoff

availability y
full-time,, work in shifts or irregular working hours
noo problem
full-time,, during standard working hours only
part-time,, work in shifts or irregular working hours
noo problem
part-time,, during standard working hours only

age
age
age
age
age
age
age
age

origin n
Netherlands s
Turkey y
Morocco o
Surinam m
Southern nEuropee (Italy, Greece, Spain) )
Farr east
workk experience
none e
experiencee in other work
experiencee in similar work
education n
none e
primaryy education
juniorr secondary general
seniorr secondary general
(nott completed)
seniorr secondary general (completed)
apprenticee system
juniorr secondary technical, highest
level l
juniorr secondary vocational
seniorr vocational
commandd of Dutch language
good d
adequate e
limited d

currentt status
inn education
unemployedd for less than a month
unemployedd for 3 months
unemployedd for 6 months
unemployedd for 1 year
unemployedd for more than 2 years
moree than five years spent in own household
wagee costs3
specificc wage cost subsidy of ƒ 300 a month
specificc wage cost subsidy of ƒ 600 a month
generall wage cost subsidy of ƒ 300 a month
generall wage cost subsidy of ƒ 600 a month
stablee wage cost
generall wage cost increase of ƒ 300 a month
familyy situation
livingg alone
marriedd (living together), no children, not a
breadwinner r
marriedd (living together), two young children, not a
breadwinner r
marriedd (living together), no children, breadwinner
marriedd (living together), two young children,
breadwinner r
singlee parent of two young children
travellingg time
155 minutes
300 minutes
455 minutes
11 hour
11 hour and 15 minutes
onee hour and a half

Att the time of the survey ƒ 1 equalled about $ .5; relevant wage costs range from ƒ 2500 to ƒ 3500
aa month
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minimall correlation to each other

. This set of 162 profiles was subdivided in 9

subsetss of 18 profiles each. The subsets were offered as a deck of cards. Example 4.4
picturess a profile that was used in the fieldwork.

Examplee 4.4 Profile used in the survey
GENDER R

male e

AGE E

23 3

healthy y
HEALTH H
Netherlands s
ORIGIN N
juniorr secondary technical
EDUCATION N
COMMANDD OF LANGUAGE limited d
onee and a half hour
TRAVELLINGG TIME
unemployedd for one year
CURRENTT STATUS
AVAILABILITY Y
part-time,, work in shifts or irregular working hours no problem
FAMILYY SITUATION
marriedd (living together), two young children, breadwinner
none e
WORKK EXPERIENCE
specificc wage cost subsidy of ƒ 600 a month
WAGEE COSTS

Noww that we have looked at the presentation of the profiles, the main elements of the
surveyy are as follows:
AA

Questions about the firm; branch, turnover, profitability, manpower etcetera.

BB

Description of the vacancy; the poll-taker introduces the regarding questions by
askingg about the recruitment of personnel. The vacancy is described in terms of
'typee of job' (clerical, commercial etc.), 'required level of education' and 'standard
wagee level'.

CC

Conjoint measurement; the poll-taker supplies the profiles and asks the questions as
describedd in section 4.4.2

DD

Supplementing C, respondents are asked several questions on the employment
effectss within their own firm of changes in the wage level at the lower end of the
market. .

EE

Data on the respondents themselves; age, gender, level of education, years of
experiencee in current job, etcetera.

Usingg an orthogonal set of profiles, in principle provides us with the possibility of presenting
resultss in terms of median rank numbers. If, however, characteristics of respondents (which
cannott be assumed orthogonal!) also influence the observed preferences, the use of median rank
numberss is not allowed.
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4.66

Respondents and vacancies

Thee fieldwork for this study took place between november 1989 and february 1990. The
basiss sample was a draw of 758 establishments of commercial firms from the
Select/Vieww database of Bureau Inter/View. This database forms a representative update
off all firms in Holland as registered with the Chambers of Commerce. As the bulk of
Dutchh firms has only a few employees, a non-stratified sample would not have given
reliablee information on the behavior of larger firms. Therefore, the latter category is
oversampled. .
Fromm the initial sample of 758 firms, 475 were willing to cooperate in the survey.
Eventuallyy 312 of these 475 establishments actually participated in the survey. Table 4.3
summarizess the reasons for non-response of the other 163 firms.
Tablee 4.3 Specification of the non-response
reasonn

number

cooperationn refused at second thought
nott reached during
eventuallyy not used
nott a suitable respondent
otherr
TOTALL

fieldwork

41
9
69
2
42
163

i.e.. this establishment does not employ a person involved in selecting personnel.

Inn spite of the oversampling of larger establishments, the amount of bigger firms in the
samplee is rather limited, as can be seen from table 4.4. 11.2% of the establishments in
thee sample employ over 50 employees, while only 3.8% sizes over 100. This implies that
thee results of this study, as far as they are related to the size of the firm, do not apply to
establishmentss with a work force of much more than 100 workers. Apart from a
limitationn this also implies an advantage of this study: small establishments usually
concentratee their employment decisions in one hand. Observations at small firms
thereforee may give a more realistic picture of the trade-off between all the relevant
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Tablee 4.4 Respondents by establishment size and type of economic activity
establishments s
inn survey

establishmentt type

NUMBERR OF EMPLOYEES
1-4 4
5-9 9
10-19 9
20-49 9
50-100 0
>100 0
unknown n

312 2

TOTAL L
SECTOR R
agriculture e
industry y
construction n
trade e
transportt and communication
banking,, insurances and
commerciall services
otherr services
unknown n
TOTAL L

number r
22 2
106 6
79 9
69 9
23 3
12 2
11

population n
off firms"

%%
7.1 1
34.0 0
25.3 3
22.1 1
7.4 4
3.8 8
.3 3
100 0

67.5 5
13.8 8
8.6 6
6.2 2
2.1 1
1.9 9

100 0

22
54 4
87 7
111 1
10 0

.6 6
17.3 3
27.9 9
35.6 6
3.2 2

6.4 4
11.2 2
10.1 1
40.1 1
4.4 4

32 2
55
11 1

10.3 3
1.6 6
4.2 2

11.4 4
16.4 4

312 2

100 0

100 0

Firmss in the Netherlands, excluding firms without employees; source: CBS (1989), Data for agriculturee (establishments): Chambers of Commerce (1990). N.B. The total population of establishments
off firms counts a larger number of small establishments than the population of firms does.

characteristicss than observations at bigger establishments. The second part of table 4.4
showss that the sample is roughly representative with respect to economic sectors. Apart
fromm 'agriculture' and 'other services' all sectors are sufficiently represented in the
sample.. This implies that results do apply to firms in all sectors except for the latter two.
Otherr important characteristics of the firms involved, include the composition of their
respectivee labor forces. Table 4.5 presents two key-statistics on this subject. The first
partt of the table shows how many women the firms in the survey employ. The second
partt of the table shows the employment of ethnic minorities in the firms involved. As the
tablee shows, ethnic minorities are concentrated in only a small but sufficiently large part
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Tablee 4.5 Composition of the work force of respondents
percentagee of the workforce
(respondents s inn survey)

women n
number r
60 0
63 3
74 4
29 9
14 4
28 8
10 0
16 6
11 1
44
33

00
0-10 0
10-20 0
20-30 0
30-40 0
40-50 0
50-60 0
60-70 0
70-80 0
80-90 0
90-100 0

312 2

TOTAL L

%%
19.2 2
20.2 2
23.7 7
9.3 3
4.5 5
9.0 0
3.2 2
5.1 1
3.5 5
1.3 3
1.0 0

100 0

ethnicc minorities
number r
%%
75.0 0
14.7 7
6.1 1
1.6 6
1.3 3
.3 3
.0 0
.0 0
.3 3
.6 6
.0 0

234 4
46 6
19 9
55
44
11
00
00
11
22
00

100 0

312 2

off the sample. Whereas some firms employ a large share of women ( 1 1 % of the
respondentss in the survey has a more than 60% female work force), firms which employ
aa large share of ethnic minorities are very scarce.
Tablee 4.6 Respondents by position and involvement in personnel selection
"Whatt is your position?"
generall manager
personnell manager
personnell worker
otherr (specify):
owner,, partner, manager
branchh manager, office manager
financiall manager, administrator, controller
managementt assistant
deputyy manager
otherr

number
195
30
7
80
22
18
14
13
5
8

TOTALL

312

"Whatt is your involvement in personnel selection?"
youu are fully independent in selecting personnel
youu have a definite say in the choice of personnel
youu choose in cooperation with others
youu do not have much say in the selection of personnel
otherwise,, no answer

139
46
115
11
1

TOTALL

312
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Thee positions of the respondents in their respective organizations are presented in table
4.6.. 73% Of the respondents involved, actually lead their organization. Their actual
decisionn power is characterized in the second part of table 4.6, which shows that only
44%% indicates to be fully independent in hiring personnel. Apparently it is preferred to
sharee such a decision, as was noted before in section 4.4.1. Summarizing we may say
thatt nearly all respondents have a routine experience in personnel selection.
Tablee 4.7 Educational requirements for and type of vacancy
"Iss there a minimum level of education required for this vacancy?"
no,, none
yes,, a few years of primary education
yes,, primary education
yes,, junior secondary vocational education
yes,, junior secondary general education
yes,, senior secondary vocational education
yes,, senior secondary general education
TOTALL

number
106
3
30
152
9
11
1
312

"Howw would you classify the type of job"

number

Commerciall
Clericall
Technicall
Caringg
Primarilyy physical

31
21
146
31
98

Don'tt know

1

TOTAL**

328

Thee total exceeds the number of 312 respondents; some jobs have a mixed character

InIn view of the specific policy oriented framework of this study we restricted ourselves to
jobss that do not require a high level of education, as is shown in table 4.7. The vacancies
too be filled vary across firms and are described by the respondents. This appeared to give
thee most realistic situation for the respondents to evaluate profiles of possible jobseekers.. The second part of table 4.7 shows the different types of vacancies involved.
Thee respondents preferably described a real job opening at the firm. If there was no such
jobb opening the respondent was asked to focus on a job opening in the recent past or to
imaginee a lower skilled vacancy that could occur within their firm.
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5..

PREFERENCE

5.11

Introduction

Thiss chapter gives an account of the preferences employers reveal when choosing
betweenn lower skilled job-seekers who are currently out of work. As we saw in the
precedingg chapter, preferences of employers are surveyed in two different ways. First we
willl take a look at the answers employers give to direct questions concerning the criteria
theyy use when selecting employees. Thereafter we will study the criteria employers
reveall when ranking full profile descriptions of (fictitious) applicants.
5.22

'Self-explicative* questions

'Self-explicative'' questions is the term marketing analysts use for an explicit inquiry into
thee importance of different selection criteria. As we saw before, the respondents in the
surveyy not only ranked full profiles of job-seekers. They also explicitly specified their
preferencess for attribute levels and the importance of the different attributes. The
orderingg of full-profiles is expected to give a better insight in the relative importance of
thee selection criteria. Nevertheless, the explicit questions which are dealt with in this
paragraphh give some idea of the selection criteria employers think they are using or at
leastt say they are using. One might argue that 'self-explicative' questioning shows the
ideass employers have, or want to reveal, about personnel selection. Whereas 'full-profile'
questioningg reveals the selection mechanism they actually use.
Afterr respondents had outlined a lower skilled vacancy within their firm, they were
confrontedd with a listing of all the attribute levels which were incorporated in the
profiles.. First, for each attribute the respondents were asked to state which attribute
levelss they considered 'unacceptable' for the vacancy concerned. Second, respondents
weree asked to point out one attribute level they preferred most of each attribute.
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Tablee 5.1 Unacceptable and preferred levels for all 312 respondents
attributess and attribute levels

unacceptablee
preferred
(numberr of respondents)

AGE E
1.. 18
2.. 23
3.. 28
4.. 33
5.. 38
6.. 43
7.. 48
8.. 53
Alll are acceptable
don'tt know/ no answer

37
56
93
115
137
171
190
207
72
1

7
6
3
5
7
1
0
7
2
1

118
102
34
17
8
5
0
2

COMMANDD OF DUTCH LANGUAGE
1.. Good
2.. Adequate
3.. Limited
Alll are acceptable
don'tt know/ no answer

2
34
199
105
2

2
4
9
5
2

216 6
69 9
I I

TRAVELLINGG TIME
1.. One quarter of an hour
2.. Half an hour
3.. Three quarters of an hour
4.. One hour
5.. One hour and fifteen minutes
6.. One hour and a half
Alll are acceptable
don'tt know/ no answer

0
24
127
178
199
217
64
1

0
4
7
8
9
7
4
1

240
41
6
0
0
0

GENDER R
1.. Male
2.. Female
Bothh are acceptable
don'tt know/ no answer

21
97
192
2

1
7
2
2

189 9
53 3

CURRENTT STATUS
1.. In education
2.. Unemployed for less than a month
3.. Unemployed for three months
4.. Unemployed for six months
5.. Unemployed for one year
6.. Unemployed for more than two years
7.. Five years or more spent in own household
Alll are acceptable
don'tt know/ no answer

44
7
37
78
125
161
173
82
2

4
7
7
8
5
1
3
2
2

105
137
13
0
1
2
10

LEVELL OF EDUCATION
1.. None
2.. Primary education, no further qualifications
3.. Junior secondary general education (MAVO)
4.. 3 years out of 5/6 in senior secondary general education (HAVO/VWO)
5.. Junior secondary vocational education (LBO, not LTS-C)
6.. Junior secondary technical school, highest level (LTS-C)
7.. Senior secondary vocational education (MBO)
8.. Apprentice system, certificated
9.. Senior secondary general education (HAVO/VWO, completed)
AHH are acceptable
don'tt know/ no answer

182
123
84
89
49
31
77
45
122
66
1

2
3
4
9
9
1
7
5
2
6
1

6
27
31
9
54
75
27
56
7
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8
2
4
7
8
5
0
2

26 6

26 6

0
1
6
0
0
0

25 5

70 0

5
7
3
0
1
2
0

44 4

6
7
1
9
4
5
7
6
7

20 0

Tablee 5.1 (continued)
unacceptablee
preferred
(numberr of respondents)

attributess and attribute levels
HEALTH H
1.. Healthy
2.. Slightly increased probability of sick leave
Alll are acceptable
Don'tt know/ no answer

20
204
87
1

0
4
7
1

286 6
20 0

WORKK EXPERIENCE
1.. Experience in similar work
2.. Experience in other work
3.. None
Alll are acceptable
Don'tt know/ no answer

4
38
138
158
2

4
8
8
8
2

263 3
12 2
15 5

WAGEE COSTS
1.. General wage cost increase of ƒ 300 a month
2.. Stable wage cost
3.. General wage cost subsidy of ƒ 300 a month
4.. Specific wage cost subsidy of ƒ 300 a month
5.. General wage cost subsidy of ƒ 600 a month
6.. Specific wage cost subsidy of ƒ 600 a month
Alll are acceptable
Don'tt know/ no answer

237
27
21
23
17
19
46
17

7
7
1
3
7
9
6
7

3
55
26
10
120
57

ORIGIN N
1.. Netherlands
2.. Turkey
3.. Morocco
4.. Surinam
5.. Southern Europe (Italy, Greece or Spain)
6.. Far East
Alll are acceptable
Don'tt know/ no answer

0 0
83 3
81 1
66 66
68 8
83 3
213 3
4 4

248
1
0
4
4
1

FAMILYY SITUATION
1.. Living alone
2.. Married/living together, no children, breadwinner
3.. Married/living together, no children, no breadwinner
4.. Married/living together, two young children, breadwinner
5.. Married/living together, two young children, no breadwinner
6.. Single parent of two young children
Alll are acceptable
Don'tt know/ no answer

3
9
9
19
21
92
211
2

3
9
9
9
1
2
1
2

AVAILABILITY Y
1.. Full-time, work in shifts or irregular working hours no problem
2.. Full-time, during standard working hours only
3.. Part-time, work in shifts or irregular working hours no problem
4.. Part-time, during standard working hours only
Alll are acceptable
Don'tt know/ no answer

38
47
177
202
62
1

8
7
7
2
2
1
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3
5
6
0
0
7

41 1

8
1
0
4
4
1

54 4
80
27
11
60
4
1

0
7
1
0
4
1

129 9
118
164
8
12

8
4
8
2

10 0

83 3

Tablee 5.1 gives an overview of the answers to these questions. It can be read, for
example,, from table 5.1 that 217 out of all 312 respondents state they will not accept
applicantss who live more than one and a half hour travelling time from their firm. 240
outt of 312 respondents state they prefer an applicant to live at maximum fifteen minutes
fromm the job. When we look at a more touchy matter like (ethnic) background, table 5.1
showss that 213 (68%) employers in the survey find applicants from any country listed
underr 'origin' acceptable

14

. On the other hand, 248 respondents (79%) prefer Dutch

applicants. .
Inn order to interpret the statements in table 5.1 correctly, we need to keep two things in
mind.. First, as was said before, these are answers to explicit questions, so some amount
off social desirability bias has to be reckoned with. Second, people were more or less
forcedd to choose between the presented attribute levels. This means, for example, that
respondentss may prefer a Dutch applicant over one with a foreign background, whereas
theyy may not think this to be a very important distinction. In order to track the
importancee of the criteria as listed in table 5.1, respondents ranked the twelve attributes
ass "most important", "second most important", and so on.
Tablee 5.2 summarizes the answers to this question. For all attributes the table lists how
manyy times it was ranked first, second, third, fourth or lower than fourth. As can be seen
fromm the table, respondents rate 'Work experience' (71 times or 23%) and 'Level of
education'' (69 times or 22%) most frequently as most important attribute. At the
average,, though, 'Age' has the higher ranking, as can be seen from the last column in
tablee 5.2.
Fromm the difference between the last and the first column in table 5.2 it can be read that
somee respondents attribute great importance to 'Level of education' and 'Work
experience',, while others do not attribute much weight to these characteristics. On the
otherr hand, 'Age' and to a lesser degree 'Health' are of some importance to almost all
respondents.. At the lower end of the list 'Gender' seems to be important to some
respondents,, but not to the majority. 'Current status', 'Wage costs', 'Origin' and 'Family
Situation'' have relatively little importance as far as the explicit statements of the
respondentss go.

Inn the survey the term 'ethnic background' was avoided and replaced by the more neutral term
'origin'' (in Dutch: 'afkomst', which may aiso be translated as '(Dutch, Turk, Moroccan, etc. by)
extraction'). .
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Tablee 5.2

Importance of the attributes in 'self-explicative' questions

Answerss to the question: "Which attribute do you rate as most important, which one as second most
important,, and so on?"
2nd

1***

3rd

4 th

>4

(numberr of respondents)
Age e
Levell of education
Workk experience
Health h
Availability y
Commandd of Dutch language
Travellingg time
Gender r
Currentt status
Wagee costs
Origin n
Familyy situation
Don'tt know/ no answer

5.33

47 7
69 9
71 1
30 0
38 8
UU
22
22 2
66
55
66
33

60 0
54 4
41 1
37 7
42 2
20 0
15 5
18 8
11 1
33
99
00

59 9
18 8
30 0
44 4
41 1
37 7
34 4
20 0
66
77
77
77

30 0
28 8
35 5
51 1
33 3
32 2
35 5
23 3
16 6
13 3
12 2
22

111 1
135 5
130 0
146 6
153 3
207 7
219 9
219 9
265 5
275 5
268 8
290 0

22

22

22

22

78 8

Revealed preference

Thiss section presents the estimation results for the model which was described in section
4.3.. Through this model the respondents' rankings of full-profiles will be analyzed.
Beforee it is possible, though, to look at the actual results, we will look at the
constructionn of the model variables.
5.3.11

Model variables

Ass we saw in 4.3, it is possible to incorporate both profile and background variables in
thee rank ordered logit model. Variables describing profiles are based on the list of all
attributee levels presented in table 4.2. Background variables concern the influence of
respondent-specificc values on preference rankings. The choice of these variables follows
fromm hypotheses 3a, b and c (see section 3.4.4) and from a preliminary investigation of
thee data. This preliminary investigation consisted of linear regressions on the numerical
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scoress the respondents attached to the profiles as can be found in Belier (1990)

15

. We

shalll look at these so called interaction variables after the following list of profilevariables. .
1.. GENDER, described by a dummy: "male" (0) or "female" (1)
2.. AGE, taking the values 18, 23, 28, ...48, 53. The model includes the variables age/100
andd (age/100)2
3.. HEALTH, assuming only 2 values, viz. "healthy" (0) and "slightly increased
probabilityy of sick leave" (1).
4.. ORIGIN, described by a dummy with levels "Netherlands" (0) and "Southern Europe,
Morocco,, Turkey, Far East or Surinam" (1). Further differentiation with respect to
(ethnic)) background, as can be derived from table 4.2, did not improve results.
5.. EDUCATION. Each job corresponds to an optimal level of education. If a level is
non-optimall it may differ according to 2 dimensions. First, it may be education for
aa different trade (e.g. electricity versus farming). Second, it may be that somebody
iss overeducated or undereducated for a specific job. In our framework the education
typess have been flexibly designed such that the first dimension was always adapted.
Thee model includes two dummies for overschooling and underschooling.
6.. COMMAND OF LANGUAGE. Only 2 values are distinguished , viz. "good" or
"adequate"" (0) and "limited" (1) command of the Dutch language.
7.. TRAVELLING TIME. The data reveal a psychologically important barrier at a one
hourr (one-way) travelling time from home to work. Therefore, travelling time is
describedd by a dummy variable with values "up to one hour" (0) and "more than an
hour"" (1).
8.. CURRENT STATUS. This dummy-variable refers to the status of being presently in
educationn or having been employed in the last 6 months, labelled as "active" (0)
versuss being outside of the labor force for more than 6 months and not pursuing an
education,, denoted "inactive" (1). Finer differentiations, as can be derived from
tablee 4.2 were not perceived to be relevant. Once more it may be noted that current
statuss refers only to job-seekers who currently do not have a job.

Itt was noted in section 4.3 that linear regression is not suited for the data at hand. In view of the
computationall costs involved in using the full model (4.4) and relying on the experiences of
otherr researchers with estimates based on linear regression (see also section 4.3), this method
seemedd to be feasible for a first scanning of the data. The final selection of variables is based on
thee full model (4.4).
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9.. AVAILABILITY. The four levels of table 4.2 are reduced to a dummy-variable for
full-timee (0) and part-time (1) availability.
10.. FAMILY SITUATION. Again starting from a fine differentiation, the model uses
onee dummy variable being equal to 1 if the applicant is a female main breadwinner
andd zero otherwise.
11.. WORK EXPERIENCE. This variable is described by two dummies, corresponding to
thee values "no work experience" (1,0), "experience in other work" (0,1) and
"experiencee in similar work" (0,0).
12.. WAGE COSTS. Only one wage cost level has a significant effect and is included in
thee model: "specific wage cost subsidy of ƒ 600 a month".
Apartt from the profile describing the potential employee, the ranking is also determined
byy the nature of the job and the firm. For instance if the job implies heavy physical work
femalee applicants may have a disadvantage. Therefore, we include interaction variables
whichh link the profile to the type of work demanded:
(1)) Female/heavy physical labor (dummy equals one if a female applicant applies for a
jobb which requires heavy physical labor and zero otherwise)
(2)) Female/industry (dummy)
(3)) Female/construction (dummy)
(4)) Female times proportion of females in the labor force of the respondent (variable
equalsequals the proportion of females if a female applies and zero otherwise)
(5)) Non-Dutch origin/commercial function (dummy)
(6)) Non-Dutch origin times (number of employees)/! 00.
Mostt of these variables are self-evident. Variable (4) is chosen in line with hypothesis
3b;; it is felt that females get more easily accepted in firms where there is already a large
femalee share in the labor force than in firms where females have only a tiny share.
Variablee (5) is included to test hypothesis 3a. The choice was reaffirmed in the pilot
interviewss where selection officers made a sharp distinction between representative jobs
(e.g.. at a sales department) and intramural jobs. Variable (6) is motivated by the
hypothesiss that ethnic minorities are more easily accepted in a big than in a small work
forcee (hypothesis 3c).
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5.3.22

Estimation results for explanatory variables

Noww we come to the estimates for the explanatory variables, i.e. the variables j3 in
equationn (4.4). Estimation results for auxiliary effects and tests of significance can be
foundd in Appendix A.

Tablee 5.3 Estimation results for explanatory variables
attribute/interactionn variables
female e
femalee breadwinner
femalee times proportion of female employees
femalee for physical labor
femalee for construction sector
femalee for other industrial sector
age/100 0
agee squared/10000
slightlyy increased prob. of sick leave
non-Dutchh origin
non-Dutchh origin for commercial function
non-Dutchh origin times employees/100
overeducated d
undereducated d
limitedd command of language
travellingg time more than one hour
inactive e
part-timee availability
noo work experience
experiencee in other work
specificc subsidy of ƒ 600 a month

0
-1.144 ( .20)*
-- .38 ( .14)*
2.933 ( .38)*
-.799 (.18)*
-1.288 ( .24)*
-- .94 ( .24)*
1.266 (2.17)
-11.100 (3.35)*
-- .85 ( .09)*
-.833 (.11)*
-- .47 ( .25)
.544 ( .21)*
-.033 ( .11)
-- .55 ( .11)*
-- .42 ( .08)*
-- .44 ( .08)*
-- .26 ( .07)*
-- .14 ( .07)
-- .04 ( .09)*
-- .08 ( .09)
.200 ( .08)*

Standardd errors between brackets, * significant at 5%-level

Tablee 5.3 presents the estimation results, most of which are significant. From the table it
cann be read that being undereducated compared to the job-specification is an adverse
characteristicc for the applicant (-0.55); more adverse than being overeducated (-0.03).
Beingg undereducated also works out worse than having a limited command of the Dutch
languagee (-0.42). On the other hand, being undereducated is less disadvantageous than
havingg a slightly increased probability of sick leave (-0.85). The age-effect is captured in
aa quadratic expression, i.e., for a 26-year old we can calculate an age-coefficient of
0.26*1.266 - (0.26)2«11.10 = -0.42 whereas this coefficient equals -1.27 for a 40-year-old.
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Itt is possible to add up coefficients of different variables and thus calculate their joint
effect.. For instance we can calculate that employers find a 26-year old with a slightly
increasedd probability of sick leave of the same quality as a healthy 40-year old, with
otherwisee equivalent characteristics (-0.42 - 0.85 = -1.27),
Thee logit-specification allows for the calculation of preference probabilities of one
profilee over one or more other profile(s). From equation (4.2) it can be derived that the
probabilityy of profile / being the most preferred profile out of a set of profiles l,...,n,
equals: :

PP (profile i) =

n

wheree v.- - yÈ is the difference in quality of profiles /' and j , which may be approximated
usingg the coefficients in table 5.3. As an example we look at the application of two
personss who only differ with respect to origin. They apply for a commercial job in a
firmm with 25 employees. The person of non-Dutch origin has a preference probability of
100/(11 + e(0-83 + °-47 " °- 25 ' 0,54) ) = 24%, whereas the native Dutchman has a more than
threee times higher preference probability of 76%. It must be noted that preference
probabilitiesprobabilities do not have to equal hiring probabilities; employers who prefer a certain
candidate,, do not have to hire that candidate; they may also prefer to wait for better
candidatess to apply. Chapter 6 will show how we can extend the preference model to a
hiringg model.
Itt is possible to extend the example to other situations in which persons who differ only
withh respect to origin compete for a job. As we can see from table 5.3 the preference
probabilitiess for people who differ in origin vary with firm-size and type of vacancy.
Tablee 5.4 summarizes the impact of changes in these two variables. From table 4.5 we
knoww that there are only a few establishments in the survey with more than 100
employees.. Therefore, the model does not allow us to calculate preference probabilities
forr establishments with far more than 100 employees. As we can see from table 5.4
peoplee of non-Dutch origin who seek for lower skilled employment come close to an
equall treatment only if they apply for a non-commercial function in a large
establishment. .
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Tablee 5.4 Preference probabilities for in all other respects equal Dutch and non-Dutch
originatess at different (fictitious) firms
preference eprobabilitiess (%)
dutch h
non-dutch h

vacancy y

establishmentt size

78 8
76 6
68 8
69 9
67 7
57 7

22 2
24 4
32 2
31 1
33 3
43 3

commercial l
commercial l
commercial l
non-commercial l
non-commercial l
non-commercial l

55
25 5
100 0
55
25 5
100 0

Preferencee probabilities can also give some more insight in the age-effect. Figure 5.1
presentss preference probabilities for varying couples of applicants who only differ with
respectt to their age. Figure 5.1 indicates that a 40-year old who applies for a lower

Figuree 5.1 Preference probabilities for an applicant of 20, 30,...,60 years of age whose
solee competitor is an applicant who only differs with respect to age

PREFERENCEE PROBABILITY

100 0
90 0
80 0
70 0

20 0

60 0

3 0 ^^

50 0
40 0

40 0
50 0

30 0

6 0 ^^

20 0
10 0
155

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

AGEE OF COMPETITOR
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skilledd job has a preference probability of only 25% in case his competitor has equal
capabilitiess but is just 20 years of age. A 50-year old in competition with a 30-year old
hass a probability of only 18% to turn up favorable

16

.

Jobss at the lower end of the labor market appear to have high barriers for women.
Thoughh employers generally prefer men, their preference depends on the industrial
sector,, on the proportion of female employees already in the firm, on the type of job and
onn the household-situation of me female applicant. Table 5.5 outlines the effects of the
changess in these variables on the preference probabilities of women.
Inn table 5.5 we can see the preference probabilities for a woman and a man, all else
beingg equal, who, for example, apply for a job in a construction firm. If this firm has a
typicall building sector percentage of female employees of 5%, then the preference
probabilityy for the female applicant ranges from 3 to 9% (depending on the type of job
andd on her household situation). This leaves the man devastatingly far ahead; his
preferencee probability is more than 90%. An industrial firm provides women with
slightlyy better chances, ranging from 6 to 17% (if we take this firm to employ 17%
females,, which is average in Dutch industrial firms). In a non-typical industrial firm with
50%% female employees the chances for the female applicant are slightly better, with a
maximumm of 35%. Service-sector firms appear to be less sexist. If they employ a more
thann average proportion of female employees, they may even favor the female applicant
aa little bit.
Afterr this exposé on the most important variables in the preference-ordering, the most
strikingg result probably is that earlier work experience is a non-significant factor for
lowerr skilled jobs. Also having been inactive for more than six months is not a big
negativee point, although we should realize that all our 'applicants' are jobless at the

Itt may be argued that the 'age-effect' in part reflects a 'wage-effect'. Since wages at the lower
endd of the Dutch labor market are mostly set in collective agreements, which may include
specificc age-wage-schedules, it may be thought that employers value 'age' as 'wage'. This effect
cannott be accounted for, because the survey does not include data on compensation schemes.
However,, respondents were asked to specify a 'current' wage-level for the vacancy they
described,, so that we may assume respondents kept this 'current' level as a point of reference,
ratherr than the age-wage-schedule of their collective agreement, if existent. More importantly,
though:: if the 'age-effect' would have reflected a 'wage-effect', we would expect the largest
'age-effect'' at ages 18-28, whereas the data show an increasing age-effect at higher ages.
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Tablee 5.5 Preference probabilities for in all other respects equal male (M) and female
(F)) applicants at different (fictitious) firms
sectorr

percentage of female
employeess in the firm

CONSTRUCTIONN

INDUSTRYY

OTHERR

applicant t

preferencee probability (%)
(1))

(2)

(3)

(4) )

0

MM
FF

96 6
44

97 7
33

92 2
88

94 4
66

55

MM
FF

96 6
44

97 7
33

91 1
99

93 3
77

50 0

MM
FF

85 5
15 5

89 9
11 1

72 2
28 8

79 9
21 1

0

MM
FF

95 5
55

96 6
44

89 9
11 1

92 2
88

17 7

MM
FF

91 1
99

94 4
66

83 3
17 7

88 8
12 2

50 0

MM
FF

80 0
20 0

86 6
14 4

65 5
35 5

73 3
27 7

0

MM
FF

87 7
13 3

91 1
99

76 6
24 4

82 2
18 8

34 4

MM
FF

72 2
28 8

79 9
21 1

54 4
46 6

63 3
37 7

50 0

MM
FF

61 1
39 9

70 0
30 0

42 2
58 8

51 1
49 9

Explanatoryy note:
(1))
(2))
(3))
(4))

woman
woman
woman
woman

is
is
is
is

not a breadwinner*; vacancy requires physical labor
a breadwinner*; vacancy requires physical labor
not a breadwinner*; vacancy does not require physical labor
a breadwinner*; vacancy does not require physical labor

Breadwinnerr means in this study: living alone, being a single parent, being breadwinner for a
partnerr or for a partner and two children

momentt of application. Hence the comparison is really between less than six months
unemployedd or still in education and more than six months unemployed or being a
housekeeper.. Under-education and limited command of language are moderately negative
pointss and the same holds for a considerable travelling time.
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Theoreticallyy labor costs are supposed to play a leading role in personnel selection. The
employerss in this survey do not seem to support this view. The wage cost-variable was
presentedd to the respondents by means of changes in employer paid social security
premiums.. In the explicit questions (section 5.2) only 2% of all respondents thought this
too be the most important attribute. From the analysis of the ranked profiles it follows that
onlyy the biggest individual wage cost subsidy - ƒ 600 a month or about 30% of the
averagee gross wage in this segment of the labor market - has a significant positive effect.
Inn order to interpret this result we should realize that there are different levels at which
laborr costs influence the demand for labor. The effect which is found here, regards the
situationn in which applicants come with different price tags. As it appears different price
tagss are not very important selection criteria. This, however, does not imply that lower
wagee costs in general would not have an effect on labor demand. In other words we find
heree that there are almost no substitution effects when relative wage costs change. This,
however,, does not tell us much about the possible volume effects on labor demand of
changess in the wage level relative to the costs of capital.
Ass was noted before, age, health, sex and origin are the major selection criteria for
applicantss at the lower end of the labor market. As it appears applicants for lower skilled
jobss in The Netherlands do not have many possibilities to improve their chances of
gettingg a job; they can hardly be expected to change their age, health, sex or origin. A
pinchh of optimism may be derived from the fact that firms with an already high
percentagee of females in the labor force more readily absorb new women. The same
holdss for ethnic minorities who are more easily absorbed in firms with big labor forces.
5.44

Combining characteristics

Thee preceding section focussed on the importance of applicant characteristics separately.
Onn each occasion we examined applicants who differed in just one single respect.
Reality,, however, shows quite a different picture. Real applicants show up in varying
quantitiess and will most probably differ in many characteristics. In order to explore the
effectss of more variation in labor supply, we will construct some complete profiles and
calculatee preference probabilities for them in different situations. As a matter of fact, this
sectionn forms the upbeat for the analysis of dynamics in the labor market in chapter 6. In
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thiss section we will first follow five applicants in different applications. Second, we will
takee a look at a most and a least preferred profile, from which we will learn how
preferencee is built up.
5.4.11

Five applicants

Tablee 5.6 presents a set of five applicants, constructed by varying the characteristics of
tablee 5.3. Mister A, C and E and the ladies B and D will apply for three different jobs,
whichh are presented in table 5.7. Of course both firms and applicants are fictitious.
Tablee 5.6 Five applicants
profile e
AA

BB

CC

DD

EE

female e
20 0
Dutch h
none e
33 years
senior r
secondary y
general l

male e
35 5
Dutch h
nursing g
junior r
secondary y
general l

female e
35 5
Dutch h
clerical l
senior r
secondary y
general l

male e
35 5
non-Dutch h
sales s
primary y

good d
good d

good d
slightly y
increased d
prob.. of sick
leave e
full-time e
unemployedd for
moree than
onee year
subsidyy of
ƒƒ 600 a month
breadwinner r

good d
good d

limited d
good d

part-time e
housekeeper r
forr more than
fivefive years
subsidyy of
ƒƒ 600 a month
noo breadwinner

full-time e
unemployed d
forr less than
onee month
noo subsidy
breadwinner r

155 min.

155 min.

155 min.

attribute e
GENDER R
male e
AGE E
20 0
ORIGIN N
Dutch h
WORKK EXPERIENCEnone e
EDUCATION N
junior r
secondary y
general l
COMMANDD OF
LANGUAGE E
HEALTH H

good d
good d

AVAILABILITY Y
full-time e
full-time e
CURRENTT STATUS inn education inn education

WAGEE COSTS

noo subsidy

FAMILYY SITUATIONnoo breadwinner r
TRAVELLINGG TIME 155 min.

9 44

noo subsidy
noo breadwinner r
155 min.
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Tablee 5.7 Three vacancies
vacancy y

0) )

(2) )

(3) )

construction n
20 0
55
physical l
junior r
vocational l

industry y
50 0
17 7
clerical l
senior r
secondary y
general l

services s
10 0
40 0
commercial l
junior r
secondary y
general l

characteristic c
Sector r
Establishmentt size
Percentagee female employees
Typee of job
Requiredd level of education

Whenn five equal applicants apply for a job, each of the applicants has an equal
preferencee probability of 20%. So if we look at table 5.8 which presents the preference
probabilitiess for applicants A through E, we may keep in mind that these are merely
deviationss from 20% for each applicant.

Tablee 5.8 Preference probabilities for candidates in table 5.6 who apply for jobs in
tablee 5.7
applicant t
AA

C

DD

EE

preferencee probabilities (%)

vacancy y
(1) )
(2) )
(3) )

B

72 2
58 8
38 8

33
122
399

13
11
7

1
9
14

11 1
10 0
22

Thee preferences for applicants at the construction firm (1) differ widely from the
referencee percentage of 20, as can be seen in table 5.8. Firm (1) by far prefers Mr A
becausee he is a man and because he is relatively young. The ladies B and D have low
scoress because they are female and because vacancy (1) requires physical labor. Mr E is
nott of Dutch origin and has a limited command of the Dutch language. Therefore, he
scoress lower than Mr C who ends up in second place after Mr A, although he suffers
fromm a minor health problem. The educational level of none of the candidates in table
5.66 meets the vocational requirement for the vacancy at firm (1). Therefore, this does not
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influencee the respective preference probabilities. The wage cost subsidy of candidates C
andd D compensates for their relatively long absence from the labor market, but is
otherwisee insufficient to improve their chances.
Att the industrial firm (2) the chances are more close to each other. Industrial firms are
nott only slightly more female friendly than construction firms, firm (2) also employs a
higherr number of women. Together this works in favor of the probabilities of ladies B
andd D. Mrs D, however, gets practically nothing in return for her level of education. She
iss the only applicant who meets the educational requirements for this job, and yet she
endss up tailing the other candidates with a meager 9%. The educational variable appears
too be overshadowed by the other parameters. Misters A, C and E face the effects of
fiercerr competition from the other candidates. Therefore, they see their chances decrease
somewhat. .
Thee service sector company (3) slightly prefers Miss B to Mr A. This firm is much more
femalee friendly than the other two. The higher age of candidates C, D and E appears to
bee their prime adverse characteristic. Mr E faces his lowest probability at firm (3). The
vacancyy is a commercial one, which aggravates the adversity of his non-Dutch origin.
Besides,, he has a low level of education and a limited command of the Dutch language.
Becausee of these factors firm (3) gives Mr E the lowest ranking, although he is the only
candidatee with appropriate work experience. Miss B scores better than Mr C and Mr E.
Shee is overeducated, has inappropriate work experience and has been absent from the
laborr market for more than five years, but her good health and her Dutch origin establish
aa positive margin on the two gentlemen.
5.4.22

Extreme profiles

Soo far we have examined the relative importance of different attributes in a rather
intuitivee manner. We will now try to get a more general picture of the weights that
employerss attribute to the various characteristics of applicants for lower skilled jobs. We
cann do this by constructing a 'most preferred' and a 'least preferred' profile and
subsequentlyy analyzing the difference in preference between the two.
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Thee procedure we follow is rather straightforward. From table 5.3 it follows that a 'most
preferred'' profile describes a man M of Dutch origin, who meets the educational
requirements,, who is relatively young (we pick 18), is in good health, etcetera. The 'least
preferred'' profile thus describes a woman W of non-Dutch origin, who is undereducated,
hass limited command of the Dutch language, has a slightly increased probability of sick
leave,, is of higher age (53), etcetera.
Thee difference in preference between applicants M and W depends partly on
characteristicss of the job. Therefore, we let Mrs W and Mr M apply together for the
threee vacancies of table 5.7. One modification is made: we keep the educational
requirementss at a constant level (appropriate for Mr M, too high for Mrs W).
Ass a result of the accumulation of adverse characteristics, Mrs W has a preference
probabilityy P( Mrs W ) = 1 0 0 / ( l + e M

w

) which rounds to zero for all three vacancies.

However,, our prime interest in this comparison regards the reasons for the outright
rejectionn of Mrs W rather than the rejection itself. Figure 5.2 breaks down the difference
inn preference yM - yw between Mr M and Mrs W, as calculated from table 5.3, into the
twelvee attributes which were used in the survey.
Figuree 5.2 Relative importance of selection criteria
Vacancyy (1)

Agee 25

Vacancyy (2)
Healthh 9%
Wagee costs
,
Agee 27%
Travellingg time 5%
Workk experience 1 %
Currentt Status 3%
Availabilityy 1 %
Commandd of language
Educationn

Genderr 33%

Healthh 10%
Wagee costs 2%
Travellingg time 5%
Workk experience 1 %
Currentt Status 3%
Availabilityy 2%

4%

Commandd of language

6%

Educationn

Familyy situation 4%
Genderr 28%
Originn
/

6%

Familyy situation

4%

Originn 7%

Vacancyy (3)
Healthh 1 1 %
Agee 30%

Wagee costs 3%
Travellingg time 6%
Workk experience 1 %
Currentt Status 3%
Availabilityy 2%
Commandd of language
Educationn
Familyy situation
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7%
5%
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Firmm (1) turns down lady W primarily because of her gender and to a lesser degree
becausee of her age. She also lacks work experience and education, she is a long term
non-participantt and she has a limited command of the Dutch language, but these factors
aree of relatively little importance. In fact Mrs W cannot do much to improve her chances
att vacancy (1); she can hardly be expected to change her age, sex, origin, family
situationn or health, whereas these factors - as the shaded area in figure 5.2 indicates determinee her chances at vacancy (1) for 78%.
Att vacancies (2) and (3) the reasons for turning down Mrs W alter in composition. Firm
(2)) considers age and gender to be equally important selection criteria; together these
makee up for 55% of the vote. Although there are some minor changes relative to firm
(1),, characteristics for which Mrs W herself may be held accountable still make up for
onlyy 24% of the decision. At firm (3) Mrs W is also rather helpless against her
unfavorablee chances; 73% of her rejection is based on characteristics which she can do
nothingg about. Now Mrs W's age is the most important attribute and firm (3) thinks
healthh and origin are more important than gender. Firm (3) has a more female friendly
attitude,, but, on the other hand, the requirement of commercial characteristics, raises the
importancee of origin.
5.55

Conclusion

Employerss attribute by far the most weight to factors which applicants cannot control.
Figuree 5.3 shows the average relative importance of the twelve characteristics which
weree used in the profiles

,7

. At average employers base their preference for lower

skilledd employees for 75% on the characteristics age, gender, health, origin and family
situation. .
Thee profile results show the selection criteria which employers in this survey actually
usee when selecting profiles of lower skilled employees. The results of ordering fullprofiless contrast sharply with the answers to self-explicative questions. When explicitly
askedd for their selection criteria, only 35% of the respondents in the survey rate one of
thee characteristics that applicants cannot control as most important.

Figuree 5.3 pictures the average of the three pie-charts in figure 5.2, which depicted the
importancee of selection criteria for the three different vacancies of table 5.7.
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Figuree 5.3 Average relative importance of applicant characteristics for lower skilled
work k
Agee 2 7 %
Healthh

10%

Wagee costs

2%

Travellingg time

5%

Workk experience 1 %
Currentt position 3 %
Availabilityy 2 %
Genderr

Commandd of language

23%

Educationn
Ethnicc background

Familyy situation

10%

5%

7%
4%

Tablee 5.9 Importance of attributes and social desirability-bias
'self-explicative' '

'full-profile' '
attribute e

(1) )

(2) )

(3) )

Age e
Gender r
Origin n
Health h
Education n
Travellingg time
Commandd of language
Familyy situation
Currentt status
Wagee costs
Availability y
Workk experience

27 7
23 3
10 0
10 0
77
55
55
44
33
22
22
11

11
22
33
44
55
66
77
88
99
10 0
11 1
12 2

11 1
44
22
77
66
12 2
99
10 0
55
33

Explanatoryy note:
(1))
Average
(2))
order of
(3))
order of
(4))
Socially
(5))
Socially

social l
desirability y
(4))

(5)

XX
XX

XX
XX

size of effect according to 'full-profile'-results (%)
importance according to 'full-profile'-results
importance according to 'self-explicative' questions
undesirable selection characteristic: (2)-(3) < -3
desirable selection characteristic: (2)-(3) > 3
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Tablee 5.9 investigates the order of importance of the twelve attributes which constitute
thee profiles. The first column takes the average importance of the attributes as pictured
inn figure 5.3. The third column lines up the attributes according to the explicit answers
off the respondents. Column (4) indicates that respondents attribute much more
importancee to gender, origin and family situation in the full-profile evaluations than they
acknowledgee in the explicit questions. Apparently social convention prompts them to
declaringg these variables unimportant; it is socially undesirable to state their true
importance.. Education, availability and work experience are treated in an exactly
oppositee manner. Respondents explicitly claim these variables to be important selection
criteria,, whereas they appear to be less important in reality; apparently it is socially
desirablee to mention just these criteria, when asked explicitly for important applicant
characteristics. .

100 0
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6..

FROM PREFERENCE TO HIRING BEHAVIOR

6.11

Introduction

Inn the previous chapter we have seen preferences of employers for different types of
lowerr skilled job-seekers who do not hold a job. Preference, however, only tells us
somethingg about the relative qualities of applicants for different employers. Whether the
employerr really thinks applicants are fit for the job or not, cannot be learnt from the
preferencee model. Suppose we take three applicants, A, B and C, and an employer who
preferss C over B, and B over A. In that case we do not know whether the employer
wouldd actually like to hire applicant C or all three applicants or maybe none of the Üiree.
Inn order to understand the hiring behavior of employers, we need to extend our model of
preferencee with some notion of which applicants might actually be offered a job by
whichh employers.
Sectionn 6.2 analyzes this 'acceptability' of applicants. The analysis is based on the
answerss respondents gave to the following question: "You have just ordered a set of 18
profiles.. Maybe not every applicant described in the profiles has a real chance of being
hiredd by you. Could you give the rank of the profile you think would be the last to have
aa real chance of being hired?" Together with the preference ranking, the answers to this
questionn give us the possibility of assessing which applicants may be hired out of any
givenn set of applicants.
Afterr estimating a preference model in the previous chapter and a model of acceptability
inn section 6.2, it is possible to simulate the flow of applicants into jobs in section 6.3. To
thatt end, we need to know which applicants do apply for the type of jobs this study
focusess on. It has to be noted that the model is based on data describing applications of
job-seekerss who are currently out of work. So, such a simulation must be restricted to
thiss type of job-seekers; it has to abstract from people who are currently working and
activelyy seek a new job. For this reason the simulation can only be of a partial nature.
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Job-seekerss who are currently out of work is a rather well-defined group on the Dutch
laborr market, but there are no representative data sets offering all the characteristics
whichh are needed for this simulation. Therefore, a database of job-seekers currently out
off work is created in such a way that it resembles the key characteristics of this group in
reality.. Section 6.3 presents only a brief description of this set of applicants, appendix B
presentss a full description of the created database.
6.22

Acceptability

Ass we saw above, respondents in the survey were not only asked to reveal their order of
preference,, but also to tell the interviewer which profiles would be acceptable for
employmentt within their firm. The result is that each set of 18 profiles is divided by
eachh respondent in a set of acceptable profiles and its complement (either set may be
empty). .
Thee question is now to explain acceptability. In section 5.2 we used the preference
rankingss to estimate the unobserved quality index yk for profile k by yk

0 xk . The

straightforwardd hypothesis on acceptability is to suppose that a threshold value v exists
suchh that applicant k is acceptable if yk > v. We then want to estimate a logit model:
a(y-v) a(y-v)
PP (acceptable ) = —
1+e1+e*(y-v)

C6-1)

*(y-v)

wheree the critical value v needs further specification.
Firstt of all, v can take the shape of a threshold with an absolute size, determined by
characteristicss of the organization, of the vacancy and of the person who selects. In this
casee v = 6 'z, in which z is the vector of job-offer-characteristics, and 5 contains the
correspondingg parameters.
Second,, applicants may be called acceptable if they are 'good' compared to the other
applicants,, in which case v takes the shape of a threshold of relative size. We define y
andd S

2

as the mean and variance of the yk of the 18 profiles supplied. Notice that 9

differentt subsets of 18 profiles were used, which gives some variation in y and Sy per
subset.. Notice also that y depends in part on firm-specific values (see table 5.3), hence,
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yy and 5

vary per observation. We assume for convenience that the distribution of y is

describedd by these two parameters. The thesis that acceptability is a relative quality
translatess into the notion that someone is acceptable if he belongs to a specific upper part
off the potential workers on offer. More precisely, we assume applicant k to be acceptable
iff yk > y + v S , where i\ defines a specific level in the supply distribution, which has
too be estimated.
Callingg the first acceptability definition absolute and the second relative, we may also
believee that in practice a mixture is followed (see for this idea Hagenaars and Van Praag
(1985)) in a different context). In this case the actual acceptability threshold is a weighted
averagee of an absolute and a relative threshold, which amounts to (dropping the obvious
subscriptt k):
vv = pb/z+(l-p)(y

+vSy)

(6-2)

Substitutingg (6.2) in (6.1) leaves parameter vector 8 and coefficients or, p and r\ to be
estimated.. In our first estimates a strong (generalized) multicollinearity appeared between
pp and the vector 6. Also, p was very small (less than .1) and not significant, which
pointss to strong relativity. However, the restriction p = 0 was rejected in a likelihood
ratioo test, which means that the absolute effects cannot be ignored. Due to the large
standardd deviations of p and 6 separately, table 6.1 presents estimates of the product pö
insteadd

18

.

Thee value of p indicates that acceptability is indeed an absolute as well as a relative
phenomenon,, with weights .06 and .94 respectively. These weights seem to suggest that
thee quality of applicants relative to the quality of the total supply of applicants is by far
thee most important screening device. This, however, is not entirely true; the real effect of
thee absolute component in (6.2) appears to be more prominent than is suggested by the
weightt p. The relative threshold implies that employers are interested in applicants k,
withh yk > y + yS . Supposing that the ^-values of our population of job-seekers follow
aa normal distribution and substituting the estimate for rj = 0.2, the relative effect in (6.2)
impliess that employers are interested in the best 42% of the applicants. Of all (312*18 =)

Thee log-likelihood of the model presented in table 6.1 is -2529. We can compare this value with
thee likelihood for a 'naive' model, which supposes the probability of being acceptable is a
constant.. The log-likelihood for that model equals -2936. A likelihood ratio test (30 degrees of
freedom)) indicates that the model in table 6.1 is a significant improvement on the naive model.
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Tablee 6.1 Acceptability model; estimation results'
parameterss

P?>

constantt term

1 51 ( -69)*

VACANCYY CHARACTERISTICS
typee of work:
commerciall
administrativee
caree
heavyy physical labor
educationn requirements:
primaryy
juniorr secondary general
seniorr secondary general
juniorr secondary vocational
seniorr secondary vocational
currentt salary (gross, monthly, /1000)
FIRM/ESTABLISHMENT-CHARACTERISTICS S
sector: :
constructionn
otherr industry
mainn establishment
tradingg results:
moderatee
badd
noo answer
numberr of employees in establishment (/100)
proportionn of part-time employees
proportionn of employees younger than 25
proportionn of employees older than 40
proportionn of non-Dutch employees
trainee(s)) present
SELECTORR CHARACTERISTICS
job::
personnel manager
personnell worker
administrativee
yearss of experience/100
femalee
OTHERR PARAMETERS
pp
„„

aa

1 0 44

- -41 ( -21)
- -37 ( .28)
-33 ( .21)
-38 ( .17)*
-78 ( .22)*
112 ( .41)*
1-44 (1.08)
.91 ( .15)*
1.86 ( .43)*
19 ( .08)*

- -60 ( .28)*
- -24 ( .22)
1-24 ( .30)*
- 52 ( -17)*
1.91 (.40)*
-1-63 ( .87)
- .09 ( .04)*
-1-39 ( .36)*
- .69 ( .31)*
-1.63 ( .33)*
- .99 ( .50)
- -61 ( -12)*

.81 ( .24)*
-1-01 ( .38)*
- -33 ( .19)
2.83 ( .61)*
-68 ( .20)*
value
.06 (.19)
.20 ( .39)
.644 ( .03)*

standard errors between brackets, * significant at 5%-level
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56166 profiles supplied in the survey, the respondents marked only 22% as acceptable.
Thiss indicates that the absolute part of acceptability reduces the acceptable group from
42%% to the observed percentage of 22%. The size of this effect may be accounted for if
wee calculate the actual absolute effects. Division of the coefficients pö in table 6.1 by
pp = 0.06 yields coefficients 6 which are quite large and thus offset the small
p-coefficient. .
Thee estimates for vacancy, firm and selector characteristics appeal to common sense in
mostt cases. Higher education requirements, higher salary and/or heavy physical labor all
leadd to a higher acceptability threshold. Construction firms and (to a lesser extent) other
industriall firms have less stern demands than service sector companies. Main
establishmentss are more selective than branch-establishments. Selection is also strongly
linkedd to trading results: as these get worse, selection becomes more severe. Small
establishmentss select more sharply than big ones. The presence in the firm of employeetypess who rank low in the preference-ordering (e.g. women, ethnic minorities etc.),
reducess the acceptability threshold. Looking at different selector-types it appears that
personnell managers are the sternest selectors with general managers on their heels;
personnell workers are the most easy going. Longer experience in his job makes the
selectorr more critical. Finally, female selectors appear to be more severe than their male
counterparts. .
InIn sum, these results support the hypothesis that selection depends on fixed as well as
supply-dependentt considerations. The fixed part varies with the situation at hand in a
veryy plausible way.
Even-odds-ages Even-odds-ages
Thee present model does not only define acceptability but non-acceptability as well. Over
lifee most variables do not change, but age does. Given the strong negative relation of
preferencee and acceptability probabilities with age, we would like to look at the age at
whichh workers turn unacceptable. Clearly it is not possible to speak of a single age-limit
beyondd which a worker becomes unacceptable; there is always a random factor present,
whichh implies that older people's chances may decrease but will never equal zero. So we
introducee the concept of an even-odds-age, which is defined as the age at which the
probabilityy of acceptance drops below 50%. From equation (6.1) it follows that the evenodds-agee is given as the solution of y - v = 0 or, substituting (4.1) and (6.2):
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Thee models as given in table 5.3 (for the left hand side of (6.3)) and table 6.1 (for the
rightt hand side of (6.3)) yield the even-odds-ages in table 6.2. Table 6.2 differentiates
even-odds-agess with regard to worker types and characteristics of the vacancy, the firm
andd the selector. Also, the effect of the quality of competitors is presented. For example,
thee probability of acceptance for the reference male of Dutch origin drops below 50% at
thee age of 40. If the same person suffers from a slightly inferior health, he reaches even
oddsodds at only 26 years of age. On the other hand, if the same reference person is not, as
inn the reference situation, confronted with the general manager of the firm, but instead
withh the personnel worker, the even-odds-age rises from 40 to 51.
Noticee that for many worker types the computed even-odds-age is extremely low, that is,
beloww 17 years of age, or does not exist at all, because (6.3) has no solution. In these
casess we put a dot in table 6.2, implying that the probability of acceptance stays below
50%% at all relevant ages. For example, the reference female breadwinner with a nonDutchh origin faces a probability of acceptance below 50 percent at any relevant age.
Onlyy if this reference person applies at a firm with more than half of its personnel being
women,, and if she is 18 years or younger, her odds turn out favorably. Again we want to
stresss the fact that unfavorable or non-existent even-odds-ages may not prevent people
fromm finding jobs. However, given the attitude of employers, the odds are against them.
Thesee results are not very favorable to anybody who searches for a job at the lower end
off the labor market. Even in the reference situations, with applicants possessing
relativelyy 'good' attributes, in relatively 'easy' situations the odds turn against any jobseekerr over 40 years of age. Just one or two unfavorable characteristics can make the
oddss unfavorable over an entire lifetime.
AA relatively lenient attitude can be found in construction companies (but not for women),
inn establishments with many women (only for women) and in establishments with many
non-Dutchh employees. On a more optimistic note, y and Sy2 may change in the medium
term,, as a consequence of a changing labor force. Due to the relativity-effect, even-oddsagess will then change as well. The last line of table 6.2 shows that a decrease in the
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Tablee 6.2 Even-odds-ages for various workers3
dutchh origin

REFERENCEE SITUATIONS*
APPLICANT T
slightlyy inferior health
undereducated d
limitedd command of language
travellingg time > one hour
unemployedd > six months
part-timee availability
noo experience
wagee cost subsidy
VACANCY Y
technicall work
caringg work
heavyy physical work
seniorr voc. training req.
currentt salary ƒ 3000
FIRM/ESTABLISHMENT T
sector:: construction
-- other industry
mainn establishment
badd trading results
numberr of employees: 100
femalee employees: 50%
employeess over 40: 50%
non-Dutchh employees: 90%
SELECTOR R
personnell manager
personnell worker
female e
COMPETITION N
meann quality y decreased by .5**

otherr origin

male e

femalee

40 0

17 7

27 7

23 3

21 1
24 4
26 6
31 1

26 6
31 1
34 4
33 3
36 6
38 8
39 9
42 2

female
bread-winner r

malee

34 4
29 9
34 4
19 9
37 7

23 3

47 7
43 3

37 7
32 2

female

female e
bread-winner r

28 8

18 8

17 7

41 1
40 0
44 4
49 9

20 0
40 0
26 6
35 5

26 6
51 1
29 9
46 6

28 8

37 7
27 7
33 3
40 0

38 8

32 2

43 3

30 0

21 1

36 6

35 5

18 8

24 4

blankk cells indicate that the even-odds-age is below 17 or does not exist.
definedd as persons with 'good' attributes and no wage cost subsidy, applying for an administrative job
forr which a primary education is required, in a non-construction, non-industrial company with good
tradingg results. The establishment has 10 employees of which 20% are female, 30% older than 40, and
10%% non-Dutch. The selector is assumed to be the (male) general manager. The competitors of the
applicantt are assumed to have a quality roughly equal to the mean of the sample (y=-2.5). A full list
off applicant attributes and job and firm-characteristics used can be found in Appendix C. The table
presentss the even-odds-ages for situations which differ from the reference situations in one single respect, ,
thiss corresponds, for instance, to an age increase from 30 to 38.
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qualityy of the average competitor can increase your even-odds-age. The table shows the
examplee of an increase in the average age of the competition from 30 to 38 (or any other
decreasee in the quality of the competition by an equivalent amount). In that case, the
even-odds-agee for the reference female of Dutch origin goes up from 17 to 30 years.
Fromm this it can be concluded that, for instance, labor force ageing implies better chances
forr job-seekers.
6.33

Simulations

Noww that we have calculated preference and acceptability probabilities for various types
off job-seekers, we would like to apply these results to the current labor market situation.
Onn the basis of the empirical findings we can simulate the dynamics of the Dutch labor
market.. The simulation bears resemblance to the idea of a labor queue as presented in
Thuroww (1975). As was argued in section 3.5, Thurows' job-competition model may
servee to describe the rationing of jobs at the lower end of the Dutch labor market, due to
regulationss like collective agreements and the legal minimum wage. The simulations may
shedd some light on the structure of lower skilled unemployment, given the screening
attitudess of Dutch employers. Reality is very heterogeneous and therefore we single out a
feww cases for simulation.
Sincee application frequencies are unknown, the duration of unemployment will be
expressedd as the number of applications until a job is found. This duration may be called
thee application spell. At this point, we could assume that an applicant with quality yl
appliess simultaneously with k other applicants, who all have a fixed quality y2

In that

casee the probability of being hired in one application would be the product of the
probabilityy of being ranked first (equation (4.2)) and the probability of being accepted
(equationss (6.1) and (6.2)):

e
pp

=

yy}}

e

ocfyj-ph'z-(1

-p)(y +r\ S )]
y
__

(6.4)

Inn this case, the average application spell would be \lp. In reality, however, y2 and k are
likelyy to vary. To obtain a more realistic situation, a database was created of one
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thousandd (jobless) job-seekers which roughly represents the lower skilled part of Dutch
unemployment.. A full description of the construction of the database may be found in
Appendixx B.
Thee database of job-seekers is used to analyze the flow of job-seekers into jobs. The first
stepp in the simulation process is to randomly select a random-sized group of applicants
whoo are considering applying for a job. The number of potential applicants per vacancy
iss drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean 25. The potential applicants are drawn
randomlyy from the data base. The outcomes are sensitive to the number of potential
applicants.. It turns out that very large groups of potential applicants sharpen the
distinctionn between groups of successful and unsuccessful job-seekers; this is the result
off fiercer competition. Small average numbers of potential applicants per job-offer
equalizee the differences between the two groups. This observation implies that the
structuree of the simulation results is of more importance than the absolute outcomes,
whichh have to be treated cautiously.
Figuree 6.1 Graphic representation of the simulation model

self-selectionn

rank-ordering

acceptability

Neww

Jobjob-seesee-- = > kers
kers s

Job-fin-ders s

pre-discouraged d

<< 20 times
200 times

post-discouraged d
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Figuree 6.1 gives a graphic representation of the simulation model. Potential job-seekers
havee to clear three 'hurdles' before finding a job

19

.

First,, potential job-seekers have to decide to actually apply for a certain job. The main
assumptionn behind the idea of self-selection used here is that job-seekers have full
informationn on the chances they have in different applications and act according to this
knowledge.. In other words, if acceptance in a job is improbable, the jobless will most
probablyy not apply for that job either. Hence, the acceptance model, estimated in the
previouss section, is also used as the device of self-selection. Potential applicants pass the
firstt hurdle and become actual applicants with probabilities calculated with the
acceptancee model. The process of self-selection reduces the initial group of potential
applicantss (25 at the average) to an average number of actual applicants of
approximatelyy 5.
Second,, in order to get the job, you have to be ranked first in the selection process. The
probabilitiess of being ranked first are calculated with the estimates of section 5.3.2 on
thee preference model. A random choice using these probabilities leaves us with a single
applicantt who passes the second hurdle.
Third,, if you are ranked first, you have to be acceptable to the employer. The chance of
beingg hired after being ranked first is computed using the acceptability model. This
probabilityy is then used to randomly decide whether the applicant gets the job.
Onn the demand side of the simulation model we distinguish three types of vacancies.
Theyy are taken from table 5.7 in the preceding chapter, with a modification regarding
educationall requirements. Requirements are supposed to be equal for all vacancies, while
thee characteristics 'overschooled', 'underschooled' and 'meeting the requirements' are
spreadd randomly over applicants. This modification makes simulation easier and does not
alterr results. The vacancies used in the simulation are shown in table 6.3.
Thee dynamics of the model imply that each time a candidate is hired, a new job-seeker
iss added to the database. Newcomers in the database are supposed to have characteristics
similarr to the people who are already in the database, except for their age: newcomers
willl be primarily younger people leaving school (see appendix B for a full description).

Comparee Renes (1991), who uses a two hurdle model for the labor market behavior of women.
Ourr hurdles two and three are more or less a subdivision of the second hurdle in Renes' model.
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Tablee 6.3 Vacancies used in the simulation
numberr

vacancy description

number of vacancies {%)

11

Construction company, 20 employees, 5% women,
physicall labor

20

22

Industrial company, 50 employees, 17% women,
non-physicall labor

20

33

Service sector company, 10 employees, 40% women,
commerciall job

60

Eachh cycle in the simulation consists of a thousand vacancies being filled. Each cycle
thuss describes a single turnover of what we may call the 'job-queue'. At the end of a
cyclee both the job-seeker group and the job-finder group contain a thousand people.
Eachh cycle starts anew with the same data base; we present average results over 50
independentlyy run cycles.
Wee will focus on differences between successful and unsuccessful job-seekers. Table 6.4
showss some characteristics of the two populations. We can see that 'bad' traits are more
numerouss among unsuccessful job-seekers. Whereas 61% of the job-seekers are women,
onlyy 42% of the job-finders are. Furthermore, we can see that the share of people over
400 years of age is 4.2 times higher among job-seekers than it is among job-finders. The
differencess between the two populations become even more striking when we look at
peoplee with two characteristics which employers find unattractive. For example, people
whoo are over 40 years of age with a minor health problem have a share among
unsuccessfull job-seekers which is almost twelve times higher than among job-finders.
Thee last lines in table 6.4 show that people who find a job need much less applications
thann people who are still looking for a job. We have to keep in mind that for people who
aree still searching after the simulation cycle the application spell is not yet completed!
Withinn the job-seeker group, we may distinguish two subgroups of special interest.
Togetherr these two subgroups may be called discouraged workers. The first group
distinguishess itself because job-seekers can hardly be expected to go on trying forever to
findd a job. It was assumed that people would stop trying after 20 rejections; this is,
failingg on the second or third hurdle for 20 times. This group is of special interest,
becausee it can be considered as 'lost', 'true' supply of labor. 'True' in the sense that
theyy actually tried to find a job, 'lost' in the sense that they have stopped trying. About
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Tablee 6.4 Percentage share of several traits in the job-seeker and job-finder groups

SINGLEE DISADVANTAGE
job-seekers s
job-finders s
ratio o

female e

age e
overr 40

sick* *

non-dutch h

under-educated d

61 1
42 2
1.5 5

46 6
11 1
4.2 2

22 2
6.4 4
3.4 4

39 9
20 0
2.0 0

26 6
18 8
1.3 3

TWOO DISADVANTAGES
agee over 40

job-seekers s
job-finders s
ratio o

27 7
4.5 5
6.0 0

healthh problem

job-seekers s
job-finders s
ratio o

12 2
1.9 9
6.3 3

13 3
1.1 1
11.8 8

non-Dutch h

job-seekers s
job-finders s
ratio o

19 9
4.5 5
4.2 2

14 4
1.4 4
10.0 0

7.3 3
1.3 3
5.6 6

undereducated d

job-seekers s
job-finders s
ratio o

14 4
5.6 6
2.5 5

12 2
1.8 8
6.7 7

3.3 3
.6 6
5.5 5

7.8 8
2.9 9
2.7 7

Averagee application spell for job-seekers: 11.5
Averagee application spell for job-finders: 7.2
slightlyy increased probability of sick leave
afterr filling 1000 vacancies. N.B. application spells for job-seekers are not yet completed!

10%% of all job-seekers face this type of discouragement in the simulation. We will call
thiss group 'post-discouraged' to distinguish it from a second type of discouraged jobseekers.. In this second subgroup we find job-seekers who stumble regularly over the first
hurdle.. They may be called 'pre-discouraged' as they never get to the point of an actual
application.. We define this group as those who fail to apply for a job for 80 or more
times.. This arbitrary number was chosen in order to get a group of similar size as the
post-discouragedd group

% of all job-seekers). Table 6.5 shows, as can be expected,

thatt people with unfavorable traits tend to be pre-discouraged. A more striking result,
however,, is the composition of the post-discouraged group. People in this group have
relativelyy favorable traits, and do (accordingly) apply regularly, but get discouraged by a
largee number of rejections. In fact, the people in this group are more similar to the
averagee job-finder than to the average job-seeker. It seems that a lot of people get
discouragedd by sheer bad luck.
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Tablee 6.5 Traits of several types of job-seekers and job-finders (percentages)
singlee disadvantage
female e

agee
overr 40

sick*

nondutch

under-educated d

total l

26 6
29 9
20 0

100 0
100 0
100 0

18 8
22 2
20 0
17 7

100 0
100 0
100 0
100 0

(of types of) job-seekers
JOB-SEEKERS S
total l
pre-discouraged d
post-discouraged d

61 1
69 9
44 4

466
811
266

22
37
10

39
45
26

%% (of types of) job-finders
JOB-FINDERS S
total l
jobb 1 (construction)
jobb 2 (industry)
jobb 3 (services)

42 2
22
15 5
63 3

111
133
111
100

6
8
7
6

20
33
34
12

** slightly increased probability of sick leave

Withinn the job-finder group we may gain some more insight in the nature of selection by
lookingg at job-finders in different jobs. Separate results for the three job types in the last
threee lines of table 6.5 show a very low number of women being hired for physically
heavyy construction work. This may not be surprising. However, industrial firms also
appearr to hire few women for non-physical jobs. This results in a lot of women applying
forr and being hired in the service sector. On the other hand, ethnic minorities appear to
havee far better chances in industrial and construction sectors.
6.44

Concluding remarks

Withh the results of chapter 5 it is possible to calculate quality-indices depicting the
qualitiess employers attach to individual applicants. In this chapter we have used these
quality-indicess to analyze the acceptability of candidates. Whether employers consider a
candidatee to be acceptable for employment in their firm appears to depend on two
things:: the perceived quality of competing candidates and a set of firm-specific values.
Thee former implies that acceptability is in part a relative phenomenon, the latter implies
thatt firms also use some absolute measuring rod which depends on the situation at hand.
Thee absolute part of acceptability depends on characteristics of the vacancy, the firm and
thee selector. This fixed part varies with the situation at hand in quite a plausible manner.
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Too name but a few effects, higher education requirements, higher salary and/or heavy
physicall labor all lead to a higher acceptability threshold. Construction and industrial
firmss and branch-establishments are less picky than service sector companies and main
establishments.. Looking at different selector-types it appears that longer experience on
thee job makes the selector more critical. Most peculiar, perhaps, is the finding that
femalee selectors appear to be more severe than their male counterparts.
Afterr the analysis of acceptability, it was possible to analyze the flow of job-seekers into
jobs,, given the selection criteria of employers. To that end, the selection of applicants
wass simulated, starting with a constructed database of job-seekers. From this simulation
itt may be concluded that if selection criteria used by employers do not change,
segregationn by sector may persist. Ethnic minorities primarily find employment
possibilitiess in construction and industry, whereas female job-seekers find better chances
inn the service-sector. More alarming may be the development for the group mat does not
findd a job. Due to the selection criteria employers use, this group contains large numbers
off ethnic minorities, women, older workers and people with health problems. If
employerss keep using their current selection criteria, the problem groups identified in
chapterr 2 may prove to be lasting.
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7..

7.11

IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY AND POLICY

Introduction

Thee results we found in chapters 5 and 6 may seem to be a challenge to the picture of
thee firm as a money profit maximizing agent. Or is the observed selection behavior yet
inn accordance with profit-maximization? In section 7.2 we will discuss possible
theoreticall explanations for the outcomes of the survey. The hypotheses formulated in
chapterr 3 will lead us through this exercise.
Thee findings of the survey can also be of use to judge current Dutch labor market
policies.. Section 7.3 explores this angle and points out possible new directions in labor
markett policy; directions which correspond to the mechanisms revealed in this study.
Sectionn 7.4 concludes.
7.22

Hypotheses tested

Hypothesiss 1 in section 3.2 was based on the notion that employers are primarily trying
too maximize their money profits. Hence, they should be interested in productivity-related
characteristicss when selecting their lower skilled employees. As we saw in chapter 5, the
mainn results of this study do not seem to correspond very well to this picture. If
employerss are actually trying to make as much money as possible, they seem to be
lookingg systematically at the wrong variables. They do not select lower educated jobseekerss using indicators of human capital such as previous work experience, nor do they
payy much attention to unemployment records. They do take education and command of
languagee into account, but not to a degree comparable with the importance of gender,
health,, age or origin. Moreover, they are willing to sacrifice large amounts of subsidy in
orderr to meet their preferences for young, healthy, native men. These findings do not
seemm to support hypothesis 1. Whether we can actually reject hypothesis 1 will be
discussedd hereafter.
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Thatt employers use characteristics like age, health, gender and ethnic background as
selectionn criteria, leads us almost automatically to accept hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 2
statedd that employers select their lower skilled personnel at least in part on
characteristicss which are not directly related to potential productivity. This, however,
leavess us with the possibility that employers do so because they think productivity is
relatedd to these variables in a more indirect way. This question is reflected in the
formulationn of hypotheses 3 and 4. Hypothesis 3 supposes employers select their
personnell in part on characteristics which are not directly related to productivity, in spite
off their own neutrality on the matter; they do so because (they think) the circumstances
makee it cost-efficient. Hypothesis 4 puts forward the proposition that employers have a
tastee for discrimination and willingly do not select their personnel in a cost-efficient way.
Thee following two subsections will discuss these possibilities.
7.2.11

Cost-efficient selection behavior?

Hypothesess 3a and 3b provide us with two possible explanations in line with hypothesis
3.. They suppose the source of discriminatory behavior to lie outside the sphere of
influencee of the employer: employee and customer preferences. The results of the survey
suggestt that employers do anticipate the preferences of their environment. Immigrants
aree less wanted in jobs with a lot of customer contact and females are less wanted in
establishmentss where few women are employed. The former is a clear example of firms
actingg as the agent of the (supposedly) discriminating client. The latter may depict
employeee preferences (male co-workers do not accept female colleagues) but may also
pointt at an enduring employer preference (employer never wanted to employ many
womenn and does not want them now, either). A clearer example of employers
anticipatingg employee preferences may be found in the result that immigrants are more
easilyy adopted in larger firms. Since larger firms almost by definition employ a wider
varietyy of employees, immigrant workers are less likely to stumble on a block of antiimmigrantt co-workers in larger firms.
Wee must not forget, however, that we do not measure employee or customer
discriminationn directly. What we measure is behavior of personnel selectors. They may
correctlyy anticipate truly existing discriminatory preferences of other people, but they
mayy also let their own preferences influence their assessment of customer and co-worker
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preferences.. If they estimate customer preferences correctly and select employees
accordingly,, discriminatory behavior anticipating these preferences may be cost-efficient
too the firm. If, on the other hand, personnel selectors either over- or underestimate other
people'ss tastes, selection behavior according to their erroneous assessment of these tastes
mayy not be cost-efficient. It was argued in section 3.4.2 that truly erroneous behavior
shouldd cancel out over larger groups. It is, however, also possible that employers use
customerr preferences as pseudo-rationalizations of their own (latent) preferences (see
alsoo figure 3.1). From the results of this study, it cannot be decided whether the observed
anticipationn of customer discrimination reflects truly cost-efficient selection behavior or a
pseudo-rationalizationn of employer taste.
Similarr questions can be raised regarding the anticipation of (presumed) co-worker
preferences.. This situation, however, contains one more complexity. Whether co-worker
discriminationn can be profitable to firms and/or workers depends on die situation at
hand;; for example, on the role of unions.
Thus,, hypotheses 3 a and 3b are only partly confirmed. The outcomes of the survey
confirmm that employers anticipate customer and co-worker discrimination against ethnic
minoritiess in their selection behavior. But it cannot be decided whether customers and
co-workerss actually show discriminating behavior and thus it cannot be decided whether
thee observed anticipation of such discriminating behavior is truly cost-efficient or a
pseudo-rationalization. .
Hypothesiss 3c puts forward another cost-efficient explanation of selection on
characteristicss which are not directly related to productivity. If true productivity is harder
too measure for a certain group, it may be a cost-efficient strategy to select employees
fromfrom the group with the more reliable indicators of productivity. This situation could
applyy in particular to applicants with an ethnic background. Because of cultural
differencess or a foreign education, they may encounter problems in communicating their
truee capacities to personnel selectors. Hypothesis 3c proposes that employers who are
risk-averserisk-averse may prefer workers with clear signals of their capacities. It was argued in
sectionn 3.4.2 that for firms lacking the means to take risks in personnel hiring, riskaversionn may be an optimal strategy for survival. This would apply in particular to small
firms.firms. An indication for risk-aversion of small firms may be found in the estimation
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resultss for the acceptability model: bigger firms are less picky when it comes to
acceptablee applicants than small ones (see table 6.1). Furthermore, the estimation results
regardingg the preference model, indicate that applicants with an ethnic background are
lesss disliked in bigger firms. From these findings we may conclude that risk-aversion
doess play a role in personnel selection. Whether this behavior is actually cost-efficient
cannott be decided from the survey.
Thee anticipation of customer and co-worker discrimination (hypothesis 3 a and 3b) and
thee acceptance of the risk-aversion proposition (hypothesis 3c), still leave a large part of
thee preferences of employers unexplained, as can be seen from table 5.3. Hypothesis 3d
providess a possible explanation for the remainder of employer preferences. Employers
mayy have difficulties in assessing the real productive capacities of applicants and
thereforee use easy to observe characteristics like age, origin, gender and health as cheap
screeningg devices. If employers are actually profit maximizing agents, they will only use
thesee screening devices insofar as they give an accurate prediction of the average
productivee capacities of applicants belonging to the groups behind these characteristics.
Let'ss first take a look at the size of the remaining differences. Suppose, for instance, that
wee would try to offer an immigrant and a native with equal qualifications, equal
opportunitiess in an application by means of a direct subsidy to the employer. Refraining
fromm possible customer discrimination, we look at a vacancy for a non-commercial job.
Thee biggest amount in the profiles (J 600 a month, or about 25% of the average wage
costt in this segment of the labor market) is not nearly enough to offset the disadvantage
off being an immigrant. In fact, from table 5.3 we can see that the disadvantage of being
ann immigrant is between 1.5 and 4 times - depending on firm size - bigger than the
advantagee of a ƒ 600 a month wage cost subsidy

20

. In the light of this finding we can

reformulatee the question of cost-efficiency: could it be that immigrants are (much) more

Itt may be tempting to state that the disadvantage of being an immigrant can be offset by a wage
costt subsidy of - in this case - 1.5 to 4 times ƒ 600. This conclusion, however, cannot be
verified,, since it is not possible to derive the impact of larger subsidies from the available data.
Inn fact, it seems probable that raising the subsidy has more than a proportional impact. Early
specificationss of the model (4.4) indicated that the effect of a ƒ 300 a month subsidy equals the
effectt of no subsidy; it may be thought that a ƒ ƒ 300 subsidy is just enough to offset the 'stigma'
off being a subsidized worker. If in this case there would be a linear relation, a / 900 subsidy
wouldd have twice the effect of a ƒ 600 subsidy. However, we may only assume linearity of the
subsidyy effect in the vicinity of the subsidy-amount on the profiles.
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thann 25% less productive each month than native people of the same gender, the same
age,, of equal health, with equal work experience, with equal availability, with the same
familyy situation, with equal language proficiency, with equal travelling time, with the
samee current status and of equal education?
Similarr questions can be raised regarding the characteristics age, health and gender. For
ann otherwise equal applicant who has a slightly increased probability of sick leave, we
willl need a subsidy which has an effect 4.25 times bigger than the effect of a monthly
subsidyy of ƒ 600. For otherwise equal job-seekers who differ only with respect to age say,, the one is 20 and the other 40 - we will need a subsidy with 5.5 times the effect of
aa ƒ 600 subsidy. For female job-seekers the subsidy amount needed to offset the
disadvantagee of being female differs with the situation at hand (see tables 5.3 and 5.5).
Femalee applicants may have a disadvantage in jobs requiring heavy physical labor.
Furthermore,, it may be argued that the lower preferences for female breadwinners are
actuallyy related to a true loss in productive capacity: existing role-models in households
mayy burden female breadwinners with conflicting responsibilities. It must be noted that
thesee two disadvantages may also reflect spurious assessments of true productivity, but
wee will for the moment refrain from that possibility. Thus, concentrating on vacancies
whichh do not require heavy physical labor and on women who have a breadwinning
partner,, a subsidy will be needed with an effect between -1.5 and 12 times the effect of a
ƒƒ 600 subsidy in order to provide the female applicant with the same opportunities as an
otherwisee equal male competitor

21

.

Thee size of the subsidy amounts needed, may be interpreted as a measure of the
differencess in true productivity employers think immigrants, workers with a slightly
increasedd probability of sick leave, older workers and females have
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. These

differencess may then be attributable to other measures of productivity, not included in

Thee figures of-1,5 and +12 correspond to the situations with the highest and lowest probability
forr female applicants in table 5.5, apart from vacancies requiring heavy physical labor and in
casee the woman is not a breadwinner. The highest probability corresponds to a vacancy in a
servicee sector firm, with already half the workers in this firm being female (in this situation the
femalee applicant actually has an advantage over the man). The lowest probability corresponds to
aa vacancy within the construction sector in a firm employing no female workers.
Inn the questionnaire the subsidies were explicitly characterized as 'permanent'.
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thee profiles, but correlated to the variables which are in the profiles. If such differences
constitutee a correct reflection of the average true capacities of these groups, the screening
off applicants on the basis of these characteristics may actually be cost-efficient. On the
otherr hand, it is also possible that employers have a false picture of the true capacities of
thesee groups; at least part of observed selection behavior may then be interpreted as a
resultt of preferences not related to productivity and is not cost-efficient.
Whetherr one concludes that the observed differences can reflect differences in true
averagee productivity, remains a matter of judgment. In view of the large number of other
characteristicss which we control for, combined with the size of the observed differences,
however,, I am inclined to argue that employers sacrifice a lot of potential productivity
forr their prejudice. If one goes along with this conclusion, hypothesis 1 is only part of
thee story.
7.2.22

Discriminatory tastes?

Hypothesiss 4 stated the possibility that employers have a taste for discrimination against
certainn workers. In this case, they would willingly sacrifice money profits to meet their
preferences.. As was argued in section 3.4.2, there seem to be several types of overlap
betweenn cost-efficient screening and true tastes. These overlapping areas were labelled

pseudo-rationalizations.pseudo-rationalizations. From the results on the preference model, as was ar
wee cannot provide solid distinctions between the possibilities of cost-efficient screening,
pseudo-rationalizationss and true tastes of employers. The same argument seems to hold,
iff we take into account the answers to explicit questions on selection criteria, which were
presentedd in table 5.1. Table 5.1, for example, shows that about 24% of the respondents
inn the survey regard any applicant with an ethnic background as unacceptable (the
percentagee differs somewhat with the respective backgrounds). Also, 79% of all
respondentss explicitly prefer a native Dutch applicant. Although explicitly disclosing
one'ss dislike for ethnic minority workers and one's preference for native Dutchmen,
withoutt any further reservations, may be interpreted as a sign of taste as defined by
Beckerr (1971), it can also be argued that these explicit answers are just another
indicationn of either true cost-efficient screening behavior or of pseudo-rationalizations of
(latent)) tastes. Similar remarks can be made concerning the characteristics age, gender
andd health.
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Inn the preceding section it was argued that there are strong indications that the observed
selectionn behavior is not cost-efficient. In that case the distinction between a taste and a
pseudo-rationalization,, may not be very relevant. According to Becker's definition of
discrimination,, a pseudo-rationalization may actually be called a taste, since pseudorationalizationss also cost money.
Thiss conclusion leaves us with the question what 'taste for discrimination' actually
means,, where does it come from, how invariable are such tastes, etcetera? Becker (1971)
doess not address these questions, let alone answer them and it seems not possible to
derivee any further idea on the meaning of tastes from the data studied here. Therefore,
wee will stick to Becker's definition which was quoted in section 3.4.1.
Finally,, hypothesis 5 stems from an institutional angle rather than individual firm
behaviorr and was based on Thurow's (1976) model of job-competition. In Thurow's
modell the combination of fixed wage rates and the idea that "marginal product resides in
thee job and not in the man" (p. 77), provides room for selection on criteria which are not
directlyy related to productivity. Hypothesis 5 formulates Thurow's proposition that
employerss select their personnel on trainability rather than on human capital.
InIn section 3.5 it was argued that describing the lower end of the Dutch labor market by
meanss of a job-competition model would be of value, because of the highly regulated
naturee of this part of the labor market. Wage-competition in this segment seems to be
largelyy ruled out by minimum wage legislation and collective agreements. This argument
wouldd meet the fixed-wage-rates-requirement for applying Thurow's model.
Trainability,, however, is not an easy to identify characteristic and was not included in
thee profiles that were used in the survey. Indirect indications that the idea of trainability
doess play a role in personnel selection, may be derived from the importance of the
variabless age and education. It may be thought that older people have less capabilities to
learnn new things. Level of education gives an idea of what people have already learnt
andd thus may provide some indication of how trainable people are. The variables age and
education,, however, may have more meaning to the personnel selector than just
trainability.. Age and education may, for example, also represent accumulated human
capital.. Thus, it seems not possible to draw any further conclusions about the Thurowmodell on the basis of the results of this study.
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7.2.33

Concluding remarks

Althoughh the observed preferences may reflect profit maximizing behavior of employers,
strongg indications are present that there are also other, discriminating mechanisms at
work.. Characteristics of job-seekers which are directly related to productivity, such as
education,, work experience, etcetera, are of less importance than those not or only
indirectlyy related to productivity, in particular gender and ethnic background. This story,
however,, is only skin deep: the finding that employers take characteristics into account
thatt are not directly related to productivity leaves us with a variety of explanations for
suchh behavior, some of which are in accordance with profit maximizing behavior.
However,, a discussion of the various possibilities found in the literature of cost-efficient
screeningg using discrimination-related characteristics, does raise some rather serious
questionss about the true intentions of employers. Although this discussion may not lead
uss to a sound proof that the observed selection behavior contradicts money profit
maximizingg strategies of firms, it does provide strong indications that employers are
willingg to sacrifice money profits in order to satisfy their preference for young healthy,
native,, male employees. Finally, it must be noted that although the job-competition
modell of Thurow may apply to the lower end of the Dutch labor market, it was not
possiblee to test the ensuing hypothesis that employers are primarily looking for trainable
ratherr than skilled workers.
7.33

Implications for policy

Sincee economic science not only has a describing but also a prescribing nature, it seems
naturall to sketch some practical implications of the preceding results. The conclusions
drawnn in the previous section on labor market behavior of employers give rise to
practicall implications for two different parties. Sections 7.3.1 through 7.3.5 will
investigatee government policies and present some suggestions for a better functioning of
thee lower end of the Dutch labor market. Section 7.3.6 will glimpse at hiring policies of
employerss themselves.
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7.3.11

Current labor market policies

Governmentt policies meant to improve employment possibilities of groups with a weak
laborr market position, may take different forms. In section 2.3 we distinguished supplyorientedoriented and demand-oriented policies. The former are aimed at job-seekers; for
example,, at improving their qualifications or providing them with sheltered work. The
latterr are aimed at employers; for example, providing them with employment subsidies
whenn employing long term unemployed.
Off the characteristics of job-seekers which have been investigated in this study, some are
eligiblee for both supply-oriented and demand-oriented policies. Level of education,
languagee proficiency, travelling time, current position, availability, work experience and
wagee costs may in principle be subject to both policy types. For example, it may be
possiblee to train job-seekers but at the same time we may try to convince employers that
aa lower level of education may not be a problem for certain job-assignments. On the
otherr hand, age, health, gender, family situation and ethnic background are invariably
linkedd to individuals and thus cannot be subject to supply-oriented policies but only to
demand-orientedd policies.
Ass we saw in section 2.3, current labor market policies in the Netherlands almost
exclusivelyy cover variables eligible for both supply- and demand oriented policies.
Therebyy these policies are almost all of the supply-oriented type. We will first look at
thesee existing policies and relate the findings of this study to them.
Thee results of this study indicate that job-seekers who meet the educational requirements
forr a given job-assignment, have better chances than job-seekers with an insufficient
levell of education. From this it may be concluded that training jobless job-seekers may
positivelyy affect their employment possibilities. Training, however, is only meaningful up
too the level required for a given job. Overschooling has no or even a slight adverse
effect.. These results support the further development of vocational training and
emphasizee the importance of matching training efforts to job-requirements.
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Alsoo of importance for the employment possibilities of job-seekers is a good command
ofof the Dutch language. Language courses therefore may improve the chances on the
laborr market of immigrants. For immigrants, however, having a limited command of the
Dutchh language is not the most important barrier towards employment; being an
immigrant,, regardless of one's language proficiency is far more important.
WorkWork experience has no positive (and no negative) effect on employment possibilities of
lowerr skilled job-seekers. This, however, does not imply that promoting work experience
off job-seekers would not be helpful. Although work experience itself may not be valued
byy employers, the contacts made through work experience may lead job-seekers to more
permanentt jobs. This finding corresponds to the fact that the transition from sheltered
workk to employment in the market place is problematic (see e.g. OECD (1992b));
shelteredd work may produce work experience but as it is sheltered, may not provide the
contactss necessary for finding a regular job. The relative importance of such contacts,
however,, cannot be revealed by research of the type presented here.
WageWage cost subsidies only have a limited impact on labor market chances of job-seekers.
Ass we saw in the preceding section, employment subsidies are inadequate to even out
thee more important barriers on the labor market. Wage cost subsidies in the Netherlands
aree aimed at job-seekers who have been out of work for more than one or two years.
Fromm the results on the preference model, it appears that a wage cost subsidy of ƒ 600 a
monthh (about 25% of the wage costs at the lower end of the Dutch labor market), is just
enoughh to offset the negative effect of long term non-participation, relative to short term
unemploymentt or still being in education (see table 5.3). The demarcation line between
shortt and long term unemployment seems to lie at about six months. However, long term
unemploymentt - as compared to short term unemployment - appears to be but a minor
disadvantagee for job-seekers at the lower end of the labor market.

Thosee characteristics which can only be subject to demand-oriented policies, are not, or
onlyy indirectly, covered by existing policy efforts. There are some more general lines of
policyy such as emancipation policy, policies regarding ethnic minorities and reintegration
policiess for the (partly) disabled, which may include employers' attitudes regarding
gender,, ethnic background and health. In the light of the results of this study, however, it
mustt be noted that these policy efforts have not resulted in equal opportunities for
women,, immigrants or job-seekers with a slightly increased probability of sick leave.
Agee discrimination is not in any way subject of existing policies.
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Iff employers are asked to choose between a variety of job-seekers, however, these
characteristicss appear to be very important; far more important than the characteristics
whichh are covered by current policies. As we saw in the preceding section, there are
differentt possible explanations for the observed preferences of employers for young,
healthy,, native, male workers. Depending on the type of explanation and the respective
characteristics,, different policy alternatives may apply. The various possibilities will be
groupedd by characteristics in the next subsections. We will start with policies regarding
ethnicc minorities, although many of these policies may apply equally well to female jobseekers,, as will be showed in subsection 7.3.3.
7.3.22

Policies regarding ethnic minorities

InIn section 7.2 it was shown that there are several explanations for the finding that ethnic
minoritiess have lower labor market chances than native Dutch job-seekers. We found the
following:: customer and co-worker discrimination, risk-aversion by small firms, pseudorationalizationss and tastes.
Fromm the discussion on the possible cost-efficiency of preferences for native workers, it
cann be concluded that improving competition in the product market may cure many
fallaciess of the current situation. In a truly competitive environment, firms will be billed
forr pseudo-rationalizations and for possible tastes for discrimination.
InIn this respect, the importance of the proposed breakdown of cartel-protection policies in
thee Netherlands (in line with much stricter anti-trust policies of the European
Community)) can hardly be undervalued. Competition between firms stimulates the search
forr the best personnel rather than the most preferred personnel. Furthermore, competitive
forcess will discourage the use of spurious information on, for example, the extent of
customerr discrimination or the average true productivity of immigrant workers.
Alsoo of importance is the proposed breakdown of the barriers of entry to many different
trades.. New entrants to markets not only may lead to more competition but also may
leadd to different hiring policies. Especially if new entrepreneurs are themselves of ethnic
origin,, problems related to possible cultural differences may become less important. In
thiss respect the promotion of ethnic entrepreneurship may be of importance (see e.g. Van
derr Zaan (1992)).
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Iff we refrain from possible calculated discriminatory behavior, another way of promoting
chancess of ethnic minority job-seekers may be found in the introduction of awareness
policies.policies. Examples of such policies may be an Employment Equity Act (EEA, see e.g.
WRRR (1989) and Van der Veen (1990)) or the introduction of industrial standards for
hiringg and employment policies of firms (see e.g. Municipality of Amsterdam (1992)).
Ann EEA requires firms to publish the composition of their work force, compare this to
thee composition of the regional labor supply and formulate employment policies if the
twoo differ too much. The prime aim of an EEA is to enable the public (both inside and
outsidee the respective firm) to judge whether firms have 'good' personnel policies.
Publicc opinion may then force firms to change their behavior if so desired
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industriall standard has objectives similar to an EEA, except that this option only
distinguishess between firms with 'good' employment policies and 'bad' ones.
Suchh 'awareness policies' only seem applicable for larger firms (can we expect a three
workerr work force to reflect the regional composition of the labor market?). This study,
however,, indicates that ethnic minority job-seekers have more problems finding jobs in
smalll firms. As was argued in section 7.2.1 this may be due to risk-averse hiring
strategiess aimed at survival of the firm rather than profit maximization. Since riskaversionn only leads to discriminatory hiring behavior insofar as it is hard to measure the
potentiall capacities of individual applicants, it may be argued that small firms need some
extraa help in hiring suitable workers. The Public Employment Service (PES) may make
suchh help operational, by counseling thoroughly screened candidates individually to
employerss (see e.g. Van den Berg and Van der Veer (1990)). In doing so, the PES may
takee away some of the risky investment costs associated with thoroughly screening
candidates. .
Thee preceding suggestions are primarily aimed at improving the chances of ethnic
minorityy job-seekers in general. In finding a job, however, individual job-seekers of
ethnicc origin may still encounter cases of true discrimination. Personnel selectors who
rejectt candidates on the basis of their ethnic background, violate the first article of the
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In 1992 the minister of Social Affairs and Employment put forward a very restricted version of
ann EEA: firms only have to provide information upon request of the three-party-ruled (government,, employees and employers) Public Employment Service (PES; RBA in Dutch) and the
informationn is not open to the public. The proposal is still in discussion.
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Dutchh constitution. Individual job-seekers, however, may not even know they are being
discriminatedd against. Generally, rejected applicants will not be informed about the
qualitiess of the successful candidate. So, they cannot compare these qualities to their
ownn and are not in a position to judge whether there might be suspicion of
discriminatoryy selection behavior. Added to this, in case there is ground for such
suspicion,, rejected applicants will fmd it hard to demonstrate that the law was actually
violated.. Riach and Rich (1991b) describe this enforcement problem and propose two
possiblee ways for dealing with it.
First,, they suggest to provide rejected applicants with information about the
qualificationss of the successful applicant. This way rejected applicants may file a
complaintt in case they suspect being rejected on discriminating grounds.
Second,, they suggest random audits of hiring practices, to be conducted by an
independentt institution. This would require employers to keep records of all their hiring
decisionss for some period of time. This information would enable the auditors to check
whetherr discriminating hiring behavior may be suspected and to file a law-suit in case
evidencee for such behavior is found.
Whetherr measures requiring employers to disclose their employee selection behavior,
whichh may be labeled a Fair Hiring Act, can be effective remains to be seen. The first
partt of such a Fair Hiring Act may be used by many unsuccessful applicants to falsely
accusee personnel selectors of discriminatory tastes. Besides, both the first and the second
partt seem to provide ample room for covering up discriminating selection behavior. On
thee other hand, it may be argued that such a Fair Hiring Act may provide the necessary
informationn to enforce a law which is hard to enforce with regard to hiring practices
withoutt such information. A regional pilot project might provide the necessary practical
experiencee to assess whether a Fair Hiring Act is a feasible instrument.
Finally,, minimum wage legislation and collective agreements have in most trades ruled
outt the possibility of wage-competition. This implies that jobs are rationed and that many
lesss preferred workers do not get a chance to show their abilities, nor to expand these
abilitiess by experience, nor to expand their contacts in the labor market, all this just
becausee they are not hired (see also Niesing et al. (1993)). The simulation in chapter 6
illustratedd that the combination of observed employer preferences and job-rationing, may
leavee weak groups on the labor market in continued want of work. More wage-
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competitionn at the lower end of the labor market, may create job-openings for those who
aree currently deprived of a regular job. The alleged existence of a hidden labor market
whichh employs many workers with an ethnic background (and women) may serve to
illustratee this point. However, results of Koopmans (1989) seem to suggest that the same
groupss are successful in the hidden labor market as in the regular labor market.
Moree wage-competition may be started off by the minister of Social Affairs and
Employment.. As was argued in WRR (1990) he may refuse to extend conditions in a
collectivee agreement to all firms in a trade ( A W , see also section 2.3.1), if interests of a
thirdd party would be damaged by doing so. Also, it was noted in section 2.3.1 that in
19900 average wage floors in (extended) collective agreements were about 10% higher
thann the legal minimum wage. In WRR (1990) it was argued that AVV-ing such
conditionss may damage the employment possibilities of lower skilled workers. Added to
this,, WRR (1990) also suggested a way to reduce the level of the legal minimum wage.
Suchh a measure may provide more room for wage-competition, but only if the practice
off A W is enacted more deliberately.
7.3.33

Policies regarding female job-seekers

Manyy of the remarks made in the previous section regarding the labor market chances of
ethnicc minorities can easily be translated to the employment possibilities of female jobseekers.. Publicity (awareness policies such as an Employment Equity Act or an
Industriall Standard and an enforcement policy such as a Fair Hiring Act) and
competitionn (both in the product and in the labor market) may stimulate firms to
abandonn possible prejudice against women and may help in providing new employment
possibilitiess to female job-seekers at the lower end of the Dutch labor market. Apart
fromm these possibilities, we may also derive some other accents from the results of this
study. .
Femalee job-seekers have especially low employment chances in the sectors industry and
construction,, even in jobs requiring no heavy physical labor. Added to this, relatively
feww women are employed in these sectors, which reduces the chances of women being
hiredd in these sectors even further. These findings may imply that women are actually
lesss productive in these sectors due to productivity related characteristics which were not
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includedd in the profiles, but which are related to being female. It may, however, also be
thatt the 'masculine culture' of firms in these sectors influences hiring behavior. If the
latterr motivation dominates, improving competitive forces in these sectors may provide
firmss with a more gender neutral hiring policy with possibly large gains. Antidiscriminationn policies such as an Equal Opportunities Act or a Fair Hiring Act
describedd in the previous subsection, may demonstrate employers in these sectors to what
extentt their preferences for male workers are based on prejudice.
Familyy situation is a characteristic which only appears to be of importance for female
job-seekers.. The results of this study suggest that women who are breadwinners for their
householdss (which means here that they either live alone or are a single parent with two
dependentt children or are breadwinner for a complete family with two dependent
children)) have lower chances in finding work than women who have a breadwinning
partner.. As was argued in section 7.2.1, this finding may point at a true loss in
productivityy because existing role-models in households may burden female
breadwinnerss with conflicting responsibilities. If this is the case intensifying existing
policiess on child-care facilities and more generally intensifying policies aimed at
combiningg regular work and household tasks for both males and females would be
appropriate. .
7.3.44

Policies regarding older job-seekers

Agee is the most important selection criterion for lower skilled job-seekers. It may be
arguedd that people can influence their age no more than they can influence their gender
orr ethnic background. Nevertheless, the perception of age as a selection criterion
contrastss sharply with selection on the characteristics discussed in the previous two
subsections.. Whereas selection on gender or ethnic background is intolerable for reasons
off principle, rejecting applicants because they are 'too old', is a totally acceptable
phenomenon.. This can be read, for example, from the answers to explicit questions in
tablee 5.1. It can also be read from personnel advertisements which almost by no
exceptionn contain an age-limit. Unemployment statistics for the Netherlands do not
includee unemployed over 57.5 years of age. Many more examples of age as an accepted
screeningg device for workers may be found.
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Thee importance of age in daily life is not limited to selecting personnel nor to the labor
markett in general. Huizer (1991) investigates the hundreds of age-limits in Dutch laws
andd regulations. He concludes that most of these are badly motivated, badly defined and
seemm to serve practical reasons rather than principles of justice. Moreover, he argues that
thee division of life into strictly age-related phases stems from obsolete physiological
notions:: "development differs from person to person and from function to function"
(p.. 233).
Thee importance of age in the labor market may cause some serious problems in the
nearbyy future. With an ageing labor force it is a dire necessity to take older suppliers of
laborr seriously. Added to this, the general acceptance of selection on the basis of age
mayy cause the dislike for older job-seekers to become a self-fulfilling prophecy. Workers
whoo know they will not be taken seriously once they get older, may adapt to this
prospectt and invest less in keeping their skills up-to-date.
Policyy initiatives aimed at providing better chances for older job-seekers could start at
dismantlingg the respectability of age as a screening device. This would imply reviewing
manyy day to day uses of age-requirements in many different policy areas. An example
mayy be the renewed inclusion in unemployment statistics of unemployed workers over
57.55 years of age. A next step may include banning age-limits from personnel
advertisements. .
7.3.55

Policies regarding job-seekers with a slightly increased probability of sick leave

Laborr market prospects for people with a 'slightly increased probability of sick leave',
seemm to be rather low compared to the seriousness of their health problem. The apparent
weightt employers attach to medical information may be fought by a ban on medical tests
ass a screening device. But even such a ban, may not restrain employers from using
previouss sick leave records or a spell of disability as estimates of possible future health
problems.. Insofar as health is erroneously used by employers as a (cheap) screening
device,, intensive counseling as described in 7.3.2, may improve the chances of jobseekerss with a health problem. Besides, it may be noted that the new, so called, bonusmalus-systemm for disability benefits, may even encourage employers to test for potential
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futuree health problems. On the other hand, this system may also stimulate employers to
activelyy re-employ workers who would otherwise have ended up on a disability benefit.
Thee results of this policy have yet to awaited.
7.3.66

Hiring policies of firms

Inn an increasingly competitive environment, firms will need the best personnel they can
get.. This also applies to the choice of lower skilled workers. Selecting good personnel,
however,, is not an easy task and it may be tempting to rely on one's
'FingerspitzengefühTT or one's 'nose', which were mentioned as important tools for
personnell selection in the preliminary studies. These tools, however, may pick the
'wrong'' employees in terms of productivity. The revealed preferences in this study
indicatee that such tools preferably point out applicants who are young, healthy, native
andd male or close to this ideal picture. Such applicants, however, are relatively scarce.
Therefore,, they may be expensive and yet may not have the right qualifications.
Thee institutional ordering of the Dutch labor market, seems to offer a screening device
whichh is unrivaled by any other assessment of worker capabilities: trial work periods. As
wass argued in section 7.2.2, such trial work periods can be arranged through temporary
employmentt agencies and/or through fixed term contracts. It must be noted that the use
off trial work periods for screening personnel was also mentioned in the preliminary
interviews. .
Usingg trial work periods rather than screening applicants on easy to observe
characteristics,, may in particular apply to workers who may currently be disregarded as a
resultt of possible misapprehensions of their true productivity. As such this study has
concentratedd on women, older workers, ethnic minorities and workers with a slightly
increasedd probability of sick leave.
Althoughh it has not been possible to provide a solid proof that firms sacrifice money
profitss by screening applicants primarily on their age, health, gender and ethnic
background,, the results of this study provide food for thought for personnel selectors. In
thee face of an ageing work force, increasing female labor force participation, increasing
numberss of ethnic minorities on the labor market and the policy-objective of reducing
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thee numbers of sick leave and disability benefit recipients, personnel selection should be
givenn extra attention. Thereby it must be noted that anti-trust rulings will increasingly
exposee firms to competition in product markets. Employers who select their personnel on
truee capacities only, will find themselves in a profitable situation compared to those who
lett other objectives enter their utility function.
7.44

Conclusion

Thiss study has shown that lower skilled job-seekers without a job are primarily selected
byy employers on the basis of characteristics that they cannot influence themselves: age,
gender,, health and ethnic background are the most important selection criteria. Whether
thee observed preferences reflect discrimination or cost-efficient screening or lie
somewheree in between these two and may be called pseudo-rationalizations, does not
seemm to alter the gloomy picture the results imply for lower skilled job-seekers who are
nott young, healthy, native and male.
Thee finding that lower skilled job-seekers can do little to improve their own chances on
thee labor market, has strong implications for both theory and policy. Hiring decisions by
employerss are of importance in analyzing both the supply and the demand side of the
laborr market. As was illustrated by the simulation in chapter 6, the empirical results on
employerr preferences presented here may be used to link models of supply and demand.
Policyy makers may use the results of this study to focus a greater part of their attention
onn the demand side of the labor market. Influencing employer preferences may be more
successfull in increasing chances of problem groups on the labor market than current
effortss aimed improving qualifications of job-seekers. Finally, the findings on their
selectionn behavior may stimulate employers themselves to critically review their own
hiringg policies: is it really optimal to select primarily on age, gender, health and ethnic
background?? Is there any solid information that justifies selection on these criteria? Or is
itt possible to design screening methods which result in selecting the best employee
withoutt using characteristics that are not directly related to productivity?
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APPENDIXX A AUXILIARY PARAMETERS AND SIGND7ICANCE TESTS
Thee model on which the main results of this study are based, contains a set of auxiliary
variables.. The model is described by equation (4.4) in section 4.3. The estimation results
forr the explanatory variables were presented in table 5.3 of section 5.3.2. The estimation
resultss are treated separately for reasons of clarity. All coefficients for the preference
modell were estimated simultaneously in a single maximum likelihood procedure.
Sectionss A.l and A.2 concentrate on the auxiliary parameters, while section A. 3 focusses
onn the significance tests for the model.
Inn order to get a good grip on the meaning of the auxiliary parameters, we will first take
aa second look at the way the preferences of the respondents are modelled. Basically me
modell assumes that respondents, when confronted with a stack of profiles, seek for the
mostt preferred profile first. Subsequently they are assumed to search the remaining
profiless for a second most preferred profile. They repeat this process until just one
profilee is left, which is least preferred. Starting with a stack of 18 profiles, respondents
thuss have to make seventeen choices. In section 4.3 we assumed that respondents would
usee the same selection criteria in each subsequent choice. This assumption enables us to
modell the choice process by means of a rank ordered logit model. However, two systematicc errors turn up in the profile rankings, for which we have to adjust the model.
A.ll

Heteroscedasticity

Thee ranking of a profile is explained in part by explanatory variables (profile and
respondentt characteristics) and in part by an error term. The error term however
increasess as respondents rank lesser preferred alternatives. So, if we estimate a model
treatingg all choices equally, the error term may partly overshadow the real effects.
Analogouss to Hausman and Ruud (1987) we can correct the overestimation of the error
termm by introducing heteroscedasticity parameters aï which account for the (lack of)
accuracyy of each choice i. As respondents make seventeen choices when ordering a set
off eighteen profiles, there are seventeen coefficients ai. The first one is set to one, while
aa1616 and aI7 are set to zero, as these became negative in our non-constrained estimation
proceduree (see also A.3).
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Tablee A.l Heteroscedasticity weights for 'real' coefficients
1 1
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Standardd errors between brackets
Significantt at 5%-level

Tablee A. 1 presents the estimation results for the accuracy parameters a;-. Nearly all
a-parameterss are strongly significant. Figure A. 1 gives a graphic impression of the
a-parameters.. It shows that the parameters <7( perform in a similar manner as in Hausman
andd Ruud (1987). Except for the first choice, they decrease almost monotonically. The
figuree shows strongly that the latter seven choices are made much more loosely than the
firstfirst ten. The first choice takes a slightly different position. Apparently respondents
choose e
Figuree A.l Heteroscedasticity parameters for the explanatory variables in each
subsequentt choice
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aa most preferred profile much more accurately than the choices thereafter. This choice
behaviorr may be related to the fact that in reality the choice of the most preferred
applicantt has more significance than the ranking of subsequent candidates; unlike the
latter,, the former will usually be hired.
A.22

Order of supply

Thee second systematic error we want to correct for, results from the order of supply of
thee profiles. The poll-takers handed over a complete stack of eighteen profiles to each
respondent.. If respondents find it hard to choose between profiles, they may be tempted
too leave profiles in the original order of supply. The order of supply thus may influence
thee preference ranking of the respondents.
Tablee A.2 Order of supply-effect
77

rr

ll
22
TT
33
TT
44
TT
55
TT
66
TT

TT

77
88
TT
99
rr

- .07 (.01)*

0 0
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TT
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ii

.977 ( .25)*
.944 ( .25)*

10 10
IJ IJ
TT
12 12
TT
13 13
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I4 I4
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15 15
TT
16 16
77
11 11

TT

.777 (
.788 (
.844 (
.355 (
.155 (
.544 (
.277 (

.23)*
.24)*
.25)*
.22)
.22)
.25)*
.25)

0 0

Standardd errors between brackets
Significantt at 5%-levet

Wee can correct for this effect by incorporating a variable y which represents the effect of
thee initial ranking of each profile. Parallel to the explanatory variables, this correction
termm does not play an equally important role for each subsequent choice. However, the
similarityy is limited, since it seems unlikely that the supply-order will be most important
forr the first choice and decreasingly important for the following choices. Therefore y is
accompaniedd by its own set of heteroscedasticity parameters Ti,
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Tablee A.2 presents the estimation results for y and r. The table shows that the initial
orderr does play a significant role in the observed rankings. However, figure A.2 shows
thatt the order of supply is rather immaterial for the first choices. High ranking
alternativess win their high preferences independent of their order of appearance. The
samee applies for the worst alternatives. For the middle region the supply-order does have
somee relevance. Thus, the order of supply does play a significant role in the observed
rankings,, but this role is limited to the middle region of the ranked profiles.
Figuree A.2 Heteroscedasticity parameters for the order of supply-effect
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Thesee results shed some light on the way respondents rank profiles. A possible
explanationn is that they first search the stack of profiles for good ones and bad ones. The
goodd ones are put on top, the bad ones at the bottom. The intermediate profiles are left
moree or less in the original ordering. Secondly respondents review the ranking of the
mostt preferred profiles. This can be derived from the high accuracy of the first choices.
Thee accuracy-parameters also indicate that respondents do not review the ranking of the
leastt preferred profiles.
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A.33

Tests of significance

Inn order to see whether the model complications a and x give sensible improvements
fourr hypotheses were tested: [at = 0, / = 1,..,17], [ff; = 1, i = 1,..,17], [T, = 0, i = 1,..,17]
andd [Tj = 1, i = 1,..,17]. Table A.3 presents the results for these tests. The first line in the
tablee gives the log-likelihood when both at and rt are unrestricted. The second line refers
too the model described in this section, which is a slightly restricted version of the general
modell (oJ6, a17, Tj and T / 7 are set to zero). We can see from the difference in the loglikelihoodss that this restriction is accepted. All other restrictions are rejected, including
thee random model oi = 0, Tt = 0, i = 1,..,17.
Tablee A.3 Log-likelihoods for several specifications of the model
log-likelihood d
likelihood d
estimated d
estimated,, ai& o]7= 0
estimated d
estimated d
11
00
00

estimatedd
estimated,, r/f r / 7 = 0
11
00
estimatedd
estimatedd
00

likelihood-ratio-statisticc (df)

-10601.4
-10605.4
-10632.4
-10700.4
-10824.3
-11248.7
-11355.4

8.00
62.00
198.00
445.88
1294.66
1508.00

(4)
(17)
(17)
(17)
(17)
(34)

chi-squaree values (95%): 9.5 (df = 4), 27.6 (df = 17), 48.6 (df = 34)
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APPENDIXX B SIMULATION INPUTS
Thiss appendix will describe the inputs for the simulation of section 6.3. The inputs can
bee divided in three parts: the artificial data base of applicants, the inflow of new jobseekerss without a job into this data base during the simulation and the parameters for
firmss in the simulation. The three vacancies were already described in section 6.3. The
fulll data base is available upon request.
B.ll

Artificial data base of applicants

Thee data base used for the simulation in section 6.3 was constructed artificially, because
theree are no 'real' data sets which contain all the necessary information. The data base
consistedd of profile descriptions of one thousand lower skilled job-seekers without a job.
Somee key-statistics were chosen to reflect the composition of lower skilled
unemploymentt in the Netherlands as can be found in CBS (1991a).
Sincee the simulation merely serves as an illustration of the preference and acceptance
models,, the artificial data base was created rather 'ad hoc'. We look at job-seekers with
nott more than senior secondary education. This group of job-seekers may be divided in
eightt subgroups, with respect to origin and current status. These groups are presented in
tablee B.l.
Tablee B.l Artificial data base: eight subgroups of job-seekers
namee
AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
GG
HH
TOTAL L

group
natives who have held a job during the last six months
immigrants who have held a job during the last six months
native school leavers
immigrant school leavers
natives who have been unemployed for more than six months
immigrants who have been unemployed for more than six months
natives reentering the labor market after a period of non-activity
immigrants reentering the labor market after a period of non-activity

%
10.4
4.3
10.7
4.2
16.8
7.4
33.6
12.6
100.0 0

Tablee B.2 presents the variables which are needed to describe applicants in accordance
withh the preference model of section 5.3. The characteristics of table B.2 were
distributedd over the 1000 job-seekers in the data base. The data set was constructed to
representt those figures present in CBS (1991a) with respect to gender, age, origin and
previouss activity. The other characteristics are distributed according to 'educated
guesses'.. Table B.2 also presents the frequencies of the characteristics in the data base.
Tablee B.2 Artificial data base: characteristics of job-seekers
characteristicc

%

hass held a job in the previous six months
orr is still in education3
agee
immigrant33
female33
femalee breadwinner0
lookingg for part-time job0
noo work experience °
experiencee in other work0
slightlyy increased probability of sick leave0
limitedd command of the Dutch language0
overschooled0''
underschooled°'dd
bringss a specific wage cost subsidy of ƒ 600°
travellingg time is more than one hour0

70.4

aa
bb
cc
dd
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37.4b
28.5
51.1
14.6
29.0
20.1
36.5
17.0
12.3
19.7
21.0
9.9
14.1

frequencies are chosen in accordance with CBS (1991a)
value gives the average age of the job-seekers in the data base, see also figure B.l
frequencies are 'educated guesses'
the three vacancies used in the simulation were supposed to require the same level of education
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Tablee B.3 shows how male and female job-seekers are spread - in accordance with CBS
(1991a)) - over the groups of table B.l.
Tablee B.3 Artificial data base: gender distribution over groups
total total

male e

female e

group p
AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
GG
HH

6.1 1
2.7 7
5.4 4
2.4 4
8.6 6
5.1 1
11.0 0
7.6 6

4.3 3
1.6 6
5.3 3
1.8 8
8.2 2
2.3 3
22.6 6
5.0 0

10.4 4
4.3 3
10.7 7
4.2 2
16.8 8
7.4 4
33.6 6
12.6 6

TOTAL L

48.9 9

51.1 1

100.0 0

Tablee B.4 presents the distribution of job-seekers of different age over the groups of
tablee B.l. School leavers are younger, those reentering the labor market are older.
Tablee B.4 Artificial data base: distribution of job-seekers of different age over groups
age e

group p
AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
GG
HH
TOTAL L

18 8

23 3

28 8

33 3

38 8

43 3

48 8

53 3

total l

0.3 3
0.6 6
4.7 7
1.9 9
0.1 1
0.1 1
0.0 0
0.0 0
7.7 7

0.8 8
0.6 6
5.4 4
2.0 0
0.9 9
0.7 7
0.3 3
0.2 2
10.9 9

2.1 1
0.5 5
0.5 5
0.2 2
1.7 7
1.1 1
2.0 0
1.3 3
9.4 4

2.2 2
0.4 4
0.1 1
0.1 1
1.9 9
0.9 9
4.3 3
2.1 1
12.0 0

1.7 7
0.6 6
0.0 0
0.0 0
2.5 5
0.8 8
8.3 3
2.8 8
16.7 7

1.4 4
0.7 7
0.0 0
0.0 0
2.6 6
1.2 2
7.8 8
2.8 8
16.5 5

1.0 0
0.5 5
0.0 0
0.0 0
3.3 3
1.4 4
7.1 1
2.2 2
15.5 5

0.9 9
0.4 4
0.0 0
0.0 0
3.8 8
1.2 2
3.8 8
1.2 2
11.3 3

10.4 4
4.3 3
10.7 7
4.2 2
16.8 8
7.4 4
33.6 6
12.6 6
100.0 0
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Guessess were made regarding language proficiency of the job-seekers in the data base.
Tablee B.5 shows that immigrants are supposed to have problems with the Dutch
languagee more often than natives. Some natives, however, may not be able to read or
write,, which may also be seen as a limitation to command of language.
Tablee B.5 Artificial data base: command of language for natives and immigrants
nativee

immigrant

total

goodd or adequate
limitedd

67.7
3.8

20.0
8.5

87.7
12.3

TOTALL

71.5

28.5

100.0

commandd of dutch language

Alsoo a guess was the work experience that different job-seekers bring along. It was
assumedd that older job-seekers are experienced more often than younger ones, as is
shownn in table B.6.
Tablee B.6 Artificial data base: work experience of job-seekers with respect to age
workk experience
similarr

different

none

total

age e
18 8
23 3
28 8
33 3
38 8
43 3
48 8
53 3

0.7 7
1.9 9
4.3 3
6.1 1
8.0 0
8.2 2
7.3 3
6.9 9

0.3 3
1.3 3
3.9 9
4.7 7
8.2 2
7.6 6
6.6 6
3.9 9

6.7 7
7.7 7
1.2 2
1.2 2
0.5 5
0.7 7
1.6 6
0.5 5

7.7 7
10.9 9
9.4 4
12.0 0
16.7 7
16.5 5
15.5 5
11.3 3

TOTALL

43.4

36.5

20.1

100.0
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Workerss of higher age are also supposed to have a 'slightly increased probability of sick
leave'' more often than younger workers. Table B.7 shows how the health variable was
distributedd over job-seekers of different age.
Tablee B.7 Artificial data base: health with regard to age
health h
(1) )

(2) )

total total

age e
18 8
23 3
28 8
33 3
38 8
43 3
48 8
53 3

7.3 3
9.7 7
8.5 5
10.4 4
14.3 3
13.6 6
11.8 8
7.4 4

0.4 4
1.2 2
0.9 9
1.6 6
2.4 4
2.9 9
3.7 7
3.9 9

7.7 7
10.9 9
9.4 4
12 2
16.7 7
16.5 5
15.5 5
11.3 3

TOTAL L

83 3

(1))
(2))

17 7

100.0 0

Good
Slightly increased probability off sick leave

Finally,, some characteristics were randomly spread over the job-seekers in the artificial
dataa base. First, matching educational attainment of individual job-seekers to educational
requirementss in vacancies, appeared to have prohibitively large computational costs.
Therefore,, and in view of the illustrative character of the simulation, the characteristics
'overschooled',, 'underschooled' and 'meeting the requirements' were randomly spread
overr the data base of job-seekers. Data on travelling time were not available and
thereforee 'travelling time more than one hour' was also spread randomly over jobseekers.. Whether job-seekers would seek a full-time or a part-time job and whether they
wouldd be liable for a wage cost subsidy was also randomly decided.
B.22

Inflow of new job-seekers into the data base

Ass was illustrated in figure 6.1, the artificial database of job-seekers was replenished
withh a new job-seeker, each time a job-seeker found a job. The inflow into the artificial
dataa base was supposed to be younger, at average, than the job-seekers who are in the
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dataa base at the beginning of a simulation cycle; new job-seekers without a job will be
primarilyy school leavers. However, also people who lose their job and want to find a
neww one and people who decide to reenter the labor market should enter our artificial
laborr queue. 'Real' data on the inflow, thus described, are not available. So, an artificial,
youngg inflow was created on the basis of the data base described in the preceding
section. .
Figuree B.l Artificial data base: age-distribution of the labor queue at the beginning of a
simulation-cyclee and of the inflow into the labor queue.
%%
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•• Data base, men ^ D a t a base, women * i n f l o w , men ^ I n f l o w , women

Thee artificial inflow was created during the process of simulation. Each time a new
entrantt into the labor queue had to be selected, this was done by randomly drawing a
job-seekerr out of the data base described above. The randomization procedure, however,
wass weighed in order to increase the probability of young entrants. The weights were
chosenn differently for men and women, in order to take account of the idea that reentrantss into the labor market will more often be female. Figure B.l compares the
expectedd age-distribution of the inflow, to the age-distribution of the original artificial
dataa base.
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B.33

Firm-characteristics

Thee simulation used three types of vacancies. Many more firm-specific characteristics are
includedd in the acceptance model. Contrary to the job-seeker part of the simulation, a
databasee with all the necessary variables on firms was readily available: the survey on
whichh this study is based contains them all. Using this complete database, however,
appearedd to bear large computational costs. This investment in computation was not
madee in the light of the illustrative character of the simulation. For the other firmspecificc characteristics, which are not part of the vacancy descriptions, average values, as
observedd in the survey, were taken. Table B.8 gives an account of the values used.
Tablee B.8 Firm-characteristics in the simulation: averages of the respondents in the
survey y
characteristicc

value

FIRM/ESTABLISHMENT T
proportionn of main establishments
proportionn with good trading results
proportionn with moderate trading results
proportionn with bad trading results
proportionn don't know/cannot tell trading results
averagee proportion of part-time employees
averagee proportion of employees younger than 25
averagee proportion of employees older than 40
averagee proportion of non-Dutch employees
proportionn with trainee(s) present
EDUCATIONALL REQUIREMENTS FOR VACANCY
proportionn none
proportionn primary education
proportionn junior secondary vocational education
proportionn junior secondary general education
proportionn senior secondary vocational education
proportionn senior secondary genera! education
averagee salary/ 1000
SELECTOR R
proportionn general manager
proportionn head of manpower department
proportionn personnel worker
proportionn administrator
averagee experience (years)
proportionn female
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-58
.81
.14
.05
.01
.09
.23
.30
.04
.38
-50
.10
.34
.03
.03
.00
2.50
.63
.10
.02
.25
.12
.10
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APPENDIXX C REFERENCE SITUATION FOR TABLE 6.2

Tablee C.l Attributes and characteristics used in table 6.2 for the reference situation
characteristic c

value e

APPLICANT T
gender r
familyy situation
slightlyy increased prob. of sick leave
non-Dutchh origin
education n
commandd of language
travellingg time
currentt status
availability y
workk experience
wagee cost subsidy

seee table 6.2
seee table 6.2
no o
seee table 6.2
correctt for the job
adequate e
<< 1 hour
lesss then six months unemployed
full-time e
yes,, in a similar job
no o

VACANCY Y
typee of work
heavyy physical labor
educationn required
currentt salary (gross, monthly)

administrative e
no o
primary y
ƒ2000 0

FIRM/ESTABLISHMENT T
constructionn sector
otherr industrial sector
mainn establishment
tradingg results
numberr of employees in establishment
proportionn of female employees
proportionn of part-time employees
proportionn of employees younger than 25
proportionn of employees older than 40
proportionn of non-Dutch employees
trainee(s)) present

no o
no o
no o
good d
10 0
.2 2
.1 1
.2 2
.3 3
.1 1
yes s

SELECTOR R
job b
experiencee (years)
gender r

generall manager
10 0
male e

COMPETITION N
yy .

-2.5 5
7t 2 /3 3
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TO BE HIRED OR NOT TO BE HIRED, THE EMPLOYER DECIDES

APPENDIXX D THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Thiss appendix contains a translation of the full questionnaire used in the survey. The
Dutchh text is translated fairly literally. This does not provide a questionnaire which reads
ass nicely in English as in Dutch. It does, however, give a good impression of the
meaningg of the terms used in the questions. As the wording is especially important when
askingg possibly sensitive questions, such a literal translation is to be preferred.
Thee survey was held using portable PC's. The poll-takers read the questions to the
respondentss from screen and typed the answers in immediately. Some questions also
containn directions for the poll-takers; these are printed in capitals between < brackets >.
Forr some questions 'showcards' were used in addition to the screen questions. The
showcardss contain information with respect to the question posed; this enables
respondentss to both listen to and look at the relevant information. Most showcards are
nott printed here, as they contain only the possible answers, which are already printed
withh the question. Exceptions are cards 9 (work force) and A10 (employers' social
securityy contributions; numbers as in questionnaire). These showcards are printed at the
endd of the questionnaire.
101..

Good—, I am — from research agency Inter/View in Amsterdam. I would like to talk about the
wayy your company selects personnel. For that purpose I would first like to ask some questions
aboutt the company itself. In these questions the term 'y° u r company' refers to this
establishment.. After these general questions I would like to go into the selection of lower skilled
personnel.. The term lower skilled personnel refers to persons having no more than a junior
secondaryy education.

111..

In the first place I would like to ask you whether this company is independent, or a daughter
company,, or the head office of a larger company?
1))
2))
3))
4))

independent
daughter company
head office of a company with other establishments
other (SPECIFY)
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121..

Could you tell me to which economic sector your establishment belongs?
<< READ OUT IF NECESSARY >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))
8))
9))
10))
11))

agriculture and fishery
mining
(manufacturing) industry
production and distribution of electricity, gas, water etc.
construction
trade, hotels, restaurants, cafes and repairs
traffic, transport and communication
banking, insurance and commercial services
other services
(- don't know -)
(-no answer -)

Questionss 122/129 (further specification) depend on the answer to question 121
141..

Since when does this establishment exist?
<< THE COMPANY ITSELF MAY EXIST LONGER, BUT THIS QUESTION IS ABOUT
THISS ESTABLISHMENT. CHANGES OF NAME ARE NOT IMPORTANT, UNLESS THE
ACTIVITYY OF THE COMPANY HAS CHANGED CONSIDERABLY >
1) )
2) )
3) )
4) )
5) )

142..

1961-1970 0
1971-1980 0
1981-1985 5
19866 - now
reallyy can't say

not over ƒ 100,000
ƒ 101,000 -250,000
ƒ251,000 - 500,000
ƒ 501,000 - 999,000
ƒ 1 - 5 million
ƒ 6 - 10 million
ƒ 11 - 25 million
ƒ 26 - 50 million

9) )
10) )
11) )
12) )
13) )
14) )
15) )

ƒƒ 51 - 100 million
ƒƒ 101 - 500 million
ƒƒ 501 - 999 million
ƒƒ 1 - 2 billion
moree than 2 billion
can'tt say
won'tt say

How was business for this establishment in your opinion in 1988? Were trading results very
satisfactory,, satisfactory, moderate or bad?
1) )
2) )
3) )
4) )
5) )
6) )
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6) )
7) )
8) )
9) )
10) )

Can you give a rough indication of the turnover of this establishment over the last year (1988)?
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))
8))

143..

beforee 1800
1801-1900 0
1901-1920 0
1921-1945 5
1946-1960 0

veryy satisfactory
satisfactory y
moderate e
bad d
won'tt say
can'tt say
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144..

Has this establishment gained a profit, suffered a loss, or did it just about realize a zero result
lastt year?
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))

145..

Can you indicate to which percentage of this establishment's turnover the pre-tax profit or loss
amounted? ?
<< ENSURE RESPONDENT THAT RESULTS WILL BE ANONYMOUS >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))
8))

146..

profit
loss
zero result —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 151
can't say —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 151
won't say - - > GO ON WITH QUESTION 151

Can you indicate to which percentage of THE WHOLE COMPANY'S turnover this pre-tax
profitt or loss amounted?
<< ENSURE RESPONDENT THAT RESULTS WILL BE ANONYMOUS >

1) )
2) )
3) )
4) )
151..

1-5 %
6-10 %
11-15%
16-20 %
21-25 %
more than 25 %
can't say —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 146, IF QUESTION 111=2
won't say - - > GO ON WITH QUESTION 146, IF QUESTION 111=2

Goo on with question 151
Can you tell me whether THE COMPANY AS A WHOLE has last year gained a profit, suffered
aa loss, or just about realized a zero result?
<< NET PROFIT OR LOSS, BEFORE TAXES >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))

147..

profit
loss
zero result —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 151
can't say —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 146, IF QUESTION 111=2
won't say —> GO ON WITH 151

1-55 %
6-100 %
11-155 %
16-200 %

5) )
6) )
7) )
8) )

21-2521-25 %
moree than 25 %
can'tt say
won'tt say

I would now like to ask some questions about the composition of this establishment's work
force.. This card gives a description of the data I would like to determine.
Inn the first place I would like to know how many MEN work in your company on a
FULL-TIMEE basis, meaning more than 32 hours per week?
<< TEMPORARY WORKERS ARE EXCLUDED IN QUESTIONS 151-158 >
<< TYPE ABSOLUTE NUMBER >
<< HAND OVER CARD 9 >
Questionn 152 only if question 151 = 'don't know'

152..

Can you estimate which percentage of the work force consists of men working full-time?
<< TYPE PERCENTAGE; NOT HIGHER THAN — >
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153..

And how many MEN work PART-TIME in this establishment?
<< 32 HOURS OR LESS >
<< TYPE ABSOLUTE NUMBER >
Questionn 154 only if question 153 = 'don't know'

154..

Can you estimate which percentage of the work force consists of males working part-time?
<< TYPE PERCENTAGE; NOT HIGHER THAN — >

753..

How many hours do the PART-TIME working MEN in this establishment work on average?
<< TYPE AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS; MAXIMUM IS 32 HOURS >

155..

And how many WOMEN work in your company on a FULL-TIME basis, meaning more than
322 hours per week?
<< TYPE ABSOLUTE NUMBER >
Questionn 156 only if question 155 = 'don't know'

156..

Can you estimate which percentage of the work force consists of WOMEN working FULLTIME? ?
<< TYPE PERCENTAGE; NOT HIGHER THAN — >

157..

And how many WOMEN work PART-TIME in this establishment?
<< 32 HOURS OR LESS >
<< TYPE ABSOLUTE NUMBER >
Questionn 158 only if question 157 = 'don't know'

158..

Can you estimate which percentage of the work force consists of WOMEN working PARTTIME? ?
<< TYPE PERCENTAGE; NOT HIGHER THAN — >

757..

How many hours do the PART-TIME working WOMEN in this establishment work on average?
<< TYPE AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOURS; MAXIMUM IS 32 HOURS >

171..

So this establishment has in total about — employees, is that right?
1))
yes —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 181
2))
no
Goo on with question 174 if question 171 = 'don't know'

172..

In that case I would like to go through the list once again.
<< YOU'LL COME BACK AFTER THIS >
Backk to 151
Questionn 173 only if question 151 or 153 or 155 or 157 = 'don't know'

173..

Can you indicate the TOTAL NUMBER of people working in this establishment, full-timers and
part-timerss together?
<< INSIST ON AN ESTIMATE >
Goo on with question 181 unless question 173 = 'don't know'
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174..

Can you say to which size class the work force belongs? I will mention a few classes.

1) )
2) )
3) )
4) )
5) )
181..

1-55 employees
6-100 employees
11-200 employees
21-500 employees
51-1000 employees

6) )
7) )
8) )
9) )
10) )

101-2500 employees
251-5000 employees
501-10000 employees
moree than 1000 employees
reallyreally can't say

Approximately how many employees (in this establishment) are younger than 25?
<< TYPE ABSOLUTE NUMBER >
<< TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES IN THIS ESTABLISHMENT = — ! >
Questionn 182 only if question 181 = 'don't know'

182..

Can you give a percentage?
<< TYPE PERCENTAGE; NOT HIGHER THAN ™ >

183..

Approximately how many employees (in this establishment) are older than 40?
<< TYPE ABSOLUTE NUMBER; NOT HIGHER THAN — >
Questionn 184 only if question 183 = 'don't know'

184..
185..

Can you give a percentage?
<< TYPE PERCENTAGE; NOT HIGHER THAN — >
Approximately how many employees (in this establishment) belong to ethnic minorities, such as
Surinams,, Antilleans, Turks and Moroccans?
<< TYPE NUMBER; NOT HIGHER THAN — >
Questionn 186 only if question 185 = 'don't know'

186..

Can you give a percentage?
<< TYPE PERCENTAGE; NOT HIGHER THAN 100 >

201..

Approximately how many employees (in this establishment) have no more than a junior
secondaryy education?
<< TYPE NUMBER; NOT HIGHER THAN — >
Questionn 202 only if question 201 = 'don't know'

202..

Can you give a percentage?
<< TYPE PERCENTAGE; NOT HIGHER THAN — >

203..

Approximately how many employees (in this establishment) have completed higher vocational
educationn or university?
<< TYPE NUMBER; NOT HIGHER THAN — >
Questionn 204 only if question 203 = 'don't know'

204..
211..

Can you give a percentage?
<< TYPE PERCENTAGE; NOT HIGHER THAN — >
How many vacancies are there at the moment?
<< TYPE NUMBER >
Goo on with question 213 if question 211 = 0 or 'don't know'
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212..

How many of these vacancies would you describe as lower skilled, meaning at most requiring
juniorr secondary education?

213..

Do you expect the work force will increase, diminish or stay the same in the next 12 months?
1))
2))
3))
4))

214..

221..

increase
stay the same
diminish
don't know/can't say —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 221

Does this also go for lower skilled personnel? Will the number of lower skilled employees
increase,, stay the same, or diminish in the next 12 months?
1))
2))
3))

increase
stay the same
diminish

4))

don't know/can't say

I would now like to go into the staffing policy of your company:
Iss there an established yearly personnel budget?

222..

223..
224..

1))
2))

yes
no —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 223

3))

don't know

Is this budget binding or is it possible to depart from it?
1))
binding
2))
departures are possible
How do these things go? Can you say some more about that?
<< TYPE ANSWER LITERALLY >
To what extent are you involved in personnel selection? Could you name the number which
correspondss closest to your situation?
<< SHOW CARD 27 >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))

231..

you are fully independent in selecting personnel
you have a definite say in the choice of personnel
you choose in cooperation with others
you do not have much say in the selection of personnel
other (SPECIFY)
don't know/no answer

I would now like to ask some questions about vacancies for lower skilled workers in your
company.. This means vacancies for which no more than junior secondary education is required.
Cann you recall a recent filling of a vacancy in your company? Please think very well. If you
recalll many vacancies filled, please concentrate on the most recently filled vacancy while
answeringg the next questions.
Doo you recall the most recently filled vacancy for lower skilled personnel in your company?
1))
2))
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yes —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 235
no
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232..

233..

Is there such a (lower skilled) vacancy open at present?
1))

yes —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 235

2))

no

Will there be such a vacancy in the nearby future?
1))

yes —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 235

2))

no

234..

Then try to imagine such a vacancy.

235..

What is the name of this position, what kind of position are you thinking of?
<< TYPE TEXT >
"How would you classify the TYPE of job"?
<< READ OUT ANSWERS IF NEEDED >

238..

1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
239..

Is there a minimum level of education required for this vacancy?
<< FOR FOREIGN EDUCATIONS AN EQUIVALENT LEVEL IS NEEDED >
<< READ OUT ANSWERS IF NEEDED >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))

240..

no, none
yes, a few years of primary education
yes, only a primary education
yes, only a junior secondary vocational education (Dutch names: LTS, LEAO, Huishoudschool) )
yes, junior secondary general education (MAVO, MULO, ULO, 3 years HBS)
yes, senior secondary vocational education (MTS, MEAO? Politieschool, Verpl.)
yes, senior secondary general education (HAVO, VWO, HBS, MMS, Ath.Gymn.)

Are there any other diploma's or skills required, such as a driver's license, a typing diploma or
somethingg else?
1))
2))
3))
4))

241..

commercial
clerical
technical
caring
primarily physical

no
yes, driver's license
yes, typing diploma
yes, something else (SPECIFY)

What is the prevailing gross monthly wage for such a position in your company?
<< CONVERT WEEKLY WAGES TO MONTHLY WAGES IF NEEDED >
<< THE MAXIMUM NUMBER TO TYPE IS 8000 >
Questionn 242/243 only if question 231 = 1

242..

How long has this vacancy been open?
1))
2))
3))

less than a week
1 to 2 weeks
3 weeks to 1 month

4)
5)
6)

2 - 3 months
4 - 6 months
longer than 6 months
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243. .

Howw long ago did the employee in question enter into employment?
1) )
2) )
3) )
4) )

501..

lesss than a week
11 to 2 weeks
33 weeks to 1 month
2 - 33 months

5) )
6) )
7) )

4 - 66 months
7 - 1 22 months
moree than 1 year ago

You have just sketched a lower skilled job. To find out which factors are important in filling
vacancies,, we want to go more deeply into a number of these factors.
Whilee answering, could you think of the situation as it was or is in the case of the vacancy you
sketched? ?
Thee position was:
Namee of the position
Requiredd education level
Grosss monthly wage

502..

In the first place I would like to ask you to have a look at the following card. Can you indicate
whichh categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD Al >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))

503..

old
old
old
old
old

6) )
7) )
8) )
9) )

433 years old
488 years old
533 years old
Al!! are acceptable

18
23
28
33

years
years
years
years

old
old
old
old

5)
6)
7)
8)

38
43
48
53

years
years
years
years

old
old
old
old

Now for the next card (A2), containing different levels of education.
Cann you indicate which categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD A2 >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))
8))
9))
10))
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years
years
years
years
years

And if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))
2))
3))
4))

504..

18
23
28
33
38

No education
Primary education, no completed secondary education
MAVO (completed with diploma) (junior secondary general)
3 years of HAVO/VWO (same)
LBO (not LTS-C) (junior secondary vocational, not technical at the highest level)
LTS-C (junior secondary vocational, technical at the highest level)
MBO (completed with diploma) (senior secondary vocational)
Apprentice system (completed with professional diploma)
HAVO/VWO (completed with diploma) (senior secondary general)
All are acceptable
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505. .

Andd if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))
8))
9))

506..

Now for card A3: Command of Dutch language.
Cann you indicate which categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD A3 >
1))
2))
3))
4))

507..

15 minutes
30 minutes
45 minutes
one hour

5)
6)
7)

one hour and 15 minutes
one hour and a half
all are acceptable

And if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))
2))
3))

510..

Good command of the Dutch language
Adequate command of the Dutch language
Limited command of the Dutch language

Card A4: Travelling time to place of work.
Cann you indicate which categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD A4 >
1))
2))
3))
4))

509..

Good command of the Dutch language
Adequate command of the Dutch language
Limited command of the Dutch language
All are acceptable

And if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))
2))
3))

508..

No education
Primary education, no completed secondary education
MAVO (completed with diploma) (junior secondary general)
3 years of HAVO/VWO (same)
LBO (not LTS-C) (junior secondary vocational, not technical at the highest level)
LTS-C (junior secondary vocational, technical at the highest level)
MBO (completed with diploma) (senior secondary vocational)
Apprentice system (completed with professional diploma)
HAVO/VWO (completed with diploma) (senior secondary general)

15 minutes
30 minutes
45 minutes

4)
5)
6)

one hour
one hour and 15 minutes
one hour and a half

Card A5: Gender.
Cann you indicate which categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD A5 >
1))
2))
3))

Man
Woman
Both are acceptable
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511..

512..

And if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))

Man

2))

Woman

Card A6: Current status of the applicant.
Cann you indicate which categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD A6 >
stilll in education
1) )
unemployedd for less than a month
2) )
unemployedd for three months
3) )
unemployedd for six months
4) )
unemployedd for 1 year
5) )
unemployedd for more than 2 years
6) )
moree than five years spent in own household
7) )
alll are acceptable
8) )

513..

And if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))

514..

still in education
unemployed for less than a month
unemployed for three months
unemployed for six months
unemployed for 1 year
unemployed for more than 2 years
more than five years spent in own household

Card A7: Availability.
Cann you indicate which categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD A7 >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))

515..

And if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
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Full-time, work in shifts or irregular working hours no problem
Full-time, during standard working hours only
Part-time, work in shifts or irregular working hours no problem
Part-time, during standard working hours only
All are acceptable

Full-time, work in shifts or irregular working hours no problem
Full-time, during standard working hours only
Part-time, work in shifts or irregular working hours no problem
Part-time, during standard working hours only
All are acceptable
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516..

Card A8: Health.
Cann you indicate which categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD A8 >
1))
2))
3))

517..

518..

Healthy
Slightly increased probability of sick leave
Both are acceptable

And if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))

Healthy

2))

Slightly increased probability of sick leave

Card A9: Work experience.
Cann you indicate which categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD A9 >
1))
Experience in similar work
2))
Experience in other work
3))
No work experience
4))
All are acceptable

519..

And if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))
2))
3))

520..

Experience in similar work
Experience in other work
No work experience

Card A10: Employer's social security contributions
Cann you indicate which categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD A10 >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))

521..

ƒ 300 INCREASE of monthly contributions through a GENERAL legal measure
CONSTANT contributions
ƒ 300 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through a GENERAL legal measure
ƒ 300 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through a SPECIFIC legal measure
ƒ 600 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through a GENERAL legal measure
ƒ 600 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through a SPECIFIC legal measure
All are acceptable

And if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))

ƒ 300 INCREASE of monthly contributions through a GENERAL legal measure
CONSTANT contributions
ƒ 300 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through a GENERAL legal measure
ƒ 300 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through a SPECIFIC legal measure
ƒ 600 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through a GENERAL legal measure
ƒ 600 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through a SPECIFIC legal measure
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522..

Card A l l : Origin.
Cann you indicate which categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD Al 1 >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))

523..

And if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))

524..

Netherlands
Turkey
Morocco
Surinam
Southern Europe (Italy, Greece, Spain)
Far East
All are acceptable

Netherlands
Turkey
Morocco
Surinam
Southern Europe (Italy, Greece, Spain)
Far East

Card A12: Family situation.
Cann you indicate which categories are not acceptable for filling this vacancy?
<< SHOW CARD A12 >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))

525..

And if you had to choose a category, which one would you prefer?
<< IF RESPONDENT REALLY CAN'T CHOOSE: 'Don't know' >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
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Living alone
Married (living together), no children, breadwinner
Married (living together), no children, no breadwinner
Married (living together), two young children, breadwinner
Married (living together), two young children, no breadwinner
Single parent of two young children
All are acceptable

Living alone
Married (living together), no children, breadwinner
Married (living together), no children, no breadwinner
Married (living together), two young children, breadwinner
Married (living together), two young children, no breadwinner
Single parent of two young children
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526. .

Cann you indicate what is most important while judging an applicant for the vacancy you
sketched? ?
<< SHOW CARD A13 > < INSIST ON A CHOICE >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))

Age
Level of education
Command of language
Travelling time to
placee of work
Gender
Current status

7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Availability y
Health h
Workk experience
Employer'ss social
securityy contributions
Origin n
Familyy situation

Goo on with question 537 if 'don't know'
527. .

Andd what comes next, what is the second most important?
<< IF RESPONDENT HAS TROUBLE CHOOSING BETWEEN LESS IMPORTANT
FACTORS,, INSIST ON A - POSSIBLY ARBITRARY - CHOICE >

1) )
2) )
3) )
4) )
5) )
6) )

Age e

7) )
8) )
9) )
10) )

Levell of education
Commandd of language
Travellingg time to
placee of work
Gender r
Currentt status

11) )
12) )

Availability y
Health h
Workk experience
Employer'ss social
securityy contributions
Origin n
Familyy situation

Goo on with question 537 if 'don't know', same for questions 528 to 536
539. .

POLL-TAKER,, NOW TAKE THE SET OF PROFILES WITH
= = >> COLOR —
AND D
= = >> NUMBER —
ANDD GIVE IT TO THE RESPONDENT
Thee profiles mentioned in each of questions 540/557 do not return in the subsequent question

540. .

II have here 18 profiles of possible applicants for the vacancy.
Wouldd you look at them well and put them in order of attractiveness?
<< INSIST ON A FULL RANKING!! >
<< TYPE THE MOST ATTRACTIVE ONE FOR THIS QUESTION, THE SECOND MOST
ATTRACTIVEE ONE FOR THE NEXT QUESTION, ETC., ETC >
1))
2))
3))
4))

541. .

Profile
Profile
Profile
Profile

1
2
3
4

5))
6))
7))
8))

Profile
Profile
Profile
Profile

5
6
7
8

9)) Profile 9
10)) Profile 10
11)) Profile 11
12)) Profile 12

13))
14))
15))
16))

Profile
Profile
Profile
Profile

13
14
15
16

17)) Profile 17
18)) Profile 18

Profile
Profile
Profile
Profile

13
14
15
16

17)) Profile 17
18)) Profile 18

Andd which applicant is most attractive after that?
<< INSIST ON A FULL RANKING!! >
<< SECOND CHOICE >
1))
2))
3))
4))

Profile
Profile
Profile
Profile

1
2
3
4

5))
6))
7))
8))

Profile
Profile
Profile
Profile

5
6
7
8

9)) Profile 9
10)) Profile 10
11)) Profile 11
12)) Profile 12

13))
14))
15))
16))

Questionn 542 through 557, the same
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560..

Finally, can you tell me which SCORE OF ATTRACTIVENESS you would attach to the profiles.. Your most preferred profile (being —) has a score of a 100 by definition. You can assign
scoress from 0 to 99 to the next profiles, provided that each next score should be LOWER than
thee last one.
<< RESPONDENT MUST GIVE A SCORE, 'Don't know' IS NOT ALLOWED, SO INSIST ON
ANN ANSWER >
Afterr a 0 in question 561/577 go on with question 580

561..

Which score would you give to — (second choice)?
<< TYPE A SCORE LOWER THAN 100 >
Questionn 562 through 577, the same

580..

You have ranked the 18 profiles in order of preference. Maybe not every applicant described in
thee profiles has a real chance of being hired by you. Could you give the rank of the profile you
thinkk would be the last to have a real chance of being hired?
1)) only 1st choice(—)
2)) 1st thr. 2nd choice(-)
3)) 1st thr. 3rd choice(—)
4)) 1st thr. 4th choice(—)
5)) 1st thr. 5th choice(—)
6)) 1st thr. 6th choice(—)
7)) 1st thr. 7th choice(-)
8)) 1st thr. 8th choice(—)
9)) 1st thr. 9th choice(—)
10)) 1st thr. 10th choice —)

301..

11) 1st thr. 11th
12) 1st thr. 12th
13) 1st thr. 13th
14) 1st thr. 14th
15) 1st thr. 15th
16) 1st thr. 16th
17) 1st thr. 17th
18) 1st thr. 18th
so everybody
19) none

choice(choice(choice(choice(choice(choice(choicef
choice(-

About how many employees (in this establishment) earn approximately the gross monthly wage
off ƒ — you mentioned?
<< TYPE NUMBER; NOT HIGHER THAN — >
Questionn 302 only if question 301 = 'don't know'

302..

Can you give a percentage?
<< TYPE PERCENTAGE; NOT HIGHER THAN 100 >

303..

Was there ever an employee hired in this establishment for whom a wage cost subsidy was
received?? < IF 'YES' > Did this happen more often, or only a few times? >

1) )
2) )
3) )

yes,, often
yes,, a few times
no,, never

Goo to question 306 if question 303 = 3 or 'don't know'
304..

How were your experiences with that in general, were they:
<< READ OUT >
1))
2))
3))
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favorable
neutral (favorable and unfavorable experiences)
unfavorable
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305..

Did the initiative to use a subsidy scheme come from the Public Employment Service, the
employer,, or the employee?
1))
2))
3))
4))

306..

Public Employment Service
employer
employee
other (SPECIFY)

Are there ever trainees present in your company, for example through the apprentice system?
<< IF 'YES' > Often, or only a few times? >
1))
2))
3))

yes, often
yes, a few times
no, never

Goo on with question 309 if question 306 = 3 or 'don't know'
307..

How were your experiences with that in general, were they:
1))
2))
3))

308..

Did the initiative to hire trainees come from the Public Employment Service, the employer, the
traineee or the training institute?
<< MORE THAN ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE >
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))

309..

favorable
neutral (favorable and unfavorable experiences)
unfavorable

Public Employment Service
employer
employee
training institute
other (SPECIFY)

Suppose that a drastic reduction of employer's social security contributions for wages close to
thee minimum wage would result from a general measure, or even that no contributions were to
bee paid at all, WHILE NET WAGES WOULD REMAIN THE SAME. Do you think this would
resultt in a greater number of jobs in your company?
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))

yes, definitely
yes, I think so
no, I think not —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 313
no, definitely not —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 313
I can't say, it depends on other things —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 313

310..

How many jobs would this create in your company (establishment)?
<< TYPE NUMBER >

311..

What would you consider a substantial reduction of employer's contributions, an amount from
whichh you would expect a clear positive effect on employment in your company?
<< INSIST ON AN ESTIMATE; TYPE AMOUNT IN GUILDERS >
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312. .

Whatt kind of jobs would these be?
<< MORE THAN ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE >

1) )
2) )
3) )
4) )
5) )
6) )
313..

commercial l
clerical l
technical l
caring g
primarilyy physical
otherr (SPECIFY)

Are there any specific tasks in your establishment requiring little or no education which are
presentlyy NOT being carried out, but which WOULD be carried out if the minimum wage were
considerablyy lower?
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))

yes, definitely
yes, I think so
no, I think not —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 316
no, definitely not —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 316
I can't say, it depends on other things —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 316

314..

What would you regard as a substantially reduced minimum wage, what gross monthly salary
shouldd I think of in this respect?
<< TYPE AMOUNT IN GUILDERS >

315..

What kind of activities would this concern, could you say some more about that?
<< TYPE ANSWER BRIEFLY >
<< TYPE ANSWER LITERALLY >

316..

Suppose now that through a general measure the MINIMUM WAGE ITSELF would be reduced
drastically,, meaning also the NET wage. Do you think this would result in more people being
hiredd in your company?

401..

1))
2))
3))
4))

yes, definitely
yes, I think so
no, I think not
no, definitely not

5))

I can't say, it depends on other things

To finish the interview I would like to ask some questions about yourself.
Mayy I ask for your age?

402..

1)) younger than 20
6) 40 - 44 years old
2)) 20 - 24 years old
7) 45 - 49 years old
3)) 2 5 - 2 9 years old
8) 50 - 54 years old
4)) 30 - 34 years old
9) 55 - 59 years old
5)) 3 5 - 3 9 years old
10) 60 years or older
What is your highest educational degree?
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))
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university/college
vocational college (HTS, HEAO, Sociale Academie)
senior secondary general (HAVO, VWO, HBS, Ath., Gymn.)
senior secondary vocational (MTS, MEAO, Politieschool, Verpleegster)
junior secondary general (MAVO, MULO, ULO, 3 years HBS)
junior secondary vocational (LTS, LEAO, Huishoudschool)
only primary education
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403..

What is your position?
1))
2))
3))
4))

personnel manager
personnel worker
general manager
other (SPECIFY)

404..

For how many years have you worked in this position at this company?
<< TYPE NUMBER OF YEARS; LESS THAN 6 MONTHS = 0 YEARS >

405..

For how many years have you worked at this company?
<< TYPE NUMBER OF YEARS; LESS THAN 6 MONTHS = 0 YEARS >
Questionn 410/411 only if answer to question 404 = answer to question 405

410..

Did you work in a similar position elsewhere, before you came here?
1)) yes
2)) no —> GO ON WITH QUESTION 406

411..

How many years did you work in that similar position elsewhere?
<< TYPE NUMBER OF YEARS >

406..

< TYPE GENDER WITHOUT ASKING >
1)) man
2))

woman

407..

< ASK IN CASE OF DOUBT > What is your native country?

998..

1)) Netherlands
2)) other country
That was my last question. Many thanks for your cooperation, and have a nice day.
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SHOWCARDS S
Cardd 9
Compositionn of the work force of this establishment
ESTIMATEE NUMBERS IF NEEDED
FULL-TIMEE
(322 HOURS OR MORE)

PART-TIME
(LESS THAN 32 HOURS)

NUMBERR OF MEN:

NUMBERR OF WOMEN:

Cardd A 10
Att the moment a certain amount of tax and employer's social security contributions belongs to the gross
wagee you mentioned. It is conceivable that other amounts may apply. This could mean that less or no tax
andd employer's social security contributions will have to be paid for salaries of the level you mentioned.
Thee reason could be:
A..

a general legal measure, which also applies to your present employees with a comparable wage level,
or r

B..

a specific subsidy measure, which only applies to newly hired employees.

Inn all cases the net wage for the employee will not change, and the measures are permanent.
Heree you see the possibilities we would like you to consider.
EMPLOYER'SS SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS
1))
2))
3))
4))
5))
6))
7))

ƒ 300 INCREASE of monthly contributions through a
CONSTANT contributions
ƒ 300 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through
ƒ 300 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through
ƒ 600 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through
ƒ 600 REDUCTION of monthly contributions through
All are acceptable
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GENERAL legal measure
a
a
a
a

GENERAL legal measure
SPECIFIC legal measure
GENERAL legal measure
SPECIFIC legal measure
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SUMMARYY IN DUTCH

WERKK OF GEEN WERK: DE WERKGEVER BESLIST
Relatievee kansen van werkzoekenden zonder baan op de Nederlandse arbeidsmarkt
SAMENVATTING G
Hoee selecteren werkgevers hun personeel? Welke doelen streven zij na en welke criteria
hanterenn zij? Denken ze alleen aan winstmaximalisatie of spelen ook andere factoren een
roll bij de personeelskeuze? Deze vragen staan centraal in dit onderzoek. Het stellen van
dezee vragen heeft zowel een praktische als een theoretische achtergrond. De praktische
redenn heeft alles te maken met de lage arbeidsparticipatie in Nederland. Wil de
participatiegraadd omhoog gaan, dan zullen werkgevers grote groepen werkzoekenden in
dienstt moeten nemen, die ze nu niet interessant vinden. Een beter inzicht in de criteria
diee werkgevers hanteren bij de personeelsselectie, kan de weg wijzen naar een
verbeteringg van de kansen van zwakke groepen op de arbeidsmarkt. Hoewel deze studie
inn de eerste plaats een empirisch onderzoek is naar de criteria die werkgevers hanteren,
ligtt er ook een theoretische vraag aan ten grondslag. De economische theorie biedt geen
eenduidigee antwoorden waar het de keuze van personeel betreft. De theorie van de
marginalee kosten voorspelt dat werkgevers hun personeel kiezen met het oog op
winstmaximalisatie.. Er zijn echter ook andere theorieën die werkgeversgedrag beschrijvenn dat conflicteert met het streven naar maximale winst. Zo beschrijft de economische
theoriee van discriminatie de afweging tussen winst en discriminerende voorkeuren. Voor
dee keuze van personeel kan dat betekenen dat minder produktieve sollicitanten toch
verkozenn worden omdat ze in de ogen van de werkgever bijvoorbeeld het 'juiste'
geslachtt of de 'juiste' afkomst hebben.
Dee meest rechtstreekse weg om meer inzicht in vraagcriteria te krijgen, is het observeren
vann sollicitatieprocedures in de praktijk. Hieraan kleven echter een aantal problemen. Zo
iss bij een sollicitatie in de praktijk het aantal mogelijk belangrijke variabelen zeer groot
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enn ook nog eens lastig te waarderen. Hoe kan men in de analyse betrekken dat de sollicitantt een onverzorgd uiterlijk heeft, of een plat accent, of een 'foute' das? Het lijkt niet
mogelijkk om op een zinvolle wijze om te gaan met de stortvloed aan informatie die
alleenn al de 'appearance' van de sollicitant bevat. Ook kennen sollicitaties in de praktijk
eenn grote mate van 'zelf-selectie'. Hoe zouden de arbeidsmarktkansen van vrouwen
gemetenn kunnen worden in een branche waar zelden of nooit een vrouw solliciteert?
Omm deze problemen te omzeilen maken we gebruik van een methode die bij marktonderzoekerss al veel langer in zwang is en die bekend staat onder de naam conjunctmeten.
Marktonderzoekerss gebruiken deze methode om de verkoopbaarheid van nieuwe
produktenn te achterhalen. Zij stellen profielschetsen samen die produkten beschrijven aan
dee hand van enkele kerneigenschappen. Enquêteurs leggen de profielschetsen voor aan
potentiëlee consumenten, en vragen hen om een voorkeursvolgorde aan te brengen in de
getoondee profielen. Uit de voorkeuren van de respondenten kan dan worden afgeleid op
welkee variabele(h) zij selecteren en welke produktkenmerken de beste verkoopkansen
opleveren.. Ook in de sociale wetenschappen wordt deze methode toegepast; zij staat daar
bekendd als vignetten-onderzoek.
Inn dit onderzoek beoordeelden werkgevers profielschetsen van sollicitanten voor een
vacaturee in hun bedrijf. Om profielschetsen van sollicitanten te kunnen maken, hielpen
respondentenn in een kwalitatief vooronderzoek bij het samenstellen van zinvolle
beschrijvingenn van sollicitanten. Dit is één van de belangrijkste onderdelen, daar het
feitelijkee onderzoek zich volledig concentreert op de rol die de in het vooronderzoek
geselecteerdee kenmerken spelen bij de personeelsselectie. Het vooronderzoek resulteerde
inn een verzameling van twaalf kenmerken: leeftijd, geslacht, afkomst, gezondheid,
gezinssituatie,, werkgeverslasten, opleidingsniveau, reistijd, werkervaring, huidige positie,
beschikbaarheidd en taalbeheersing. Elk kenmerk is onderverdeeld in een aantal niveaus;
doorr variatie van de niveaus kan een veelheid aan uiteenlopende profielschetsen van
werkzoekendenn zonder baan worden samengesteld.
Dee enquête werd gehouden in de winter van 1989/1990. De meeste respondenten waren
directeurr van een klein(e) bedrij f(svestiging) of personeelshoofd van een grotere
onderneming.. Teneinde het onderzoek toe te spitsen op de voornaamste probleemgebie-
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denn van de arbeidsmarkt, werden alleen vacatures beschouwd waarvoor relatief lage
opleidingseisenn gelden. Tevens werd alleen gekeken naar de kansen van werkzoekenden
zonderr baan. De profielschetsen beschrijven dus geen sollicitanten die al een baan
hebben. .
Dee 312 respondenten in het onderzoek beschreven eerst een (mogelijke) vacature voor
hett lagere kader binnen hun onderneming. De enquêteurs presenteerden vervolgens een
stapell van 18 profielschetsen van fictieve sollicitanten en vroegen de respondenten deze
stapell op volgorde van aantrekkelijkheid voor de beschreven vacature te leggen. Uit de
geordendee profielen kon met een gerangordend logit model worden afgeleid welk belang
dee respondenten hechten aan de kenmerken op de profielschetsen. Het belangrijkste
resultaatt is dat eigenschappen waar aanbieders van arbeid redelijkerwijs geen invloed op
uitt kunnen oefenen gemiddeld voor meer dan 70% de voorkeur van de werkgever
bepalen.. Het gaat dan met name om leeftijd, geslacht, gezondheid en afkomst.
Hett relatieve belang dat werkgevers hechten aan verschillende
kenmerkenn van werkzoekenden zonder baan
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Dee voorkeuren van werkgevers variëren per bedrijf en per vacature. Leeftijd en
gezondheidd zijn bij alle sollicitaties belangrijke kenmerken. Vrouwelijke werkzoekenden
zonderr baan ondervinden echter veel meer nadeel van hun vrouw-zijn bij sollicitaties in
dee bouw of de industrie dan in de dienstverlenende sector. Dat geldt voor banen die geen
fysiekk werk vereisen. Als het wel om lichamelijke arbeid gaat, zijn vrouwen nog minder
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inn tel. Naarmate bedrijven al een groter aandeel vrouwen in dienst hebben, vinden zij het
geslachtt van de sollicitant een minder belangrijk criterium. Werkzoekenden van
buitenlandsee afkomst komen alleen in de buurt van een gelijke behandeling, als ze
solliciterenn bij grotere bedrijfsvestigingen voor banen waarin ze geen contact hebben met
klanten. .
Eenn voorkeur voor een bepaalde sollicitant betekent nog niet dat die sollicitant ook
aangenomenn wordt; de werkgever kan ook afwachten of zich nog betere sollicitanten
melden.. Om inzicht te krijgen in de aannamekansen van werkzoekenden zonder baan,
werdd de respondenten ook gevraagd welke van de aangeboden sollicitanten acceptabel
zoudenn zijn voor het vervullen van de beschreven vacature.
Dee acceptabiliteit van de getoonde profielschetsen werd geanalyseerd met een tweede
logit-model.. De verklarende variabelen in dit model zijn 'kwaliteitsindices' voor
individuelee profielschetsen en een aantal achtergrondvariabelen die de respondenten en
hunn bedrijven beschrijven. De kwaliteitsindices konden worden berekend uit de
schattingenn van de voorkeuren van de respondenten en vormen dus geen objectieve
maatstaff van kwaliteit, maar geven juist de percepties weer die de werkgevers van de
sollicitantenn hebben. In grote lijnen is de acceptabiliteit van een sollicitant van twee
dingenn afhankelijk: een aantal specifieke bedrijfskenmerken en de aantrekkelijkheid van
dee concurrerende sollicitanten. Dit betekent dat werkgevers deels absolute maatstaven
aanleggenn waaraan sollicitanten moeten voldoen om voor een baan in hun bedrijf in
aanmerkingg te komen, maar dat zij tevens een relatieve maatstaf hanteren, die varieert
mett het aanbod van sollicitanten.
Wee kunnen veronderstellen dat een sollicitant die de voorkeur geniet en tevens
acceptabell is, aangenomen wordt. Deze aanname maakt het mogelijk de instroom van
sollicitantenn in banen na te bootsen, uitgaande van het waargenomen selectiegedrag van
werkgevers.. Een simulatie op een geconstrueerde data-base van werkzoekenden zonder
baann illustreert de mogelijkheden van een dergelijk voorkeurs/acceptatie model. De
simulatie-uitkomstenn geven aan dat als de selectie-criteria die werkgevers hanteren niet
veranderen,, de lage participatiegraad van oudere werknemers, allochtonen, vrouwen en
werknemerss met een licht verhoogde kans op ziekteverzuim wel eens blijvend zou
kunnenn zijn.
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Dee waargenomen voorkeuren van werkgevers voor jonge, gezonde, autochtone mannen
vragenn om een verklaring. De vraag rijst of deze voorkeuren voortkomen uit economisch
efficiëntt selectiegedrag of uit discriminerende opvattingen. Deze vraag valt echter niet
eenduidigg te beantwoorden. Wel kunnen we concluderen dat de veelheid aan controlevariabelenn samen met de omvang van de gemeten voorkeuren een sterke indicatie geven
datt naast winstmaximalisatie ook discriminatie een rol speelt bij de selectie van
personeel. .
Ditt onderzoek toont aan dat lager opgeleide werkzoekenden zonder baan vooral
geselecteerdd worden op eigenschappen waarop ze zelf geen invloed kunnen uitoefenen.
Off deze waarneming nu het gevolg is van discriminatie of van economisch efficiënt
selectiegedragg van werkgevers, maakt weinig verschil voor de perspectieven op de
arbeidsmarktt van werkzoekenden zonder baan die niet jong, gezond, autochtoon en man
zijn.. De bevinding dat lager opgeleide werkzoekenden zonder baan weinig aan hun eigen
arbeidsmarktkansenn kunnen veranderen, heeft op zich belangrijke implicaties voor
onderzoekk en beleid. Het selectiegedrag van werkgevers blijkt van belang te zijn in de
analysee van werkgelegenheid en werkloosheid. Beleidsmakers kunnen in de resultaten
vann deze studie een aanleiding vinden om meer aandacht te geven aan de vraagzijde van
dee arbeidsmarkt. Een arbeidsmarktbeleid dat de voorkeuren van werkgevers weet te beïnvloeden,, zou wel eens meer succes kunnen hebben voor de positie van zwakke groepen
opp de arbeidsmarkt dan het bestaande beleid dat vooral gericht is op het verbeteren van
dee kwalificaties van werkzoekenden zonder baan. Tenslotte zouden werkgevers in de
uitkomstenn van dit onderzoek een stimulans kunnen vinden om hun eigen selectiebeleid
aann een kritische analyse te onderwerpen: is het bedrijfseconomisch gezien optimaal om
voorall op leeftijd, geslacht, gezondheid en afkomst te selecteren? Is er enige betrouwbare
informatiee die selectie op dergelijke criteria rechtvaardigt? Of is het mogelijk
selectiemethodess te hanteren die uitsluitend de weg wijzen naar de beste werknemers,
zonderr op zijn minst de schijn van discriminatie tegen te hebben?
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Stellingen n

1..

Het slechten van toetredingsdrempels voor nieuwe ondernemers en het bestrijden
vann horizontale prijsafspraken tussen ondernemingen zijn belangrijke middelen in
dee strijd tegen discriminatie op de arbeidsmarkt.

2..

Door te discrimineren bij de selectie van personeel laten werkgevers winstkansen
onbenut. .

3..

Minimximloonwetgeving en de algemeen-verbindendverklaring van collectieve
loonafsprakenn dragen bij tot substitutie van loondiscriminatie door werkgelegenheidsdiscriminatie.. Voor zwakke groepen op de arbeidsmarkt betekent dit dat zij
niett eens de kans krijgen hun kwaliteiten op de arbeidsmarkt te tonen.

4..

De Algemene Wet Gelijke Behandeling zou zich ook moeten richten op het
bestrijdenn van leeftijdsdiscriminatie.
Tweedee Kamer (1992/1993), Algemene Wet Gelijke Behandeling, 22 014.

5..

In het Algemeen Rijksambtenaren Reglement (ARAR) ontbreekt het recht van
ambtenarenn om bij inkrimpingen en reorganisaties beoordeeld te worden op de
prestatiess die ze feitelijk leveren. Dit recht zou in het ARAR moeten worden
opgenomen. .

6..

De economische theorie van de arbeidsmarkt besteedt te weinig aandacht aan de
invloedd van irrationele voorkeuren van werkgevers bij het selecteren van
werkzoekenden.. Dit werkt de foutieve gedachte in de hand dat mensen die geen
werkk kunnen vinden, ook werkelijk minder geschikt zijn voor werk.

7..

Ondernemerschap is de kurk waar de Nederlandse economie op drijft. Om die
redenn zou een cursus 'hoe start ik een eigen onderneming' tot het standaardpakket
vann alle middelbare scholen moeten behoren.
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8..

Doordat een goede controle op de toekenning van sociale uitkeringen achterwege
blijft,, raken de zwakkeren in de Nederlandse samenleving steeds verder op
achterstand. .

9..

De meeste academici komen in banen terecht waar goede communicatieve vaardighedenn vereist zijn. Om die reden zouden mondelinge en schriftelijke uitdrukkingsvaardigheid,, zowel in het Nederlands als in andere moderne talen, tot het curriculumm van elke universitaire opleiding moeten behoren.

10..

Gemeenteraadsverkiezingen in Nederland worden doorgaans beheerst door onderwerpenn uit de landelijke politiek. Dit gegeven ondermijnt het democratisch gehalte
vann de lokale politiek. Lokale onderwerpen zouden beter tot hun recht komen als
gemeenteraadsverkiezingenn niet in alle gemeentes tegelijkertijd werden gehouden.

11..

Het verhogen van de prijs van een milieubelastend genot als skiën, is niet alleen
goedd voor de natuur, maar bevordert ook het genot van de skiër. Niet alleen zal de
skiërr bij hogere prijzen rustiger pistes treffen, ook leert de theorie van de cognitievee dissonantie dat de skiër meer geniet van een duurdere skivakantie. (Deze
stellingg kan eenvoudig worden vertaald naar andere gebieden van milieubelastende
pret,, zoals bijvoorbeeld autorijden).
Festinger,, L. (1957), A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance, Harper and Row.
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